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IMJEFACE

In this hook I h;i\c attempted to meet tiie

request of the Editors that I slioukl deseribe

tlie i\'cenl ehaM<,us whieh have given us the

present eonditioii of the workinf» eUisses. It

has only been possil)lo to give au outhne of

events, and to su^f^est the prineiples which
seem to nic to be involved. In view of the

faet Uiat a vohime has aheady been con-

tributed to tliis series on Sociahsm, I have
stopped on the threshold of that subjeet, and
liave tried to make this study a way of ap-

l)roaeh to that larger question. I shall be glad

if I have succeeded in giving a survey of the

field which will incite to further exploration,

and help to explain the unrest whieh is so

great a feature of this critical time,

D 11. M.
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THE

EVOLUTION OF INDUSTRY

CHAPTER I

THE MEANING OF INDUSTRIAL EVOLUTION

The evolution of industry is the story of

the attempt to solv^e a single and definite

problem. The means which are taken to

solve it are constantly becoming more com-
plicated and more wonderful. So much so

that these means become by themselves a
thing to study for their interest and ingenuity.

Clever machines, and new processes of work-
ing, and devices for better organization, are

part of the history of human skill, and we can
study them simply as pages in the records

of achievement. The labour of men's minds
and hands has given us machines which carry

many materials at once through many pro-

cesses with even more precision and regular-

9



10 THE EVOLUTION OF INDUSTRY

ity than if they had thoii<;ht ; and also forms

of organization which account for every detail

of cost, and time, and by-product. As the

firm grows ))igger and tlie market sj)rcads

over the worhl, industrial discovery and
government stand out like a ]>iece of work
which can be looked at for itself, iikc an
object of art that is impressive for both

power and fineness. But the real ]iroblem

of industrial evolution is hidden by a study

of this kind. All this effort has an end
beyond itself. It is the growing pressure of

material need that has called out all this

ingenuity and resource, and made a market
for all this skill. And the true nature of what
is being done is not seen in the thing itself,

but in what lies behind it.

In the shortest chapter of his great book,

John Mill has stated the question in its

simplest terms. lie draws attention first to

industrial history simply as a record of man's
devising ability.

" Of the features which characterize the
progressive economical movement of ci\ ilizcd

nations, that which first excites attention is

the perpetual and, so far as human foresight

can extend, the unlimited growth of man's
power over nature. Our knowledge of the

properties and laws of physical objects shows
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no sigr. of approaching its ultimate bound-
aries; it is advancing more rapidly, and in

a greater number of directions at once, than
in any previous age or generation, and
affording such frequent glimpses of unex-
])Iorcd fields bej ond, as to justify the belief

that our acquaintance with nature is still

almost in its infancy. This increasing
physical knowledge is now, too, more rapidly
than at any former period, converted by
practical ingenuity into physical power. The
most marvellous of modern inventions, one
which realizes the imaginary feats of the
magician—the clcctro-m.agnetic telegrai)h

—

sprang into existence but a few years after
the establishment of the scientific theory
which it exemplifies." Now the same is

true of organization. " Works of . 1 sorts
are daily accomplished by civilized nations,
not by any greatness of faculty in the agents,
but through the fact that each is able to rely
with certainty on the others for the portion
of the work which they respectively under-
take. The peculiar characteristic of civilized
beings is the capacity of co-operation ; and this
tends to improve by practice, and beoon.es
capable of assuming a constantly wider
sphere of action." It was this same view
of industrial progress—the spectacular view

—



12 THE EVOLUTION OF INDUSTRY

which led MacunUiy to write a triiirn pliant

passage in his Essay on Bacon.

But behind tliis record of [jrogress in organ-

izaticn and resource, Mill sees the problem

on which it all bv^ars—the growth of the

people in number and in wants. The machine

is as elaborate and wonderful as it is, because

the work to do is getting less sim})]e, aid

every possible economy of resources is re-

quired. In this chapter he thinks it possil)Ic,

and elsewhere he doubted if it were not the

fact, that the people might increase " in

numbers only, and not in comfort or cultiva-

tion." The whole system might be wonderful,

and yet might not solve its real problem.

Out of what conditions does this dilliculty

come ? What are the forces whose working

diivcs the evolution of industry ?

II

There arc tMO oppos d forces, straining

different ways, with which we have to reckon.

All invention and organization are an attempt

to overcome the oj)position and make a

balanc .

On one side, there is the growth of the

people. Every generation sees a greater

demand for goods, if the standard of life
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is not to fall. Everything that happens in

industry is for the sake, in the end, of meeting

this larger icmand. In order only to keep

up the same standard of life, we should

require devices and resources for a gross in-

crease in volume of goods made. This would

mean no advance in comfort, but sim{)ly the

holding off of distress. But the wants of a

people grow in variety as well as in amount.

The course of foreign trade may offer new
goods to a nation in payment for its exports

;

or the rich may enjoy goods which the masses

of the people see and come to desire; or the

process Avhich is simply called development

may raise new wants out of old ones. This

is a strain Avhieh never ceases. Later stages,

and higher levels of comfort, rather increase

than lessen it. Greater capacities for enjoy-

ment come out of great opportunities to

enjoy. They grow by what they feed on,

and social agitation for the betterment of

conditions of life does not get less insistent

after a great deal has been granted to it. A
class may feel that it is becoming poorer,

though it can buy the same things as before

even in greater amount, if new goods come
into use but are beyond its reach. Contrast

is a strong factor of poverty; and, to many
ways of dehning })overty, we might add the
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historical one—failure to participate in tlic^

new known jroods of each pci-iod. Person-
ality is inexhaustible in its claims and capaci-
ties for new enjoyment; and industry has to
make the response to this growing vo'umc
and vr.ricty of wants.

This side of the problem was very much in
evidence in the first half of last century. The
shadow of the population question is cast
especially over the writinqs of Mill. Before
his time, the teachings of JMalthus and his
followers gave rise to the view that wages
would keep down to a bare level of subsLst-
ence, since population would tend to increase
up to the limit allowed by the necessaries
of life. Make it easier to get these necessaries,
and more people would marry, and more
children be born, till things were much as
l:)eforc. This danger would hang over society
till the people learned prudence and restraint.
And it is plain that to say this is to imply
that economic resources could not stand just
any strain from the side of demand. More
people means more i)ower to produce goods;
and if the power to consume goods seemed
more formidable and important at that time
there must have been a distrust of the power
of economic organization to adjust the two
forces. The years from 1800 to 1825 were
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Juitcd to almost any doctrine of desj)air. No
(economic problem was generally understood,
—it was the age of evervthinrr done wronf',

—

imancc, currency, the Poor Law, Labour, the
factory, and the Land. The buildinf,^-u])

periods of the second and third quarters of

the century relieved this country from the
amount of population as a serious danfjer,

and we think chiefly now of its distribution
in cities and on the land. Even witli the
growing volume and variety of wants, our
economic resources are trusted to make each
person worth liis keep.

Tlie growth of pof)ulation means a force
of increasing demands. But all these demands
take us back to the land. Ail the goods we
use are transformations of products given us
at that common source. The land's fertility

in materials is therefore the other force that
is fundamental to industrial evolution. The
demand grows, and the land must suj)ply it.

Kut the land does not grow; and its fertility

is subject to a law which is not a law of

increase.

A great part of the land area of the world,
and of most countries, cannot be cultivated
at all without loss ; that is to say, more goods
would be consumed in cultivating it than
it would yield. Only under the pressure of
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oxticnc scarcity couUl it be brouirht into
use But the physical nature of cultivated
land IS such that it does not of itself meet
the ^rrowth of population by ^riving twice
the product for twice the labour. The
deeper a niuie is worked, tiie more labour
does each ton of ore cost. If grai„ crops, or
industrial libres, are -rown on any land, its
fertility is so far exhausted, a,id it will not
yield anotlier crop of the same size for the
same trouble. For that, it will need the ad-
ditional trouble of manuring and tending.
And if every gci.eration makes a demand for
greater quantities of ore, aad Rrain, and hbres,
It will become more and more diflicult to get
them from the same land, or bv tak n'> in
worse land. If the people of 1950 arc to have
their increased wants met out of the products
of the land, ho.v much hiu-der will that land
have to be worked, and how much more cosily
w. . its products be per ton ! So far as land
alon. IS concerned we would travel toward
exhaistion point unless we were willing to
incur higher costs. This means higher prices.
And higher prices from the land mean higher
prices for everything, since all materials'^are
from the land.

Now if the evolution of industry is to mean
progress in wealth and welfare, goods ought
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to become more {)leiitiful and less costly
as time goes on. Somehov,-, therefore, the
dilemma has to be got over; population has
to grow, and yet we arc not to have higher
costs from exhausted land. Each man's
work has to count for a bigger product; and
this has been the history of things in the last
century. More wants arc met at less cost,
spite of the influence of diminishing fertility
at the source which su|^;,jies all wants.
The organization of industry is the reply

to this problem. It stands between the two
forces of population and land, and works out
the means of increasing welfare. When the
problem is not severe, and there are few
people or few wants to maintain in a new
country the organization is slight ; as the two
forces get stronger, and many people with
many wants are living in an old country, the
organization has to be stronger. All organ-
ization is the reply to the pressure of needs.
What is the general plan by which our
industrial organization keeps working out
this problem ?

Ill

The force which comes between the grow-
ing wants of the people and the lessening
fertility of land is invention. The evolution
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of iiuliislry is the history of this force. It
accepts a physical fact ahout laii<] aiul a social
fact about population, ami linds the way to
keep peace between them. The use of" the
word -economy" in reference to a nation's
affairs shows the nature of the work of inven-
tion. In pul>h.-, as in private, affairs it
means the way of makin- liniited resources
SO as far as possible to meet ^ro^^^\na wants
If the land did not tend toward exhaustion,
and did not require inereasinrr costs to keei)
It up to the mark, its j)roduce of grain and
fibres and ores could all be derived from
qmte hmited areas, which went on yieldin^v
double or more than double the crop to double
the w'ork. The work of invention would
then be less of the nature of eeonomv. and
more of tlie nature of new products and ways
of working them up.
As it is, invention meets the constant

pressure of the two o,)posite forces by two
methods-discovery of resources and of
processes.

In the first place, as to resources. New
areas of supi)]y are constantly bein^r dis-
covered. A great part of the world has still
to be developed. These parts mav have
been neglected because they were not of the
highest fertility for any crop or product, or
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were very di ,lanl, or were nol known. When
tlicir resources become known nnd available,
they slacken the pressur- on the old areas,
and hold back the inllucnce of increasing
costs, so that we ^ct lon^ periods of fallini,'

instead of lisint^r prices for ^m«ater supplies.
Writers in England iu the first half of last
century were alarmed at the prospect of our
supply of j,a-ain. They did not foresee that,
under the inilucucc of transport, the fields

of America and the Ar-rcntine would be areas
of supply. But, whatever else it has done,
the discovery of these new resources, which are
not yet developed to anything near their full

capacity, brouoht down the cost of food and
keeps it down. We are still in process of
discovering the resources of many sub-
tropical areas for fibres and minerals and
oils. They yield for a lighter cultivation
and a lower cost Avhat the older areas were
giving oidy at a higher cost. In this way,
as the world's resources become more known
and available, a growing population has its

wants met in volume and variety at falling
instead of rising costs.

The invention of resources does not mean
only new land areas. New products are
added to the stock. They do not only count
in variety of wants that can be met; they
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can take tl,c place c,f ^^ood. already known,
and slacken the pressure on the supplies of
hese older goods, and hrin<. n. back again
toloweosts. Metals, fil,,.,.rains, ores and
o.ls c.f orent ni lorni as they niav he, caneach take the place tor unu.y ,n.,os,. o(
others of the.r k.nd, so that new resources
or one product draw oif the pressure on
M.pplu's of another. Or again, .hat washough

t
to he the wasle of one product is

;;7/'''^^'*-'f-^-i'^l product; w-eiind
that there were two or more products where
Avc thouglit there was oidy one, so that theircomn.on source of supply counts now fora h.gher fertd.ty than before. It supplies

r;T7''V""*'"^'^""^^^^'-the'iJewants for less cost. The land e.rea of thevorld wdl get taken np, and there is a limi?to resources m the way of extent. But it ism.poss. hie to say for what now useless pro-
<lucts there will be found a use, or wta
bulk /Tr """'' ^'^

''' ''^^^'^-'^^ «^ ^^^^^^"
bulk, so that we may get far higher fertilities
from qu.te hnnted areas. If there are manyprodue s hke radium our resources will .o^be hm.ted because our space is limited.
Ihe invention of processes is the secondform wh.eh this force takes. The effect i^here agam to get the same result with a
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smaller use of naturnl supplies, and so to s;;ve
thesvi supplies aucl make them (^o further.
Suppose we liavc a maehiiie which needs the
lal)our of ten mea to work it, and lias If) lie

renewed every three years. Some one in-

vents another machine which is efjualiy

productive but only needs the labour of two
men to work it, and has to F)e renewed every
four years. Then, in the first place, wc have
found a way f)f gcttin/,r on with a less amount
of iron, so far as the makin^^' of those machines
is concerned. In the second place, if the
ehangc is made gradually cnoufjh for the
labour disi)Iaced to be absorbed elsewhere,
we have eight men's labour and maintenance
not needed for that machine, and added to
our stock of labour with the same mainten-
ance somewhere else. The ore supply and
the food supply are both going further than
before. Transport is one of the most im-
portant of the results of invention of this
kind. The effect of steam and the steel rail

is to carry goods about with less consumption
of goods on the journey than if wc did the same
trade in the old way. Organization, too, is

a i)roeess in which invention is constant. It
bears upon the whole of technical invention,
and the saving of materials and time; but it

may also incur a cost to save a greater loss.
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csj^ecially as regards safeguarding the re-
.^ourecs ni personal skill which technical
mvent.on displaces and puts in da^g ro
^^aste by disuse. '^

cacli other. Iran-jport enables ,,« („ tr,;new area, of supply, and ,nocha„ioal devicecable ns to de^•clop then. New .sup„| e

IroHf ''™\'""" """'•>'"-'""<• '«costs ot Iransjiort.

The tremendous- co.nplcxitv of industiid
ors.a,.,zat,on l.as to be redueed to its ll^v
te. ns to gn-e us the i-eal nieanino of itsb".d„,gup.

Itissin,„lvtl,e,hrirtofVovi '
nations in nresence ot adverse Jaws of ori.ii^^l

2l'e''-
' •' "",.""' ^'•""""f^ eo„,pIexit? ^make our snpphes g„ f„rther, and lesse,, t epressure on their sourees, so that ince"s

'

<le.nands and falling eosts are possibi"
'^

gether Less laho.ir earns more i-oo.is this

IV
In early stages of industry, people -i-en very d;reet toueh with the la ,d and i^1-duets; they live on the land or n Irand each man or household applies Wo-:
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or tools to the grains and fibres that arc
grown on his Land. The great intermediate
organization of the mill has not come in,

or the separation of manufiU'tnre from agri-

culture. This form of life still exists in

Eastern countries, and only })assed away in

England about one hundred and twenty
years ago. As long a- it lasts, it stands for

a lightness of organization which means only
a slight pressure on the sources of supply.
Either the people are few, or their wants
are few, or the land is wide. It is this

simplicity of economic life, and its wide
distribution over the land, and the absence
of the great machijiery of modern industry,
which make the study of early England and
non-industrial nations so fa^ inating. There
arc two features of these times and places
which nrc especially evident. In the first

place, every worker sees the nature of what
he is doing; he is getting jjroducts from the
land and he is making them of use by in-

dustry. He sees the whole process, and the
fact is plain that labour and land are for the
sake of himself and others like himself who
need the goods. He sees the grain become
flour, and the wood from the forest become
furniture, and the hide become leather, and
the wool cloth,—all beside him, and all of
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useful to man. In other words, the con.n.on
"tcre.t of nil people as co„su„.er.s is heev,ckM,t tlnn.. This wouM be evi<l™t in e

ilustnes of this eomitry.
In the seeon.l place; the idea is clear at

i .<:.e stages that the ,vork is only for the sal^

m I
J hours and employers' discipline. Inthe domestic system especially, eVerv one«.rs .uhe fields or at home ai'thc ocUnucods and as ,s reqmred hy the varyin-r andunccr.an, v.ants of his household, ihe iXaof «„rk as a thin. i„ itself, an ohjee „fsearch, has not conie in yet.

Biit iu late stases, and amon;,r Westernnations, the nroutl, ,^i ii. .

"'^^^"5"'

Di-ess,,.^
<=>0"th of the [x:ople and thep.essu,e on supplies ha^e chanse<I thisHhen very great organizations are neeessarv

:"c
L*-'™;^ "'"-';> l^ets specialized into"^ 1'

each pait an m<histry in itsclf-thcn theneamn,, of the whole process is not nk n f^
l.e worker, far he is at too many ren „v srom either the beginning or the end of TtIn consequence of this, it is not the eon-»umcrs interest lie feels; the common bond

.. weakened on that side, and he feels tlenarrower interest of the " producer .': wh eh
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then emerges. He helps to make goods,

which make other goods, and their rchition

to a final consumer is lost in the distant

influences of trade; his trade organization is

a special sphere, making things he may not
use, but which are handed one step on by his

work. It is the producer's interest which
then is plainest to him; and we find the

system of industry becoming actually divided

into contests of producer and consumer,
whose interests ire regarded as opposed,
though every one is at some remove con-
sumer of every one else's work.

And at the same time, there goes with this

the idea of work as an object in itself. This
is a result of the indirect relation of a man's
work to his own wants. He is not now
making things for himself, but filling a place

in a system, which somehow makes all things
for all people. His work is upon materials
not related to what he consumes himself; it

is a thing by itself, not related to his ends
and wants. But it is the means to his being
able to obtain the goods he does want; and
it stands out as a thing to seek for and get,

a step toward being able to buy his own goods,
but quite separate from his own goods. When
people stopped grinding their own flour, and
made rivets in order to be able to buy flour,
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their occui)ations beca,„e a thing <iuite scnirate f.om ihoir uant^, but ha.l toLe'sot tojus^t as ,f they wore the -.va„t,s then.selvi
Jnns when we get to the times of vervgreat organization, and it i,, „,ore diilienkto see the nature of the whole eeononw o

">' ..:Sf.T. the tra<le of each worker beeome'
» tlnng n. the ilrrt plaee apart fron, his ownwants ut the only way to get Ins own :Z"and tiierefore work is itself an end- and
ai-art, tcH,, fron. other people's w..,t";,:h
<«-e too re„,otely eoneerned, so that many
<I fferont producers' interests eome in insteado the eonunon eonsun.ers' interest that Isobvious at earlier times.

Eaeh stage in the life of tlie people is ae-eompan,ed by a f„nn of indust/y win,., ^that stage. The soeial life „f this eo m ywas at one tm,e li.nited to ti.e vill.age; theneame the days of the town, supported by amral hfe around it; then the rural l,fe became more considerable again, till finally theCrty sueked ,t mto itself. The village andthe town attempted to keep themselves self-
6U.he,e„t, and free from the outside influ.enees o other places; the laws of settlement.
the feudal customs, and the gild regulations
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made the villages arul towns almost foreign
to each other, so that our early social life was
intensely local, and the idea of the nation,
and the feeling of national unity, came at
a late stage. Corresponding to these Torms
of life, we have systems of industry at first

of small power, because their ideas and
markets were local ; then of higher power, as
the market became a bigger thing. We have
household industry in the village, the members
of the family making for their own needs;
handicraft in the town, since the trade was
confined to the town ; the factory in the city,

both causing and being created by the wider
national economy and market. The passage
from one to another of these forms A life and
work is both caused by the growth of the
people, and helps to make a faster growth
possible; they arc stages in economy, in
national thrift in resources of labour, as the
people press more on the sources of supply;
and since wants are made easier to satisfy

at each stage, the demand for more goods, and
more various goods, makes the further stages
of economy and organization necessary.

We have seen that the root idea of the
evolution of industry is invention, standing
between the people and the land. And the
transition from one stage of life and form of
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industry to another is due to one of the
muni featvn-es of invention of all kinds. The
full use of an invention, in technical skill or
ineclian.cal a])].liance.s, or organization, can-
not be frot by limited circles of people It
bursts these local barriers, and compels trade
to spill over from place to place, until the
greatest of modern inventions in machinery
and industrial government can have their
full scope only ^vhen the market is tlie ^xnvld
That IS to say, a local body of people cannot
have the full advantnge of industrial prorrress
unless they share it with wider bodices of
people.

In household industry, some one becomes
skilled m making shoes or furniture, and
finds that the household docs not use up his
skill; It IS not worth his becoming .xpcrt
unless he works for other households too.So thaf work for wages for those outside the
family is the condition of his giving skilled
work to the family. Local " trades " developm this way In the town and gild economy
of the middle ages, it becomes more and more
dilhcult to shut the trader up in the town
market; regulations have to be made for
strangers and trade between towns, for the
merchant and the craftsman have no scope
for higher skill unless a wider market ruves
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them an outlet". Skill is si)ecializalioii; it is

not worth liiniting oneself to one funetion

unless there is a wide enouf^h demand for

its constant use. The cotta<,'cr under the

domestic system sells to the travelling agent

who is in touch with a large central market;

and he imds room for special skill as a weaver,

skill which would not he fully occuj)icd, and
would not be carried sc far, for a local market.

In the factory system of the cities, the citizens

can get the products of their own mills cheaj)

because the national market is open, and
makes it worth while to hav^c the highest

specialization in industrial skill. Trade bursts

local barriers, because industry is the history

of invention responding to the pressure of

wants, and because a locality cannot get the

use of inventions unless it shares them.
Legal restrictions and customs try in vain

to stand against this fundamental current

of economic force. The household for the

Iiousehold, the village for the village, the town
for the town, are local ideals which go down
before invention, which dors not stop at the

nation for the nation, but breaks down that

restriction too, and mercantilism fails to hold

its ground against the idea of the world-

market. England could not sell textiles

cheaply if she sold only at home.
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VI

Iiivetition tlocs not work out its effects
simply bccau.se a now appliance, or a new
development of skill or or^ranization, will
satisfy wider demands and extend national
resources. Industry is not irnklcd in its
advance by any kind of national Board
which perceives how the {pressure of wants
will be better met by these chani,'es. The
personal competition of individuals is the
outward and obvious side of this force. The
inventor sees that a new way of doing things
will give a wider market and a greater gain
to himself

; and he sees, too, that the wTder
market is necessary if his suggestion is to have
full |)lay m practice. The consumers' interest
IS not the conscious side of invention ; but it
is only through the consumers' interest that
the inventor gets his own j)rofit. Invention
is the force underlying economic evolution,
whether it be in appliances or svstems or
organization: but people are not usually
c-nscious of the real forces under whose
innuence they work. We have seen that, hi
later stages of industry particularly, the
"producers' interest" rises up because of
the specialization of Labour, wliieh {)revents
the worker at one 8])ccial process from seein-r
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the whole nature of the productive process in
its relation to wants and supplies. Invention
works itself out by personal conflicts and
l)roducers' interests; that is its conscious side.
It is the energy of persons working for profit,
and estimating the chances of more profit
by wider markets and lower costs, which has
broken up local markets and given the widest
scope to invention. The conscious aim has
not been that of national thrift of resources;
but that has been its historical meanmg, and
the basis of the success of invention in making
economic changes.

VII

It is the nature of invention to create
surpluses. An invention means that the
same results are got with less outlay of
resources. Either more sources of supply
arc found, or the existing supplies go further,
so that in either case there is a surplus for
new use. Or else there is a surplus of eQort,
less work being needed to get the supplies
and make them available. And quite usually
there are both kinds of surpluses at once, so
that more supplies are got for less effort. If
we look at this effect over a longtime, the result
is that we have saved some materials which
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can he used for a new purpose, and also saved
some labour to work tlieni uj) with. We
have got the materials and tlie work saved
for a new industry. or a new hraneh of industry.

But these surpluses do not fit into each other
at once. The materials that are saved by an
invention may be in America, and the labour
saved may be in an Enrrlish mill. And even
if the spare materials and the spare labour
occur near each other, that may not be the
right place for the new industry; and. if it

were, even then the spare labour of one
industry eamiot be a})j)!icd to a new occupation
in the times of great sj)cciali/ation. It is in

the nature and dcfmilion of invention, and
therefore of economic evolution, to produce
this result.

But, to return to the fundamental idea of

this chapter, the whole device of invention
is that it aims at making the resources of the
land available as goods for the people of
growing nations. And we have seen that, as
things get complex, the individual can get
the goods which he does want only by having
a producers' interest in things which h :'ocs

not directly want. His position as a worker
stands for the things which he wants out of
the common stock. It becomes a thing
sought for in itself—employment. And th'.s
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whole process an rl ."''""'"S "' "«=

>v(),K. And therefore in these fimr.c fi
personal Uica i. t,.e e,-olutio„ of Xsttv"the >dea that it is all meant for the nnbten'«.K.e of persons out of national re ourc" ht

-h^o-^^lritl^Jrr^l-^^a^'si.^:^-'''?

ind.stria, a^d", :
J~>' '-ion „f
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THE HECKNT IfJliUSTKIAL CHANGES

No pcnod of m,l„.slrinl Inslory shmvs morecl«uly the .nnu,.„ce c,f yroat i„v.„„on.s. l„^h
..pon „.,„striai an.l .s„<.i.| nfe, ,h„„ t^enmctcenH, .e„t„ry in Englan.l. This pcri„<l
^s separated fron, former pericls of history
bV a. elmngc .so j-roat that it usually has boon
les<T,l,e,l as a revolution

; and this is mo c;ue or Kn,-la,ul than of anv other ^7at.d„s r,a „at,o„. The history of nulJer,
ndustr.ah.sni ,s everywhere a ,,„esti„n of theuneteenth century, hut England entered upon
II"'' per,od wlicn she was already, in theceono.,,,0 sense, an old eountry. Changes in

out 'h' "'r

""' "' *'^<= *'"«''"'> P^Ple Stan."out, therefore, ,n stronger contrast heeause weeat, always compare them with a form of lifewh.ch was superse<lc,l when the century bc-an

•'!» has passed m this century through

i
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M'- that ,,s vc-j l,kc c,,r own. ijut Americawas c.„„„,„i„,lly „ „ew ,.n„„try when heCO., ury boKur.
; she l.u.l „ot to supe"se,le

•snol, uneioP.t e.,st,„„s .,,<! institution, a u"niunor nml the rril.i r . i

°

MKct^and ,f there ,s no industrial revoh.fionn Amer,<.u, In.story, as there is in our o.vnthat ,s beeause of the clear start whk-

h

An,er,ea n.a.lc after her politieal revolut oRland has both gained and lost by this ac^

.8:^' "s^ 'f'""^'
"' °IJ -onon,ie eon,!';

let? ,^''^''^'^ *^"""'<"'<=«"se hernation^hfc was already settled in towns and villages
"II over the cou.,try, so that one of the mfatdevelopments of the nineteenth eenturv 4'

s cady and less speculative tiling than in theUmted States. The centres which were to bejoined together by the railroad already ex stedand were eonnecte.l with each other, while In

berr.r'th i '" j"''"^'"^' prowem u:
bTh.T ^^ ''"^' "'"' ^" enormous areahas had practically to be eo'onized, and herransport system pushed out westw.ardlnoto join up centres already existin-., but on

'4:^:"^il-: n-dr"' ^^^-^
^ ^

^e. Again, England has gained in this

I
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way because an old country has already
settled down to political usages and customs
which dispense wiMi the need for a written

political constitution, and English industrial-

ism and finance have had greater freedom of

moviment because no precise rules had to be
definitely framed for the whole national life,

such as exist in the American constitution.

As an example of this, America has not been
able to levy direct taxation, or relieve the
burden of her fiscal system of taxation of

goods by any steps such as were taken in

England since 18A2 ; her constitution has
placed definite restrictions upon fiscal policy

such that an income tax is practically im-
possible there, and there is always a strong

prejudice against amendment of a national

charter of this kind.

But ill some ways England has lost as

compared with America by having begun the
niLotetnth century as an old country. Her
land, lO'' exf.mple, was already alienated to
private owners. Outlets which have helped
to relieve the strain of city life and industrial-

ism in America have not existed in the same
metvsure in England, and on more than one
occasion this national asset of the land has
'-nabled the American States and the federal

government to reduce the weight of their debt

i
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by sales and concessions of lands to railways
and private owners ; and, if we compare
the development of English with American
transport, the cost of providing this great
nervous basis of our industrial system has
necessarily been far greater (indeed, four times
as great per mile) in a country where land v;cz
already taken up.

The industrial revolution in England, then,
clearly separ;ites an old from a new kind of
national life. The stratification of the people
of a country depends chiefly upon its forms
and divisions of labour. Social life, in that
way, is a creation of the industrial system
Great contrasts can therefore be drawn
between the social life of England in the
seventeenth as compared with the nineteenth
century, but in describing the change which
took place at the end of the eighteenth centur-
as a revolution it is not meant that a sudden
transformation took place. In order to per-
ceive the justice of this term one has almost
to compare dates half a century apart
Comparison of that kind will show that in
habits of life, in the distribution of life, in the
mechanical appliances of industry and in the
cultivation of the land a transformation had
taken place. The industrial community as it
had developed by 1840 was " a new form
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of human settlement," with new personal
relationships and aptitudes and ideals, but
there was no revolution if Ave look at the stages
of growth which were necessary to the change.
The great inventions of the last thirty years
of the eighteenth century had been prepared
for by many previous attempts in the same
direction. There was only, about the year
1780. a degree of achievement which gave a
definite economic value to these discoveries,

and not only this, but they were also advanced
to a stage such that each now stood in a
relation to the others which made it possible
for them to work together in developing
the factory and the machine. The discovery
of a new way of smelting iron by the use of
pit coal made the great ma^-hine possible ; the
same discovery of coal ensured that the
machine could be economically worked, and
when the patenting of the steam engine took
place the motor power, which brought together
the machine and the supplies of fuel to drive
it, took its place in the system. Technical
inventions in the machine itself, devices in
building it, in making it more precise and more
powerful, could then be better worked out.

Again, the idea of a revolution must take
account of the slowness with which these new
powers were applied to industr>\ The first
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attempts to use them failed; it took one ortwo decades for the power loom to rrain the
ascendency over the hand loom. The de
tachment of the people from the land went onby the gradual forms of Enclosure, but not
until the end of the French War did the distress
of the yeoman decide for the city as against
the land. Modern industry and the great
city had fastened their grip upon national life
by 1825, so that just as the creative process
which came to a decisive point about 178o'
was a slow process, so also was the buikW
up of the new system which the inventions
made possible. Without doubt it was the
perfecting of inventions within a quite short
space of time which made everything else
possible, and our attention has sp- cially be-n
drawn to these years of decisive achievement
more than to the long stages of preparation
which led up to it.

It must be remembered, too, that factory
life, great as was its extension at the beginning
of the nineteenth century, was a thing which
had gradually grown up alongside of the
domestic system of industry. The first great
factories we hear of are in the beginning of
the sixteenth century, and one of the lines of
English development, though it is not a broad
hne, is that of what may be called the early
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or pre-revolutioii factories. What the great
inventions did for the factory was to change
the rehition of liand work to nechanica!
assistance. The tool and the machine tool
are under the government of the hand. It is

the worker who supplies the force and the tool
which obeys, but after the great inventions
the position of the worker in the modern
factory came to be that of assisting the
machine rather than that of supplying the
energy to the hand or machine tool. There
were factories before the inventions of Watt
and Crompton and Cort, but the " Factory
System " of the nineteenth century imi)lies
specially a subordination of the worker ^o the
machine, which justifies us, if we look at the
change over a long period, in speaking of
the effect as a revolution.

Again it must be remembered that many of
the old industries and occupations have never
been entirely taken out of our industrial
system. Handicraft was superseded by the
great inventions, and domestic industry ceased
to be the usual liie of the people, but ther^. is
still handicraft in England and there is more
than one district in England where domestic
industry is still a usual form of manufacture.
The villages round Birmingham still maintain
this kind of industry for the manufacture of
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numerous small hardware goods, and there
are still in England villages whicli keep the
old system of open-field cultivation which
went with domestic industry. These old
forms have not died out, but they have lost
their importance in the national life. They
fill up the gaps and fringes of the new system.
The emphasis of modern industrialism is ui)on
the factory. Some of its i)roblems are due to
the tenacity of handicraft and domestic workm their attempt to hold their own a.n-nst
the mill. *=

'

Our question is not so much to trace each
step in this change as to find its meanincr and
tendency. What have the great inventions,
when we look at their operation over the last
hundred years, stood for '^ Can we bring the
industrial history of the nineteenth century
into one point of view which will enable us
to explain each side of its evolution by one
phrase or formula? Does the nineteenth
century represent the evolution of an economic
Idea ? Although there is always some danger
:n seeking to unify too much, vet it is possible
to show that the century does have a siiurle
gi'eat tendency which works itself out on eve'rv
Side cf national life.

The fundamental idea of the nineteenth
century is power. All our national economy
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has worked under this ideal. The growth of
the people, and the i)ressure on our*'economic
resources and our pohtical strength, have
caused us to aim at power above any other
result in economic and political organization.
It is because this idea has so fully dominated
our ^progress that we fmd so much fascinationm the study of earlier centuries. There is in
the life of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries
a lightness of organization and a distribution
of national life which has led several writers
to hold that the nation has lost rather than
gained by its great economic changes. A less
pressure of people on the land, a less develop-
ment of wants, especially in variety, caused
an ease of life which such writers compare,
to Its credit, with modern concentration and
strain. There is, of course, a danger in com-
parison of this sort of reading into this system
of life wants and aspirations which have only
been made possible by modern industry.
Early England was happy with the happiness
of unborn wants, and later England has
become restless just because of the knowledge
of new goods and new possibilities of life
wliich were not in the view of the inhabitants
of the manor or the town. No doubt there
are aspects both of industrial power and of
the means of extending it which bear more
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heavily upon persons and the personal factor
hut if earher centuries have by contrast the
fasoination of a lighter pressure and a freer
life the luneteenth century also presents us
with the no less hiscinatinsr study of how
the gigantic machinery of the city, the mill
the transport and banking systems of the
world have replied to and met the demands
for goods, so that no age knows more than ourown of the possibilities which lie in the world^s
resources to satisfy more and more complete
ideas of ])ersonality.

The niethod by which the ideal of power has
been obtained has been combination. This isthe decisive stamp of the nineteenth century
V\ hichever thread of national history we tracewe find that tendencies are in this directionAny one writing of labour in 1800 would have
treated the individual workman as the unithe had to study. He would have regarded
the rate of wages as depending on the free and
independent bargaining of the individual for
^vork. But during the century the study oflabour ,s a study of the free union of groups

that both bargaining and competition dependupon not individual forces, but associated
orces. On the side of land, the century
has seen the cultivator of small strips and
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patches glvlnff way to the large farmer, while
the small freeholder has lost ground to the
great estate. Concentration in regard to the
land has proceeded to a higher point than in
regard to either labour or capital. Or if,

in the third place, we take the history of
capitalism in the century we sec how the
cottage worker and the craftsman have fallen
into a position of small im})ortance, while the
main lines of development have been from the
Partnership to the Joint Stock Company and
fmally to the Trust. The financial side of our
history is a record of the same kind. At the
beginning of the nineteenth century we ob-
tained our revenue from the taxation of some
fifteen hundred articles, but each of the great
steps forward has meant that we have thrown
the weight of our revenue upon fewer goods
an(l sources of supply. We have reduced the
tariff from fifteen hundred to about twenty
articles, and the powerfulness of English
finance is that all the structure depends upon
a few very strong pillars. English banking,
too, has concentrated our resources in both
gold and credit to an astonishing degree in
one place—the Bank of England. If we look
even at the form which the life of the English
people has taken, the great fact is the massing
of the population to the large towns and cities,
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and the rfaining of economic skill for the full

use of mechanical inventions, by aggregation
of K'hour. This growth in the size of the
unit is the ehai-acteristic economic fact. In
England the forces which have created these
developments are probably more pov/crfu!

than anywhere else.

It has been said that " you cannot accuse
a nation," and when forces have persisted

I
throughout a hundred years, it is j)erhaps true
to add thai you cannot accuse a century either.

The city life of a pco{)le working and competing
and bargaining by the group is now to be
definitely accepted, as the method of use of

the inventions of 17S0 and their successors.

This tendency towards combination is

generally believed to have been for good.
The only case in which exception has been
taken is in regard to the land, where at the
end of the century there is a movement to
break up the great estate and restore the
small holder. On the other sides of national
life, even on the side of capital, the fact of

combination is taken as, at any rate, a stage
through which our modern system had to pass.

Whether the future of combination be a further '

development into national organization, or

whether new inventions as regards the motive
power of industry or its organization give us a
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movement hack towards a more divided a.ui
distnlndcd way of workin^.-at any rate, the
comhination movement of the Dinetrenth
century has phiyed a part ir, the rea.dation
of eom,,et,tion and the or<ranizution of trade
whieh was quite necessary fc,r the proper
deveh.pment of tlie national market and thecommerce of the world.

It is not to be supposed that this movemer.thas heen of the nature of an econonnc lawHe can see no reason for the coincidence thateach side of national life has taken the same
line of change. Trade Unions, for example
did not cause Trusts, nor vice versa; ncith';
of them caused the great estates on the landIhe combination movement is to },e regardeda. only the most true or the least untrue^intle
statement of fact in which we can sum tlmf.sup durmg this period. By different stepsand dif erent forms of influence, and aJnsdifferent degrees and motives of opposition
things happen to have moved that la

it is to be remembered, too, that within allthese forms of combination there has tak aP ace a great and always increasing amount

tor?"''"" .^'^^^^"^^- -dus^ry cometo be a Jarger unit, within that industry an

activities develops. The division of labour
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(

or sptN-iulization of work in each trade or

industry comes on along with the combining
of the trade into a hirger whole. We can say,

therefore, that the nineteenth century stands

for the idea of economic power reali/-cd

through combination and carrying with it

an always greater degree of specialization of

work.

The history of thought on economic and
social affairs has taken the same line of

development as these affairs themselves. VVc

see throughout the century a gradual change
from the ideal of what is called Individualism

towards the ideals which are regarded as

social or socialist. In order to perceive some
of the stages of this movement we may take,

for example, the attitude of great teachers at

the beginning and in the middle and at the

close of the century.

The attitude of the nation towards industrial

affairs was at first one of non-interference or

laisser-faire. Partly his was due to mere
conservatism, but partly also to the great
influence of the teaching of Adam Smith and
his followers. He is still regarded as the
typical exponent of the rights of free com-
petition, and it is true that his Wealth of
Nations stands for the ideal of economic
freedom so far as any one ideal can be attri-
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'

ndus ry earry „s baek through n.oral ^
°
toPh> to rehgious ideals which are fn„n,Imany „f the writers of that sihod "''

'"

r,cl, are prevented by social fCs Lm ke p!

;oie:'' '^™f-^"'^
-aith whichxpossess The prodnce of the soil," he savsma.ntanis at all times merclv thnf- „! 7

ofinhabitants which it is 'cap^able^'o"TaL"tmnmg. The rich only select from theteaowhat IS most precious and agreeable Sconsume little more than th°e .cor, a„d !I
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spite of th^ir natural selfishness and rapacity,
thoii^^h tliey mean only their own convonicncy,
thou^rh the sf)Ic end which they pro[)()sc from
the hihours of all the thousands whoip .7
employ he the frratification of their f ;d vast
and insatiable desires, they divide -""I' ;he
poor the produce of all their improve ^.

They are led by an invisible hand to make
nearly the same distribution of the necessaries
of life which would have been made had the
earth been divided into equal portions among
all its inhabitants, and thus, without intending
it, without knowing it, they advance the
interest of the society and offer means for the
multiplication of the species. When Trovi-
dence divided the eaith among a few lordly
masters it neither forgot nor abandoned those
who seem to have been left out in the partition.
These last also enjoy their share of all that it

produces." Passages of this sort, in which an
appeal is made to the " Invisible Hand " as the
basis of the social system, occurred often in
Smith's Moral Sentiments, .ad we see this
same idea, and indeed the same phrase,
appearing in his endeavour to justify the
economic side of life in his other book.
"Every individual." he says in a classic

passage of the Wealth of Nations, "is con-
tinually exerting himself to find out the most
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capital he may command. It is liis own

wS'hfh"'"''"""
"''"''••'^°' 'he society,which he ha.s h; view, but the study of hisown advantage naturally, or rather nece

sarily, leads him to prefer that employmentwhieh ,s most advantageous to the'^ocieT-

'

b> naturally, or rathernecessarily "
; for hecoutnmes, ''the individual neither in ends' topromo e the public interest nor knows howmuch he IS promoting it by directing industryin sueh a manner as its produce may be o^the greatest value, but intends only his o,™gam, and he is in this, as in many otir eases

end «h,ch was no j.art of his intention"Smith's devotion to the ideal of eeonom'iefreedom was not, therefore, based purely onnotions of material advantage v.-h.'n he saW

o^ir'^r h™
^°- '-*--* «- the n:t::iorder of things. He meant that there was abasis for society in both its economic and itsother as,,ects which lay beneath the effortsof mdividuals, .and was the guarantee of orderamong the multitude of individual interestsBut aJI Smith's followers did not take the amere igious view of society as he did, and the^!fore the rdea of free competition came to
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stand alone as a merely economic idea of
material advantage.

It must be remembered, too, that Smith
could only apply his idea of freedom to the
kind of industry amid which he lived. He
died before the great industrial changes had
taken place. In his day it was the individual
who was in fact the unit in industrial affairs.
In asking for the freedom from restrahit of the
individual he was only asking for freedom
from restraint

; there was only the individual
workman or employer to whom his doctrine
could apply, because the great industrial
changes had not taken place. The main kind
of economic freedom then was the freedom to
remain independent, and to fight one's own
battle whether as workman or as employer;
but the idea of laisser-faire, if we are to apply
it to the changed conditions of the nineteenth
century, would have to mean the freedom of
the individual to combine not less than his
freedom to compete. The economic unit has
changed, and the true restraint upon indi-
vidual freedom in the nineteenth century
would be that which kept a worker from joining
a Trade Union or an investor from joining
a Joint Stock Company or a Company from
joining a Trust. The meaning of laisser-faire
has changed because the economic structure
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tLl"''!';' t"l',"'\''"'
'^""f^"^- 1" Smith'stime, and at tlie beginning of the centnrvamong hi, Mlowers, free eompeti.ion aTd thenatural system meant the free eompetit o,!o HKhvuhjals and their i„depe„denc7of e::hother^ and eouI<l not, at that date meananythnig else. ' *^'^"

whwftnl"'',
"'''''""' '° ^^°"°'»''- changewhich took place m the early part of the

i^^Zrr "r '" "'^ aPP'ieat'lon' of Smith'Ideas of freedom ,vl,en eireumstanees werechanged. The city and the factory andThe
f«' mcfr'^"" "' "'''""' •" "-^-onomicsys.em called for a new kind of freedom thefreedom to combine, but the manner in whIhSm. n s opmions were understood at the timeed to a long opposition to workers' eombi^^!t.o„ and any intervention of the law C theprotecfon of industry. It is in the light of the.nnucnee of Smith's teaching that l" must

to De simply the expositor of the traditinnnlpohtical economy of Smith and his f^wfbut It ,s ,n the work of Mill especially that wesee how social ideals had come to pervade
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economic teaching, under the influence of

economic change itsejf. Mill was also a great

moral philosopher, but did not have the

religious assumptions of Adam Smith. His
social inspiration was drawn partly from the

teaching of French communists, and partly

from his own attitude towards ethical ideals.

To the study of the bigger economic unit

which he found around him he brought the

broader spirit ; even although his ethical

teaching did not rise above the utilitarian

ilea, yet iiis utilitarianism was not based

finally on a mere calculation of pleasures and
pains, but upon what he called the " ultimate

sanction—the benevolent feelings of man-
kind." The economic teaching of Miil gave
the impulse, too, to a great body of writers

and teachers who followed him. Carlyle and
Ruskin and the Christian socialists carried

the combination idea out of the study among
the people, so that from the year 1850 onwards
the strongest current of economic teaching

in this country was based on social ideas and
on the spirit of association.

And again, at the end of the nineteenth

century, it is not only the idea of association

which has become dominant, but ideas which
are more rightly called collectivist. The
speculation of the time is round the problem
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^^reat subdivision and specialization of parts

and functions. The result of this, as is well

known, has l)een, especially on the side of

labour, the creation of many grades or strata

or classes of the people—grades which depend
upon the nature of their occupation. As the
specialization which is necessary for the most
efhcient work gets greater we find within the
group of workers, which forms an industry,

many sub-groups so separated from each
other that it is not easy for the individual
to pass from one form of labour to another.
Many pro})lems arise out of this kind of

specialization. We sec these problems in

times of trade depression, or at the time when
a new mechanical invention is applied to
trade. The individual who is displaced cannot
readily take up work of the same grade, so far

as standards of payment are concerned, and it

is not only as between different groups of the
working classes that this specialization holds
good. There is also the line which separates
the manual worker from the supervisor, or that
which separates the best grade of supervisor
from the capitalist investor. In each great
industry we see these line^. The greatness
of industry itself has created them, because
high specialization is an economy of working,
and it is in the great industry that much
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to justify its results. There is about the word
" organic" a suggestion of approval, and if we
were content to have economic evolution
taken as an organic evolution we could
scarcely help giving a silent approval to the
industrial classification of the ])Oople which
now exists. But it is well known that this
extreme specialization is just one of those
aspects of modern society against which
complaint is ofter. made, and it would not do
to evade serious economic problems by so
simple a means as the use of the name of
organism and all that organism implies. We
must therefore ask whether this development
has really been organic in the sense in
which that term implies approval of its

results.

It is not enough for the complete idea of an
organism that there should be unity and
centralization of life, together with great
specialization of parts and functions. There
can be an inorganic specialization. We must
admit that modern iiidustrialism possesses
in a high degree two features of organic
growth. It has that high degree of unity of
what may be called the nervous life of in-

dustry—the centralization of its government,
the sensitiveness with which each part responds
to influences from other parts of the structure,
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its great intcrde,,cndencc and con.plexity.And again ,t does ,vitl,out doul.t possessw.Unn th,s interdependent unity, I Zaivanety of acthity, ,vhich is also founfTn
t^he^hfferent parts of an o.ganie and l.vi.lg

lint one thing more is needful to the fullulea of organie life, an.l that .s eireuh^ionAn organism does not satisfy onr ideals un«e know that it has, not merely parts hetogether at a eommon eentre, but thlt eom

crm :^n"''T'h "
«""' "' ''" p™--""f

from n .r?' ,
?'™ '"'"'•'P''^ °f '"'' moves

Show that It has this quality to a hi^h ora any rate a eonsideraWe, degree before weallow that It ,s really an organie life. NoV't
.s plam that it is just on this ground tiateeonomie evolution fails to eorrespond ,ritlorganie evolution. We do not have in a h. 'hdegree freedom of movement from part to p^tof the mdustnal system. There is stiH aserious d.-gree of elass speeialization andsoeial stratifieation of the people ?holabour, whieh is the life of the eeonondeorganism as the blood is the life of thebologieal organism, has not the meansof free e.reulation whieh would justify us•n saymg that there was a rea'l orga4
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nineteenth-century economicprinciple in

development.

It is no doubt true that these much-special-
ized grades of labour are always being dis-
placed by machinery. When the work of an
artisan becomes specialized to such a high
degree that he is carrying out a single process
over and over again, a machine is soon invented
to do it instead. It is the highly specialized
man who is principally threatened by mechani-
cal invention, and in some industries it is
possible that the use of machinery has rendered
the ix)wer of the workman to move from occu-
pation to occupation greater. It is probably
true that a workman who has learnt the
use of one machine can pick up the use of
another machine more easily than he could
pick up a change of purely manual occupation.
But at the same time it is true also that
the tending of machinery does itself become
highly specialized. It is specialized at least
to such a degree as still renders movement
from one occupation to another occupation
of the same grade, though of some different
kind, very difficult. And it must not be
forgotten that the problem of specialization
of work affects not only movement on the
same level from one occupation to another,
but movement from one level of the industrial

^B
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system to a higher level hy any workman who
is competent to rise. Even if machinery has
done something to increase the circulation
of labour in the social organism, there is
without doubt still a degree of classification
which keeps the industrial system below the
full idea of a really organic structure.
We have, in fact, to be careful in applying

to our industrial system a metaphor of this
kmd. After all an organism is a single unit
of life, made up of parts which are nol them-
selves lives, but industry is a system made up
of many individual lives, but it itself is not a
life of the same degree of completeness, and it is
better, therefore, not only to point out the waysm which industry resembles an organic growth
—its great specialization, its high unification,
and Its great nervous interconnection—but
also to point out how, in respect of the vital
principle of circulation, industry does not
show, as yet, a great degree of likeness to what
is, in the full sense, organic life. This failure
IS due, as we shall see, to the lateness of
educational as compared with industrial
development during the nineteenth century,
for the power of labour to move freely from
rank to rank of the industrial system depends
upon educational change in two ways. In the
first place, it depends upon the mere technical
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ability by which the workman is made com-
petent to rise to a higher grade or to adapt
himsf'f to a changed but alHed occupation,
and in the second place, educational opj)or-
tunity lays the basis of industrial aspiration
itself.



CHAPTER III

THE STAGES OF KECENT PROGRESS

Ti,E industrial movement whose Generaleconomic nature is a movement towarl eo nbmation, as reflectpH in fl,« „ .

tpifliln™ ^'"f""'^ '" the progress of socialteac mg has always bee,, i„ close relation tothe development of legal protection and con-trol The Inslury of the law of the land as
^

bears on the evol;t,on of industry is o,^
«'h.eh has not, during most of last ienturTl>een guided by any accepted prineWes Vfsocal refonn, but has n.oved from s"^^ n tj
» ep by the f„rc« of circ«n,stanec t istherefore dimenlt to bring the histo^ o theaw mthis respect into general point7of viewby wh,ch d,st„,ct stages couid bVmarked of7aut .t ,s roughly possible to find periods "fwh,ch we can say, looking back on them thatat any rate their results represent Z^s b

'

wh.eh we can trace an evolution.
^

fnt
"""'''^^^'^i'*'"" would almost enable usto take the first half of the century as a peri«?
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]mov to ^vlmt would now be regarded uj.
adequate control or real emancipation of the
F)eople, and the first half of the cenfury
would also roughly coincide with the time
which mcludcs either tht spirit of conserva-
tism, which held good at the beginning of it
or the spirit of individualist laisser-fairc
which lasted until the time of Mill. Here, for
mstance, is a statement which it was 'still
possible tt) make close on 1850 ; " National
politics, industrial progress, social growths
and social neglects of various kinds had been
allowed to take their own course. There was
no provision for education, no check to s|)eak
of on life-destroying labour, no tri.. recogni-
tion of that in man which struggles upwards
and lifts him out of the crude condition.
Men had opened their eyes and had seen their
corruption, their degradation, their rapidly
approaching moral death." Or, again, Car-
Jyle himself, writing in his Past and Presentm 1843, had declared that " this largest of
questions, this question of work and wages
which ought, liad we heeded heaven's voice'
to have begun a generation ago or more'
cannot be delayed longer without hearing
earth s voice. How much ought to cea-^among us straightway

; how much ought
to begin straightway, while hours yet are "
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Throughout John Mill's hook we had many
gloomy reflections on the condition of the
working classes under the need of a thorough
sybtem which would, in his own words, " put
an end to poverty for a generation " as the
beginning of an adequate remedy. So that
in the middle of our period the attitude of
those who wrote on working-class questions
was one of great pessimism and despair, and
most of them were only able to perceive the
beginning of the new spirit of association to
which, in one form or other, they attached
their Vopes for the future.

But a clearer view of the origin of this
trouble can be obtained if we make a
further division of these fifty years. We
shall see in that way how the condition of the
people, which roused these feelings in 1850,
was the fruit of a time whose effects were
weakened in the middle of the century but
had not passed away. If we take the first
quarter of the nineteenth century by itself,
we get a picture of industry in relation to
law and opinion which is far more dismal
than tb-'j which is seen in these later writers,
and th second twenty-five years will show the
beginning of movements of reform which had
only been enough by 1850 to awaken opinion
to the vastness of the problems.
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We can also complete this broad view of

the century by considering the second fifty

years in two periods, which carry the move-
ment of 1850 forward by separate steps.

The first quarter of the nineteenth century
nas already been described as a period of

everything done wrong. So far as there were
definite policies affecting industry they were
cither based on a protectionist conservatism
or on an unconscious application of the teach-

ings of Smith and his school, and so far as

affected many sides of the life of the people
there was a want of definite poli?y and an
ignorance of economic causation, whose results

were of the most disastrous kind.

At the opening of the century the standard
of wages could be maintained in one of two
ways. The Justices of the Peace could, if

appealed to, fix fair rates for certain trades,

or the apprenticeship regulations, which still

held good, could govern the supply of labour
to skilled trades, and so maintain, the standard.
Much use had been made during the eighteenth

century of both these means, but the power
of the Justices was taken away in 1813 and
the apprenticeship condition in 1814, labour
being thus left without any measure of legal

protection at all. This would have mat-
tered less if, at the same time, the right o!
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self-help liad been granted, but the uncon-
scious individualism which appears in the
repeal of the liMra! means of j)roteetion shows
itself a]so in tlic law of 1709 forbiddini? com-
binations of workmen for any purpose what-
e er. Tiie working classes were tiuis thrown
into a system of ])romiscuous individual
comjietilion, whose effects were quite clcorly
realized in the teaching of Kicardo as to the
tendency of wages to fdll towards a level of
physical sul)sistenee. The " iron law " of wages
was l)otli the teaching of the time and the
only possible cffecl: of the legal system. At
this time, too, it was, of course, impossible
for the working classe : to obtain redress by
their own direct pov.er over Parliainent, and
tlie result of the individualism which was
forced upon people in the competition for
wages fipjjcars in an ajipaHing amount of
employment of women and children in the
rising mills and factories of the great cities.

Again, the social circumstances surroundinr--
such con-!})ctilion were also without reguhx^
tion and control. No factory laws worth
speaking of licld good du'-ing this period.
There is, perhaps, no more remarkable
indication of the spirit of th? time than
is shown by the fact that only after twenty-
live years of agitation were the hours of'a
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j
child of nine in a factory limited to sixty-

I
nine a week by the law of 1825, and no
revelations at a later stage startled the
nation or touched its conscience more fully than
those regarding the employment of children.

Even the Poor Law children, to whom the
State was foster parent, were thrown into tlu*

licld or Cinployment with practically no know-
ledge or care of the treatment they received

from the employers to whom they were sent

in gangs for hire. It must be remembered,
too, that the city had grown before the nature
of city life and its jiroblenis were at all realized,

and it was not until 1835 that any corporate

control existed over the conditions of life as

distinct from labour. The nation had for-

gotten to live in the country long before it had
learnt to live in the city.

It is signilicant of the condition of public

life at this time that the Statute Book con-

tained no general law of sanitary supervision.

Even in those towns which had obtained
private Improvement Acts, health was not
one of the main purposes of these Acts. Up
to the beginning of the reign of the factory

l)ractically no intelligent public interest ex-

isted in this question. Disease was simply
tfken as an evil which accompanied growth
of city life. It required the example of the

C 2
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cholera epidemic of 1831 to 1833 to stir up
public attention; and the Poor Law Commis-
sioners thereafter took uj) the question of

health and the prevention of disease in re-

lation to pauperism. In the beginning of the
Forties startling reports were issued on the
sanitary condition of the labouring classes in

towns, and the first inquiries of a public kind
'nto this question are those of the Committee
of the House of Commons of 1840, and the
Royal Commission of 1843, but we had to
wait until 1848 for any general public provision
for health in its most tiomentaiy Jispects

—

the cleansing and the draining of cities. The
first medical officer of health was ap})ointed
in 1847. The condition of the people in the
cities during the first quarter of the century
may be inferred from facts ol this kind.

The financial measures which were in force
during this period also bore with great severity
upon the people. There was, for most of the
time, a misunderstanding as to the regulation
of the money system, which has given the
period the name of the ^'Dark Age of Currency."
Th- high prices which prevailed were due
in part to the depreciation of the standard of
currency, which was the effect . f the policy
of the B.I Ilk of England. Taxation was car-
ried on on the basis that every commodity
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and eveiy process and transaction upon v/hich

a tax could be laid was to be taxed. The
system was not only complicated and waste-

ful, but it meant that the charges for the

revenue were laid not upon wealth which
had been accumulated already, but upon the

processes by which wealth and savings are

created, so that the peo])le's low wages were

made still lower when account was taken

of the prices of goods of all kinds, whetlier

necessaries or not, M'hethcr directly used by
the people or indirectly.

There were no less than fifteen hundred
articles in our tariff in 1800. The import of

some articles of food was entirely prohibited.

Aided by the " colonial system " and the Navi-

gation Laws, mercantilism was still keeping a
strong hold upon the foreign commerce which
might hav^e helped to reduce prices at home.
The most important and almost the most

severe of the influences of taxation on the

working classes was that which was due to

the Corn Laws. England began to have a
balance of imports over exports of wheat
just before the beginning of the war with
France, but it was part of the policy of the
time to protect the agricultural interest in

the hope of making this country self-sufficient

as regards its food supply. Even up to a
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lute stafje in tJic nineteenth eentuiy great
economists held the view that a nation Hke
England eould not expect t(^ deiive adequate
suppHcs from abroa . Maltlius based nuiny
of his gloomy predictions on this assumption,
tluit [he glowing population would exceed
the power of the land to satisfy their wants,
and even Porter, who is our chief authoritv for
the fir.st half of the century, did not foresee
the great changes in transjiort and discovery
of foreigi; resources which afterwards to(jk

place. He thought that only an " inconsider-
able st-^"-," ami never a numerous people,
could safely lt}an on food supplies. The rigricul-

tural interest was at this time, of course, in a
specially close relation to political power, and
the city population had to pay a -evere price for
the high protection which, on ther national
or private grounds, was given to agriculture.
An estimate of the effect of the Corn Laws
may be got from the fact that the quarter of
wheat which now stands at about 306\ reached,
on live occasions in the first twenty years of
the century, an aimual average of over 100s.
During the first ten years it averaged Sk". 8d.,
during the next ten years dls. 5d.; ar.d the
policy of the Corn Law of 1815, which may
be talcen as typical, was tiiat of prohibiting
the sale of foreign grain in this country uutiJ
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the {)rice stood at 80s. at least. In view of

the position of wages in this period, priees

of this kind could only mean intense priva-

tion and the denial to the working classes of

anxthin'^'" more than the bare necessaries of

life.

In another branch of national finance, the

administration of the debt of the country,

there was also a misunderstanding of economic

causation, which added to the burden which

the country was carrying. It was the policy

of Mr. Pitt, before the war began, to lay aside

each year a fund which should be applied to

Ijuying up (he National Debt, wliich stood

then at about 210 millions. His plan w^orked

well for a few years before the war broke out,

but such a plan is of no use when the revenue

of the country fails to come up to its expendi-

ture. No fniancial ingenuity can bring it

about in such circumstances that tiie debt of

a nation is being reduced. But the successors

of Pitt endeavoured to continue his Sinking

Fund during the war. Since the expenditure

of the nation was greater than its revenue, the

money required for the Sinking Fund had, of

course, to be borrowed. In si)ite of many
criticisms of this system, the Sinking Fund
was continued. If it had been possible to

incur a new debt of a million for every million
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which was paid to the Siiikiiif* Finid no harm
would have hceu done, although the process
would have hccn useless towards debt reduc-
tion, but, in fact, the times were so dillicult that
in order to obtain the money required for
the Siiiking Fund now money had to be
borrowed on ver)- disadvantageous terms.
It was not unusual for the Government in
borrowing at this time to create a debt for
nearly double the amount which it obtained.
Thus in 1798. 14^ milhons were borrowed, but
the new debt created by doing so was 28
millions. In 180G, 22| millions were bor-
rowed, the terms being that for every £100
lent to the Government the lender received
stock of the value of £172, so that the new
debt created was 38 1 millions. The result
was that the debt was actually being increased
by the system which maintained the pretence
of always giving a certain sum to debt reduc-
tion; and between the l)eginning and end of
the war the Exchequer had borrowed already
566 millions by creating debt to the extent of
881 millions, upon which 30 millions per
annum of interest had to be paid. The
burden of finance of this kind bore upon
the people through its effect in maintaining
the system of taxation.

One effect of the Corn Laws was, of course, to
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bring large areas of land into better cultivation

at home, and in fact the area of cultivated land

which was enclosed at this time amounted to

several million acres. It might seem that the

extension of agriculture in this way would

give an outlet to city population, and that

this would help to keep up industrial wages,

as happens in new coimtries where land is

easily available. But this did not take place

in England, because any extension of the area

of cultivation was accompanied by the system

of Enclosure of the open fields in and around

the villages, and the effect of Enclosure was,

on the whole, to create a surplus of labour

in the villages, so that the labour required

for any new areas had not to be drawn
from the cities; the movement of the people

was towards the cities and not away from

thejn.

This period was also one in which the

principles of giving relief to the poor were

entirely misunderstood, especially in country

districts. Poor Law relief had come, in

many places, to be regarded as a right and
T^ras given without proper regard to the tests

of ability to work, which ought to accompany
Poor Law ac' ministration. The country was
being turned into a school for paupers, who
were not even disciplined into a desire either
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to Mork or to live i)ru(lcnf lives, and llie

rcnort of 1831. showed how intense the dc-
moruh/alion of some dislricts had heeonie.

There was no Truek Aet durin«f this periocJ,

no nuniieipal franehise throuirli wliich the
pcoj)le iDitrht have infhicneed the niakinrr of
the eity, and the whole transition through
which the nation was passinrr was hewilderin*,'

and unfTOVcrned. It was a transition which
affected mainly 'he people, but the \-oiee of
the people could not be le<Titimately expressed,
and self-help by combination v.as refused
them. It is small wonder that there ^vere
such rcsull' as the Lndditc Risings, the Cato
Street Conspiracy, i he J'eterloo .Alassaerrs,

and 'he stringent Six Acts of IS] 9, The
teacLinn )f the early socialists .spread a great
discontent. A cavil war seemed a not impos-
sible result of the state of the people. They
had been led into the new industrialism, and
the leadership of those having political power
was full of conversativc rather than social

feeling. Only a slight defence existed in
some places by the early co-oj)erative move-
ment. Tl c time affords the darkest picture
which has been painted of the condition of a
working-class population.

It is necessary, of course, to remember that
transition is the usual state of national life,
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aiul cvi n now this term would \)C applied

to the condition of Enj^land. Many clian;;jc.s

now go by the name of social reform, which

are little more than the removal of most

oh\ ious abuses, and the end of the nineteenth

century has given us, as the most freely

quoted fact rorjarding the city population,

the result that about one-third of them arc

living in poverty or distress. One has, there-

fore, to read the history of 1800 to 1825 with

a great deal of historical sympathy, and to

realize that changes which were clearly

required then from our standpoint were dilTi-

cult problems from their standpoint. The
;,.trne historical sympathy will have to be

extended to the study of the last decades of

the century by future students, which we
have to extend to the first decades. But the

gravity with which we regard the social

problem of the present time at least enables

us to appreciate how tremendous the distress

and how inadequate the social policy of the

nation were in the beginning of the century.

Fixing the estimates that one-third of our city

population still lives in poverty, and that

welfare is more than twice as great now as

it was then, we can translate into terms of

human costs the meaning of the great change
of one hundred years ago.
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II

Tiic Combination Law of 1824 opens the
period of workin^'-chiss enuincipation. Ami
the next twenty-five years saw the hreakinff

of at least the hardest fetters. The preat
fact of these years is the social fertnen^

which arose out of the former conditions and
showed itself in a great nund)cr of schemes
for social, industrial, political and financial

reform. There is no single line of advance,
but there is one force which works itself out
till at any rate the foundations are laid of

a more solid national structure. It may be
said of these five-and-twenty years that they
include the beginnings of organized induscrial-

ism, although in many cases they did not take
us past the mere beginnings.

To this period we owe the first factory laws
which were of substantial value, the Acts of

1833, 1844 and 1850. 13y the end of the
period, the labour of women and children and
young persons had received a Charter of
Rights so far as textile mills were concerned.
The Trade Union movement passed through
a period of ferment and disappointment, but
seized hold of the true ideals of modern
workers' combination about the yeai* 1850.
The beginning of legislation regarding Truck
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was in 1831, of Public Health iii 1848, of cor-

porate municipal life in 18.'35. The system

which had accumulated the National Debt was

chidlen^ed by a Committee of 1S2S, and the

principle was thereafter aeeeptec' that only out

of a real balance of income over expenditure

coiild the debt be repaid. The cumbrous

and expci'sive fiscal system was in the same

way challenged by the important Committee

of 1840, so that after six years of great political

excitement the levying of direct taxation was

applied to the relief of taxation on goods, and

although Free Trade was very far from being

realized by the middle of the century. Peel hat!

laid foundations which were unshaken even

during the subsequent administrations of his

opponents. The Bank Vet of 184t provided

that the currency of the nation should be

based on the definite principle of supi)lies of

gold held against 'C.

The franchise oi 1832 was also a beginning,

»

but it was of less importance to the working

classes than the measures oi selt-help which

were adopted by the dcimite establishment

of co-operation in 1844, d ot the FriencUy

Societies, which gained an increasing amount

of legal recognition and protection from 1829

to 1850.

The basis was also laid in this time of the
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transport system which has unified the
nidustrial hie of the people and brought it
into close connection with foreign supplies
of food and materials. Eew individual causes
have done more to cheapen the goods that are
in common use than the invention, in 1856, of
the Bessemer process of making steel. It
meant tliat the American West and the sources
of supply in new countries could be far more
cheaply opent • up, and it is to the steel rail
and the steel ship that vre largely owe the
falsification of the pro])hccies of Malthus and
Porter as to the diflicultics ^vhicll would beset
the nation in regard to its supplies of grain.
Eni^land became the great builder of ra'iiway
systems at home and abroad, and she obtained,
too, a supremacy in the mercantile marine
of the world which became })ossiblc after the
wooden sailing shij), for which the advantages
^verc with. America, gave way to the steel
steam ship.

These beginnings are only the outward sign
of nnich discussion and great social unrest.
They are no more than l^eginnings. They
challenged the disorganization of 'the first
quarter of the century, and there are two
movements which lag behind and count for
scarcely anything during this time. One of
these is the Housing movement, which scarcely
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vpocivcd a fair legislative support until the

third quarter of the cciilury. The other,

which is more important still, is !he Educa-

tional movement. There is much discussion

among the great writers and in the periodicals

of the Forties on the question of working-

class education. Even so great an authority

as Porter, in his chapter on this subject, urges

the claims of education for the people only on

the ground that it will suppress social agita-

tion and discontent. Our fast educational

provisions arc made in the Factory Acts of

1833 and 1844, but they refer only to children

working half time in the mill. Previous to

1833 the question of the education of the

people had been left entirely to private agen-

cies. Grants to education commenced in

1834 with £20,000 a year and in 1840 had

increased to £58,000, but this was entirely

inadequate as a means for creating any wide

opportunity for the extension of education

aniong the working classes. In the year of

the Queen's accession " about a quarter of

the total children in England and Wales

received no instruction whatever. It was

stated in the House of Conmions that 40 per

cent, of the beys and 57 per cent, of the girls

of thirteen to fourteen year's old could not

read, and that 07 per cent, of the boys and
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88 per cent, of the girls could not write."
But all other measures of social reform depend
not only for suggestion but for their wise
use and development upon the education of
the people to whom tiiey specially refer, and
it is the most serious omission of the first half
of the nineteenth century, in its legislative
aspect, that the people were almost unable to
develop the spirit of intelligent democracy
which might have given thcni a leadership
of their own in the times when industrialism
was still pliable, and many nodifications of
the employment relationship might have been
possible. It is significant of the backwardness
of public opinion on this subject that when the
Board of Education wis constituted in 1830
it was only by a majority of two votes in the
House of Commons that an amendment was
rejected, praying Her Majesty to revoke the
order of Council by which the appoii, ment
of tlie Board was made. :Mr. Porter him-
self })ases his plea for this cause on the
ground that " the true path of safety will be
found in educating the people—in teaching
them to discriminate between evils referable
to the imperfections of human institutions,
and therefore amendable, and such as arisem the order of Providence. ... It is seen
that the mi:id can be cultivated without
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developing a disposition to mischief or engen-

dering any irrational feelings of dissatisfaction

with their lot; while, on the contrary, instruc-

tion, when accompanied with moral training,

is felt to exercise a benevolent influence in

restraining from evil." " Have not all their

strikes and risings," he says again, " had for

their object the attainment of something

which, in their unenlightened reasoning, they

have conceived to be their right—mistakenly,

no doubt—by proving thereby how deep is

the interest they would feel in securing the

chief welfare from ^hc moment they should

come to know how completely their own true

interests are involved in it ? " Stronger ground

was taken by other advocates who urged the

claims of popular education in the name and

for the sake of social and industrial change.
" What better security could a government

desire than that its subjects shall never com-

plain without a cause, or complaining, shall

never urge their suit with intemperance,"

was the summary of a remarkable paper

written early in this period to the Edivburgh

Review. Though many beginnings were made
at this time in social reform, the lack of

appreciation of the relation of educational

leform to the value of all other changes

maintained the condition under which the

11
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l)eoj)le Avcre Icghlntcd for and had
improvement imposed upon tlicni.

social

III

For about thirty years after tlic middle of
the cetitury there took place a gradual con.
^olidation of the elements out of which the
industrial system was formed. It is the
building-up period as regards both national
organization and legal control. The time
coincides with the ])eriod of great manufactur-
ing and agricultural prosjierity in the country,
and along with this great industrial success
there ran a strong current of thought on the
social aspects of industry.

The movements which aimed at self-help,
cs])ecially the Tr^ule Union and Co-operative
movements, reached manhood stature by
1875. Co-operation, which had extended
from district to d-strict in a number of local
stores with their omu governments, entered
on tlie stage of federalism by the establish-
ment of the English Wholesale ui 18G;3. This
implied a working-class control over a system
of purchase and production ^vhich was a strong
dcf( ce against similar consolidation on the
side of private cai)italism. And in addition
to the consolidation of the movement throuf^h
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the Wholesale there began its extension in an

organized way into branches of industry such

as transport and banking, which arc closely

allied to its main industrial and social ideas.

Its extension also carried with it a great

imjiulse towards common interests, and a

difiusi()n of the social spirit and the educa-

tional idea among the working; classes.

Trade Unionism had been placed in a

position which was not more ihan tolerance

i)y the Act of 1825. From about the year

1850 onward it had established itself on a

basis not only of great strength, but of con-

stitutional j)olicy in its relation to em[)loycrs.

The result of this was that when its legal
'

standing came to be revised by the Royal

Commission of 18C7 its rights were definitely

conceded and it became^ by legislation, an

approved part of the industrial system. The
status of labour was defined by the Master

and Servant x\ct of 18G7, and the Emjiloyers'

and Workmen's Act of 1875. The movement
for co-partnership received also a considerable

impulse at this period, but only persisted as

yet in individual instances here and there.

Of very great importance to the people was '

the Housing legislation which now came on
the scene and dealt with this problem of the

city in three different series of acts. Powers
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were «ivcii under tlic Cross Acts from 1875 to
1835 to (.'Icar Jur^c insanitary areas. The
Torreiis Acts of 1808 to 1875 gave similar
powers of improvement wlicrc smaller areas
were concerned or individual dwellings hod
to be dealt with; while the Shaitesbnry Acts,
1851 to 1807, faced the problem of new housinj--

accommodation for the i)eople. These three
lines of attack on this somewhat nc-^rlectcd

problem were afterwards drawn together in
the Housing Act of 1890, whose three main
parts were a re-enactment axid a consolida-
tion, with amendments, of the legislation of
Cross, Torrens and Shaftesb-ar}-.

IJy the middle of the century factory legis-
lation was fairly complete for textile mills, and
this third period saw its extension to otiier
industries and its consolidation by the Act
of 1878. Practically all the manufacturing
industries came under control by the Act of
18G7, and a definite classification of factories
and workshot)s was made in the consolidating
Act of 1878. In 1875 two other methods 'A
legislative reform reached the stage of v. hit
might be called " full development." The
Pubhc Health Act of 1875 f)rought into one
system the Act of 1848 Avith over twenty
a^nending Acts, and is stiil the basis of the
law on this question. And the numerous
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Acts which had been passed to protect the

great Friendly Societies were also system-

atized in tliat year.

The working classes also profited greatly

by the success of the scheme o? finance Avhich

had been begun in 1842. The method of

direct taxation proved itself to be an engine

of finance powerful enough to reduce our

customs and excise to smaller and smaller

dimensions. It luid been the aim of both

Peel and Gladstone to bring about a result

of this kind. The parliamentary discussions

of this time show that the scheme of 1842 had

become an almost unchallenged commercial

policy, and under the influence of great

manufacturing and agricultural prosperity

it reached its highest degree of success in

1874-75, when the tariff was reduced to the

smallest number of taxable goods, while the

Income Tax had also reached its minimum of

twopence in the pound.

On the side of capital a great impulse was

given to corporate trading by the Joint

Stock Acts from 1855 to 1862. This was

oractically a charter to the owners of small

capitals, giving them the right to combine,

along with security against each other by

limited liability. It had always been possible

in England for a number of people to unite
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ti.cir cnpitals for a commcn, purpc.se, hut
^v^,.Io lu.h.I.ty was uuliuiitcd there was f^rcat
risk in connnou action of this kind, unless the
investors were well known to eaeh other; but
he new market developments, espeeially in

transport, and the inereasc in the scale of
production, could scarcely have been carried
on urdess by some such system as this for
A'athenng many small capitals together for
great enterprises. Private firms have con-
tinued to flourish with preat strength bv the
s.de of Joint Stock; but yet to 'us now it
•s remarkable that the system to which wech.ely owe the mobility and the poM'er of
capital ,s only about half a eenturv old. The
foundation of a national system of educationcame only at the end of this period; almost
the last stone m the edifice. Its results have
only now becrun to be apparent.
To a country situated as England is, astrong position in the shippir.g Lntde is indis-

pensable, both for defence and to ensure
supplies of grain which cannot be raised athome The figures show that England wasalmost on equal terms with America, in this
respect, about the middle of the century
though Anurica had been gaining especialf;
during the period 1840 to 18G0. The marine
supremacy, wliich is now so important to the
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country, was due in part to the discovery of

steel combined with our more adv;inced

development in manufacture. Rut America

had also lost seriously in this race hy the Civil

War, and since its conclusion her energy has

been applied rather to internal develoi)ment

than to the recovery of her jwsition on the

seas. The mercantile marine of this, our great-

est rival, shows an absolute decline since

the Civil War, and our national position, as

dominant for over-sea commerce, was assured

by 1880.

The social position of the working classes

depends, as we shall see, partly upon earnings

that are calculated on an industrial basis, and

which are affected therefore by the develop-

ment of Trade Unionism and Joint Stock,

and partly also by the indirect support which

is given by local or national services. It is

important, therefore, to add to the influences '

which became highly developed in this time

those of the Franchise legislation of 1867 and

1884, and the consolidation of the law regard-

ing municipal corporations in 1882.

At the end of this period, then, England
,

may be said to havp reached a stage of highly

organized industrialism, and of well-developed

influences bearing upon the industrial system.

We were the first industrial nation in the world
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in 1875. VVe wore nof yet faced with the
prot,k^m of agrirultura! depression. We had
)one .ted not only hy orga.u.ation at home,
but by the fact that prcat wars !md recently
been waffcd on the soil of our chief livalsAmenca, Fran<v. and (;crnmny. No tariff
protection could be n.ore thorough than wisafforded to Kn,Ian<l by these disputes abroadIcrl.ps the.r most harmful result was thees abl.hment of the hi.h American tariff
alter the C.v.l War. Peel had publicly ex-pressed n, th. House of (Wnor^^
that the pohcy of 1840 would be followed byother great .Ml.ons, and this prophecy seemedon the eve of coming true when Ihe Amer cantan f fell gradually from 1840 to 1800. when
.. stood at an average of only 18 per centIt was the unforeseeable incident of the Civ iWar winch upset these calculations. Anierican
Protection the "mother of Trusts," is thedaughter of war.
The eff<.ets c,f industrial consolidation andthe social legislation which bore upon it inthe fust three quarters of the century L va very great improvement in the condition ofthe people. It is diflieult to carry an inquirvmuch further back than 1830, but it hasreT

«ng 1883 the incomes of the working eJasses
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had increased individually about 100 per cent.,

and thai the greatest part of the progress of

the nation in that time had been for the

benefit of the workuig classes. " The rich

have become more numerous but not richer

individually. The poor are, to some smaller

extent, fewer, and those who remain poor are

individually twice as well off on the average as

they were fifty years ago. The poor have thus

had almost all the benefit of the great material

advance of the last fifty years." This is

borne out by a comparison of the amount of

the chief imported and dutiable goods which

were consumed per head of the population

of the country in 18 10 and 1881 ; and although

many new costs have entered into the expendi-

ture of the people in the greater strain of work,

the need of travelling, or the increase of city

rents, these new costs are rather a statement of

the fact of an increase in the standard of living

than a real deduction from the gain in wages.

They mean that the nature of Mic work is

higher as well as the standard of living; and

this statement of the growth in welfare holds

true of all those classes who really belong, in

his words, to " the new society " of the latter

part of the century—that is to say, to all but

the least skilled grades of labour.

This comparison has been brought up to
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more recent tin, OS },y liowley and other inves-

snows tiuit the preater n'1r^ r>f *i.^ •
•

.
,,ii-ctLtx part ot the increase m

lit co,„„,,ed gro,,,,, j„ „.^||.^^.^ ^,^_^^^,^ .^^^^^

^onds w^iT""" '""^"'"l"'"" 1>"- I'ead of old

"o . TW ""':«"'/°'- "« P"«'l.nsc of new

C U." f
' •?""' "'' ^'^'"'"'"""^t '^e addedthat tiicso facts arc (rue of the better -r-idrsof al".„r and that they „i|, ieave as G£.ad po.nted out, the problem of the resid^"lo oc considered. Still -m, fi

1 • 1
>^iin anotiier innnirvvlHch eon.parcs the n.iddle with the ^1^;he ecntnry .hows that, nuvking all allow" esea wages mereased between IKaO and 187S..the r.a ,o of 90 to 132, „,„] f,o„, ,37^ t„1000 ,„ the rat,o of 132 to 1C9. As we shnMsee later the gain of the people can,>o i

'

measured solely by what nlay be ea»ed tle...'lustnal diN.i<Ie„d, even wh™ every alio !
anee rs „,.ade i„ this respeet; and^sp^ci-
• 1 y .n the last quarter of the century, there.as bee,r a great development of whl n^y

»h.eh have ma,le a further real a.ldition tothe pu.ehas,ng power of (he people.
These facts as to the rate of prog,-ess nn.st

at the end of the century which go to .how
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that the evils ^vhich resulted from iudustri'i'

ism are very far from hein^ rcmovctl. 'i'hc

hist quarter of the century has been especially
the period of eritieisni and reconsideration, and
the results of the inquiries which have been
made help us rather to understand the tre-

mendous evils which nuist have existed in the
fust half of the century than leave us in a
position of rest or satisfaction.

The great feature of the last quarter of the
century is the extent to v/hieh politics became
concerned with the social results of industry.
Organization has been carried to its hi<^die'st

point, and industry has become, in a verv
complete degree, a cpiestion of groups and
associations of producers and bargainers, but
there has been in this period, as it were, a
recalling of the purpose of this organization
in its relation to persons, a weighing up of its

costs, and a more conscious attitude towards
the results of economic change. " The social

idea in England no longer takes the shape of
payments niade in instalments and at the
demand of the working man, but has become
a general standpoint from which society and
the State weigh and determine the position

of the working classes in relation to all ques-
tions that agitate the nation, whether of

education, health, industry and trade, law
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or taxation

;
not indeed for such as stand with

noise and urirent eiui.iourinir at the door, but
for those wlio sit as brethren at the council
table and represent, quietly and confidently,
their interests which are recognized on all
sides " (J^aernreither

: KngUsh Associations of
Jforkmg Men). In this spirit every side of
national life iias been overhauled by public in-
quiry, most of which has resulted in legislation
and this body of social inquiry and legislation
IS the main feature of the end of the nineteenth
century and the beginning of the twentieth.
Ihc princi])ics which are involved in this
new attitude must be left over to another
chapter



CIIAPTER IV

ROOT rnoBLi:.MS and the modern
ATTITUDE

The period of revision and reconsideration

of industry, especially in its social aspects,

may be said to have begun about the time

of the Dock Strike. The problems of housing

and of the land came under discussion in the

middle of the Eighties, and what may be

called the Labour-Socialist movement com-
menced its development before the events of

1880, but the Doclc Strike gave a tremendous
impulse to jmblic inquiry, not only as to the

coTiditton of the residuum of labour in great

citiis, but as to the rights of labour and of

labour organization. The twenty years which

have elapsed since have l)een filled to a re-

markable extent with inquiry and legislation

on the social side of industry. It has been

inquiry carried on in the spirit of hope,

both because of the undoubted record of
1)3
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pro^Toss wliic-h preceded, and also because
there lias liccn a very lull view of the possi-
bilities of life and of {)ersouality, if the results
for Avhieh industry exists are" not sacrificed
in its processes. The inquiries have ranged
over every side of industrial life, and have
resulted in a body of le^rish.tion throu-^li
which, as wc shall see. there run certain
priticiples of social thou[(ht, wliieli mark the
bc^rinnini,' of tlie twentieth century.

In the middle of the century Mill stated
his opinion that the two main' problems of
industrial life were those of (xlucation and
the residuum of great cities. The latter had
to be attacked first. If extreme poverty
coukl be removed, then after a generation
the foundations would be solid for the Iniild-
ing up of welfare. Tiiis was his social path-
ology. Then came liis social hygiene the
scheme to prevent its recurrence."^ \he basis
of this, he thought, was the education of the
people. That was his double proposal, and
it is still before us. Our most recent in-
quiries, like that of Mr. Booth or the Poor
Law Reports, show that it is to the residuum
that at least a " limited socialism " must be
applied before city life is made healthy. We
know that the highest results of modern
civilization are still built on a broad basis of
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distress. N(3 one can live i)eaecably in a
.^rcat ciLy who knows about it. On the
other hand, ^Mill's seheme for prevention is

now only part of a system of proposals for
dealiufT with adult and ehild life. Rut it is

with regard to ehild life and education that
the most remarkable steps forward have been
taken, and that we have the eompletesl l)ody
of legislation. His forecast has been so far
justified that poverty and education may
still be regarded as the roots of inciuiry, whose
results may be noted here. Some of the
wider influences of education arc reserved for
the last chapter.

The wealth or poverty of a nation depends
upon two facts— the total amount of the
national income, and the manner in whieli it

is distributed. The whole income of this
country at the end of the century was under
two thousand millions a year, so that upon an
equal division each average family of five

persons could have obtained about £lSO per
annum from the national stock. Whether
this result makes us on the whole a rich nation
will be answered differently by different

classes of the people. They will probably
be agreed that at any rate this figure means
that the whole resources of the nation do not
make us vastly rich. In the second place, it
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is clear that Ihcre are sorviccs Avliich could
not be rendered on this hasis of income,
cspccialiy in the sj)here of scientific discovery,
which is, of course, of great importance to
further national advance. On tlie basis of
clTicicncy of service a degree of inequality
becomes a necessary thing, and the chief
result of the poverty inquiries is to raise this

question oi .flieicncy with regard to l)oth

the highest and the lowest incomes which
are earned. Every income of ten thousand
])Ounds, for example, absorbs the average
incomes of more than fifty families, and there-

fore sets these fift\ families to compete so
as to reduce the average of £180 elsewhere.
And .'it the other end of the scale the same
problem of the relation of earnings to effici-

ency arises, since the question whether any
form of necessary industrial service is worth
less than a certain amount is no less serious
than the question whether the highest efTici-

ency earnings have not also their limit.

Given that there are degrees of inequality,

these inquiries raised the problem of responsi-
bility, and this has had its effect in legislation

for the fixation of minima, in schemes ior the
taxation of great wealth, and in the furnish-

ing of public services out of the national
revenues.
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More than three-quarters of the peoi)le now
hvc in tlie cities or hirjre towns of the country
and as housin^r legislation came somewhat
late at the end of the century, more than 8 per
cent, of the city population is living under
overcrowded cojiditions, that is to say,
more than two to a room. Rene; ^h this
average figure are concealed figures going as
high as 30 per cent, in certain districts, \y\u\e
if we take the standard of crowding unon a
certain area, that is to say, twenty-five pcoj)le
to an acre, the great cities show districts Avhere
the figures go above three hundied persons
to the acre. There is a close connection
between the housing problem and that of
poverty, for the industrial change which has
made the great city and has compelled the
workman to live near his work requires him
to live upon land which is ra})idly growing in
value. The poorest of the population ''are
often living upon some of the most valuable
city land, and in view of the distribution of
income this is only possible by the method of
overcrowding to the acre or to the room. A
definite attempt to deal with the legacy of
the past in this respect was made by the
Housing Act of 1890, under which either large
or small unhealthy areas can now be cleared
on condition that the people are rehoused

I
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but later inquiries showed tlio nerd for fuller

measures of dealinrr with this problem, and

it is now, at the end of the first deeade of

the twentieth century, the duty of u munici-

pality not onlv to clear its unhealthy areas,

but to consider an<l i)lan the future -rowth of

the citv. The need for betterment m this

respect'was specially impressed by the results

of inquiry into the mortality of infants and

the physical condition of the i)eoi)le, for it

was found that the greater part of the respon-

sibility lay in social circumstances rather

than in hereditary inOuMicc. Nearly 90 per

cent, of the population is born healthy. No

inherent tendency exists towards a pro-

gressive decline in the standard of physique.

The adverse influences upon health, which

make it neccssarv for the city to call upon the

country for a renewal of its strength every

generation, were found to be mainly due to

avoidable social circumstances.

As the most valuable investment to which

social schemes can be applied is in the health

and training of the children of the nation,

this problem has been specially to the front

during this period. At the end of the century

it was found that one in five of all the deaths

which occurred in the nation was an infant

less than twelve months old, and that the
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loss of life within the first twelve months
was far above the normal or expeetaMe

amount, sinec all hut 10 per eent. of the

people are horn healthy, and the evils from

which this marj^in of 10 per cent, suffers

need not he f;ital. It has hcen reekoned that

a loss of forty out of every thousand infants

horn would be normal under present condi-

tions, but the end uf the century saw an

averafje rate; for the whole country of more

than four times this amouiit, and efforts to

cope with the evil were not showinfr distinct

marks of success. The de<;ree to which this

result was preventable was shown in many
wavs. First, by the j^rcat local variations;

certain counties, especially those where mining,

textile, and jipttery occujjations were promi-

nent, had mortality rates twice as higrh as

some of the rural counties of Enprland, and

these local variations were so permanent as

to indicate that eeT-lain industrial factors were

closely connected with this evil. Again, the

success which has attended the efforts to cope

with the problem since 1 900 has also shown how
great a price was formerly being paid merely

for public or private neglect. Thanks to the

Notification of Births Act, and certain private

scliemes which preceded it, as well as to the

stirring-up of interest by the National Confer-

D 2
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mors of lOOO r.iid 11H)M, tli(> uvcnirjo r.it-- lor

Kiif'liuul and Wilc^; has been reduced in ten

ycnrs from K'.y to 100. And, M(,'Min, it was

found th:il. wlicrcvcr {he mortality nl early

stages was lii.^di, it eonlinued hi,<,'h t! -ouc^h

siioceedincf months and y(;iis, and that dis-

triets whic!> paid a heavy eost in infant life

paid also a }iit):h eost in ehild life and the life

of vonnfT peopk", as ^vell as iji i'hiess atid had

coiulitions prnerally. In fact, tlie evidence

showed that there were certain rcsidts of

industri;i.l life whieli increased I lie \vho!e

human cost of produetioTi of ^oods, hut bore

with such special severity upon the younjjfcst

and weakest that the infant mortality rate

could he taken as an index to separate the

])luck spots of the country from those which

had more favourable conditions. The poverty

of llie people was not itself a satisfactory

explanation of these results; on the contrary,

the national loss from this cause has been

least of all in those districts where least wapfes

are cained, such as Ireland or the af-icul-

tural counties of Kn'iland. It follows that,

though the poorer parts of a city pay this

price more heavily than other quarters, it is

not to low earnings alone that we must look

for the explanation. There is an evident

influence of povcrt}' upon this problem as
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tlun" is Ujioii tlio hoiisiiin
J,

n! ^or poverty,

as wo hiivc seen, ni.ikos for crow(lini» in {ho

cities, juid it is known that the circinnstance

which is most fatal Id infant hf(^ is tlic amount
of crow(hncf to the room. Under city conditions

of hfc, therefore, certain resnlts tend lo follow

upon poverty which do not follow nj)on it

elsewhere, Tlie pn cautions which arc neces-

sary, es()ecially in connectic n with tlu' arti-

ficial fccdiiiff of children \shoso mothers are

at work, canno! be obtained wlien the det^'ree

of crowdinj,' to the room becomes consider ible.

There has also been a very remarkable

development in inrpiiry and lei-islation for the

protection of children at school. l*crhaps no
part of the system of life has been given such

careful attention in the last twenty years as

this. Four distinct ideas can be traced in the

policy of recent children's Icf^islation. There

has been, in the first place, a movement to

extend the minin)um period of education, the

les^iil age having been raised (except in agri-

cultural districts) from ten to twelve between

1876 and 1891). The exploitation of child

labour in industry had already given us, as a

result of the Commissions of 1843 and 1866,

some of the most terrible disclosures recorded

in any oflicial documents. The reasons for

further advance along this first line have been

.-^
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the realization that the minimum legal period

of education covers, in many cases, the whole

educational opportunities of life ; that no

child is fit to choose a trade at twelve or

thirteen; that his own tastes at such a time

arc qui^ 3 likely to be mistaken or unformed;

that he has not the educational capital v/hich

will make for ambition and self-confidence,

and that therefore he is liable to make a dull

accc})tance of the routine artisan life without

the interest to join later in movements for

further education. And to these considera-

tions there has been added very recently

the results of medical inspection of school

children, showing in 1909 a " formidable

category of disease and defect," which means
" a. large degree of suffering, incapacity, and
inefliciency." From the new powers which

have been given to deal with this, it is not

desirable thiit children should be too soon

removed, and we are now, at the end of the

first decade of the twentieth century, in the

midst of a movement, supported by many
different inquiries, whose aim is to give up to

at least the fourteenth, and if possible the

fifteenth, year of life for the building up of the

personal capacities upon which forty or fifty

years of industry depend.

In the second place, there is a desire that
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5

education itself shoi'iH be made more fully

a charge upon this minimum period. A
remarkable inquiry of 1899 showeu that wage
earning was a keen competitor of edaca^^ion,

in the case of even young school children.

As much as fifty hours a week miglit be
worked, mostly in casual occupations, for

sinns from sixpence upwards. By the Acts

of 1903 and 1908 school children are now
protected against any occupations injurious

to life, limb, health or education, against

exploitation for begging or street trading, and
against employment at night, and powers have
been given to fix or to li'^.iit the hours of wage-
earning occupation for children, and at this

moment even fuller powers are being sought.^

Thirdlv, the idea of education itself is bcinsr

widened in scope. The Act of 1900 brought
physical maintenance within the meaning of

the word, and in 1907 not only did meaieal

inspection become the duty of local authori-

ties, but they were given " power to make
such arrangements as may be sanctioned for

attendmg to the health and physical condition

of children in public Elementary Schools."

Play centres, clinics, school nurses, vacation

scnools, open-air schools, and the whole
organization of Care Conmiittees arc plans

» V. L\\. C229.
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upon -which public money may now be

spent in the name of education, which is no
longer hmited in its idea merely to adequate

instruction.

Lastly, the care of cliilrrcn includes the

policy of providiiig, at the end of the school

period, a connection between education and
industry, and of maintaining this connection

after industrial life has begun. This step

has J)een taken jiartly in the interests of

industry and trade, in order to provide a

greater national efliciency in technical pro-

cesses, and partly on the more directly human
groimd of preventing the drift of children

leaving school into the unskilled occupations

which lead afterwards to the problem of the

residuum. Even at the j^resent time three

out of four children, at the critical ages

between fourteen and sixteen, arc under no
educational care whatever, and are entering

upon industry without the specialized training

which modern industrialism is constantly

making more necessary, and which might

influence Ihcm in the direction not only of

efTicicncy but of ambition. Largely under the

stimulus of foreign examples there has been

a great development in the opportunities for

technical training at Evening Schools, and iu

the provision of a public organization to assist
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in the choice of employment by the Acts of

1908, 1900, and 1910.

A new energy has also been given to the

study of several aspects of adult industrial

life. We have seen that Gilfen refers to a

certain section of the people who have not

shared in industrial advance as those who " do

not belong to the new society," and we know
that the problem of the residuum, as it is

called, whatever it may have been earlier,

is a vast one even now. It was possible for

Mr. Booth to report at the end of tlv) century

that in the city of London about 8i per cent,

of the people were an absolute drag upon the

'ife of the city. The Labour Report of ISO-i

and the Poor Law Report of 1909 both foimd

that this was one of the grave features of

evolution. It Avould, Mr. Booth reported, be

an absolute gain if this considerable |)roportion

of the peo})le of London did not exist at all.

They meant a double cost, both because they

could not maintain themselves, and because

of the influence of such a margin upon the

employment of those immediately above
them. It is a class which has been fed by the

deteriorating inlluence of city conditions, by
degradation from higher ranks, by processes

of industrial change, and by personal con-

ditions, and suggestions such as Mill made in
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the middle of the century were still unaceom-
plishcd and repeated at the end of it. Some
drastic treatment of this residue by some
means which in 1909, as in 1850, was called
colonizinfT wi.s felt to be the right policy to
adopt, and by colonizini^ is meant simj)ly

some method of removal out of the field of
city life and industrial comj)ctition. There is

still a demand in the industrial system for

unskilled work. Labour of this kind " belongs
to the new society." The fact whicli is most
full of meaning at the end of the century is- the
existence of an absolute surj)lus or human
residue, which is pauper in fact though not in

name. The many sources which contribute
to this drift have led us to look at industrialism
as a whole on its labour side from the point of
view of preventive organization. IIow fur
can any forms of municij)al or national
industry be used to lessen those fluctuations

of the market wliich degrade jjersonal skill

and ambition through insecurity of work ?

IIow far can alternative occupations be pro-
vided for actually increasing skill by oj)por-

tunities for further training during such
iiitervals ? What are the actuarial" possi-
bilities of monetary insurance against such
results ? IIow nuich labour can be fitted to
work which ic woulti otherwise have lost
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through the organization of exchanges, and
how far can this organization of the labour
market be carried out so that a " ma et " for

labour shall still be a field of personal choice,

and not merely the public ordering of demand
and supply ? At the end of a century of
i. •'^^usirial evolution these problems are more
acute than fhey ever were. The perception
of i)ossibilioy is so great that these defects are
now more keenly felt. As we have seen, it

has been one of the marks of progress that the
quality of occupation has risen, even though
the demands of the new form of life have risen

also; and with it the standard of judgment
upon an industrial residue created by a system
out of persons has become more severe, even
if the absolute amount of the residue has
become less.

Certain economic conditions especially
affecting the employment of women were
inquired into by the Royal Commission on
Sweating and the more recent Committee on
Home Work, as well as by private investi-

gation. The class of the conununity affected
by these conditions is scarcely in the position
of a residue ; like unskilled workers, they hold
their place in answer to a real economic
demand. They furnish the elastic margin
of many industries, especially some which
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supply clieap goods of uncertain demand.
The distress of this class is due largely to the

easiness with which occasional workers can
enter into competition with it. It is not
protected through special skill, and it is

further disorganized through being employed
largely outside the factory, so that common
action is rendered dillieult. But the main
economic cause of the distress which is implied

in sweated conditions is the competition of

manual work with the machine. This takes

place in one of two ways. Either wages have
to be kept very low, in order to })revent its

displacement by the introduction of machinery
if it claimed a high rate; or machinery has
already been introduced hi the mill which
fixes, on the basis of a large output per day,

the price of each article supplied ; the manual
worker must accept this price, but his or her

output per day is necessarily much less than
that of the machine. We have, in fact, in such
forms of industry a relic of hand or domestic
industry which has survived the century and
still lingers on round the margins of factory

employment. Our inquiries have found that

the earnings often go so low as to make it

" better to starve without the work," and the

problem of creating better conditions is one
where extreme caution is required, since the
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position of the workers is so inseeiue. Tiic

question which has had to he asked is whctiier

any form of work which im})hcs the hours and

conditions and strain that aecomj)any sweated

labour can be worth less than a cert.iin

minimum; whether for want of organization

this class of labour is being paid less than 'ts

eflk'iency wacre. With extreme caution the

Trade Boards Act has endeavoured to create

an organization which will make mininunn

rates of pay in certain of the worst trades.

Should it prove that these minimum rates will

dis[)!acc the lipnd labourer by the machine,

the industry then being shown to be pnrasitie,

we shall be faced with a serious ]iroblem of

m^iintenanee or of training; one which may,

in indirect ways, affect the rates of wages

for men.

II

The first of the principles which may be

said to underlie the legislation of this period

is that of personal right and personal value

in industry. We have seen that the growth

of organization and of the magnitude of the

industrial structure is liable to be regarded

as in itself the end of human effort, and that

especially when industrial complexity has
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become very great the relation of the whole
process to the end which it is meant to serve
becomes more dillicult to see. IJoth machinery
and joint stock have been influences tending
to increase the scparateness of the worker from
his employer, just as the various forms of
division of labour se})arate his work from the
products which he himself wishes to use.
'i'his question of the personal factor in industry
may best be judged by making a comparison
between industry and two other aspects of
national life in which this factor counts for
more.

The tendency of public thought on industrial
questions has been nujch affected by the
])rinciple of what is called the " long run" and
the averaging out of results. For example,
the fluctuations which occur may be regarded
as movement, which, on the whole, blilance
each other, there being at one time a period
of grc;it prostierity, to be s. off against a
period of great distress later. This point of
view ijnj)lies that things are loc ked at in the
mass and that small venations are cancelled
out against each other. In the same way the
problem of emjiloyment, of adjusting the
labour supply to the work to be done,''may
be regarded as one which works well on the
whole, though there are incidental disadvan-
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tagcs to individuals. Or, again, it might truly

be said that the iunueiice of invention in

disjilacing la^K>ar was for good if we took a

long view of all Is effects, and that the

displacements which it causes are incidents

bearing no doubt severely on individuals, yet

incidents in a forward movement which ulti-

mately contributes to the general welfare.

The influence of Darwin has given great force

to this method of reasoning in social evolution;

he exalts the type or the system as against the

individual, and while the great structure of

industrialism was being built up the current

of social thought was not strong enough to

combat this attitude.

Now il we compare the legal or the political

aspects of life with the industrial we find

standards of a different kind. The point of

view is in both cases intensely personal, and

the argument of the " long run " is not allowed

to exclude personal rights and values. It is

felt in both these cases that the person is a

claimant who must be listened to against the

whole system to which he belongs. An injury

to an individual is not regarded as simply

in-^idental to the organization of a system.

As an example of this in the political sphere

we may take the celebrated case of Don

Pacifico in the middle of the century. He

11
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was a naturalized Hritish subject who suffered
injury in a disturbance in Greece, and he
presented a claim lor conipcnsatioa. The
fact that a civil injury had been done to him
m tlie midst of a disi url)ancc abroad was not
ref,';irdcd as incidcfita', or as one of the thinf^s
which are always liablo to happen and which
must be taken as Ihcy come. On the con-
trary, althou^rh he was not a subject of whom
the country had any reason to be proud, his
claim was taken up and became the centre of
a lamous intcrnatituial dispute. In order to
put rioht the injury done to him, the fleet was
ortlercd by Lord Palmerston to the Darda-
nelles, and this case was felt at the time to
show that all the resources of the country were
held ready to vindicate the political right of
an individual subjeit, even, if need be, at
the cost of war. The great speech of Lord
Palmerston, as Prime Minister, was delivered
in vin(Ucation of this policy and point of view.

Or, again, if we turn to the legal sphere,
well-known cases exist to show the same thing.'
Captain Dreyfus was an individual French
soldier who was believed to have suffered a
legal injury, and the same has been true of
many individual cases in this country. No
argument that injury of this kind is inci-
dental to the working of a legal system would
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have been maintained. The individual elaim

against the whole system of Freneh nnilitary

law was felt to be so stionsjj that it roused a

passionate interest in the whole of the civilized

world. The law m this way is stronc^ly

personal in its standards and point of view.

Now it is this j)oint of view which has

become definitely conscious in industry in the

last part of the nineteenth century. The
working of the industrial system is known to

inflict injury and damage upon individuals,

and we are tending no longer to average out its

results or to balance the loss of one individual

against the gain of another, but to take the

same at titude toward the right of, for examj)le,

one person thrown out of work as was taken in

regard to Don Pacifico or Captain Dreyfus.

When the ease of " John Brown unemployed "

is felt to create the same need for redress as

the case of " Captain Dreyfus wrongly con-

demned," the industrial standard will have
been placed on the same level as the standards

of law and civics. Legislation is therefore

tending to watch closely the results of in-

dustrialism as they bear especially on the

residuum or on labour temporarily displaced,

or upon the sickness, distress and accident

which beset the industrial life of workpeople.

A second aspect of this recent novemcnt is
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its new attitiido lowunls the idea of properly.

Economic slandards in this rospeet have hecn
of what may he called an " exienial " kind, that

is to say, that in mcasurintj the wealth of a
conntry it has tended to rcijard as wealth the

cxlenial and material f^'oods which arc owned
hy the nation or in(li\ idnals. 'J'his way of

rcpfardin",' the wealth of a nation lends towards
case of mcasurcmcnl, antl economics lias

usnaliy dellned w(>allh so as lo exclude any
hnt material pfoods and external advanla^'cs

hcloiiL>in;T to individuals.

The allitudc of the time, however, is one
Avhieh wishes to take what may he called the
" internal " wealth of the nation, that is to say,

the qualities and caj)acilies of persons, as of

the same rank as the external, and this means
two things. It means, in the lirsl ))laee, the

concession that these caijacitics and qualities

must he fi^uarded in the industrial system and
mnst he legislated for; and, in the second })lace,

it implies a claiin that the State lias a right

to sujiervise and control I he nsc, by the
individual, of such qualities and capacities.

Mill held that there Mas ^vhal he called an
" inner circle " of the life of an individual

within which the State ought not to intrude,

but it is just this inner circle which the State

'J tending more and more both to protect and
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to siij^erviso. This is seen not only in the body
of new k<,Mslation wliich regulates the dcvclop-

nicnt (jf such capacities in tluii most critical

period in tlic case of children, hut also in the

tendency towards greater compulsion in the

case of adults, as shown, for instance, in

the insurance scheme and other aspects of

the proposal to or^'anize the labour market.

Hoth Mill and Macaulay had pointed out that,

i/i the words of the latter, "' the security of

property is the basis of Western civilization";

and when this idea is apj)licd to property in

its personal reference it yields standards of

duty both from and towards the individual

which have come to the surface of |)ublic

thou<,dit in this most recent period. It is one
basis of the claim for a " ri^ht to work."

Thirdly, there is the idea of mininmm con-

ditions. I'his is an idea of industrial distri-

Jmtioh wliich results from certain obvious facts

of production. Industrial coni|)lexily is so

great that it is now almost impossible to ^We
exact meaning to the expression " the product
of one's own labour." In the days of handi-

craft, whc;i a craftsman might j)roduec an
entire article by himself, place it on the

market and receive the price of it, it was easy
to estimate the value of iiis own work, but
with the subdivisions and inter-connections of
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modern industry it is extremely difficult to
traco that part of the market value of goods
which is to be imputed to the workman, who
is responsible for perhaps only a part of a
part of the product. In other words, since
the creation of material wealth has become
hiohly social, the efficiency value of the labour
of the individual is difficult to reckon. It is

{Kjssible for economic theory to fix limits, one
of which is set by the estimate of the employer
of the net difference to the value of his output
which would be made by taking on or dis-
missing a fcAV more hands ; while the other is

set by the minimum conditions upon which
that gi-ade of labour is able or v/illing to work.
Between these limits there is room for bargain-
ing, but this theoretical determination of the
value of an individual's work is subject to two
difficulties; the first, that the price realized
for the products of a firm depends largely upon
the government whicli controls the labour and
the marketing, so that labour of the same
efficiency may receive a less reward if there
is any fault in the management, for which
it is not itself responsible; while the second
diftlculty is that the idea of personal efficiency
in industry is one that doe-^ not refer only to
the skill of the worker. A worker of the same
skill has a different efficiency, reckoned in
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money, according as prices on the market go

up or down. On grounds of this kind, and

largely also because of the great complexity

under which, at the best, a theory of this kind

has to be ap})lied, the idea of minimum
standards is being made great use of, on the

part of the State, with regard to the lowest

grades o^ labour, and with regard to all grades

by the organization of wage bargaining and

the supply of public services in the way of

health and education. Industry, it is realized,

is a circular process in which the original

prodviccrs, taken in the mass, are also the

final consumers: but the tendency is to gi^^e

rigidity to a certain part of this circular and

elastic process and to require that the rest

shall adjust itself to this fixed standard,



CHAPTER V

THE QUESTION OF THE SYSTEM

The movement which we have traced in
the last chapter may be described as the
endeavour both by the law and by organiza-

V I Tl '° "'''^' *^" ^y^^^"^ «f industrywork to the greatest advantage of the peopleand
.

s result.., as we have seen, have been iri
laet to create a continually growincr social
bcttenuent. But it is neces'sary now toconsider the nature of the sysiem itself
s.nce a dehnite hne of criticism and agitation
IS based upon the idea that social evolution

il^r.1* )
' 7^ *° "°"^'^^'' tJ^^^efore, inthis chapter, the nature especially of thee..ployment relation, the influencls whic^^creates and nKvn.tains, and how far it may

con.; r
';

^^''^P°"^'^^'^ f«r ^ permanent
condition of the people which mav be iustlvcnhcized from the point of view of demo^n^y
>Ve iind throughout the literature of the
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century a continual recurrence to this fundav

mental issue. Improvement within the system

has not been felt to be enough, improvement

of the system has been advocated at every

stage, not only by popular agitators but by

leaders of thought.

John Mill, for example, in discussing the

condition of the labouring classes, referred

to a " standing feud " between labour and

capital, a " division of the human race into

two hereditary classes, employers and em-

ployed "
; and he uses at a later stage of the

argument even stronger words when he says

that " If the bulk of the human race are always

to remain as at present ... I know not what

there is which should make a person with

any capacity of reason concern himseU about

the destinies of the human race." And, again,

" I caimot think that they (the working

classes) will be permanently contented with

the condition of labour for wages as their

ultimate state." The rei)ort of the Royal

Commission on Labour at the end of the

century refers to the same jjroblem when it

notes the " widespread feeling of dissatis-

faction, at any rate in theory, with ^he relation

between employers and employed in the

shape which at present it usuiilly assumes."

We nmst therefore inquire wliat there is
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in the relation of emDloyment which justifies
statements of this sort and the constant
<i^i.ation for a change of system. Such an
I'lqniry ^^oes to the root of the industriahsm
^vhloh has been estahhshcd in the nineteenth
(cnlury, and it is closely connected withmany projjosals not simpiy for the develop-
ment of associations within industry, but of
associated industry in a fuller sense of the
wore. In their completest form these pro-
posals constitute State Socialism-a modi-
lication of employment based on the public
appointment ol industrial administrators, notmerely on public control of them
When the great industrial change took

place, the relation of employer and employed
seenns to have developed as a matter of courseIhe working classes were at^hat time withoutany organization whicli might have enabledthem to bargain for any other system, or tosupport claims o^ their own, in which the
capitalist employer might have been dis-pensed with The change may be shortlysummed up m the statement that the linnbecame the industrial unit for the production
of goods, so that in the great industries othe country the individu.d producer as acraftsman or a domestic worker lost Iiis
status. As tilings are now it is only the firm
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v.'iiich has complete i)rodut:tive efficiency,

and the development of the nineteenth

century, especially since the legislation for

limited liability, has confirmed and empha-

sized this fact.

The word '" firm " itself imphes ideas of

stability and fixity which are not in fact

well grounded. On the contrary, as mdustriai

development has proceeded, the tendency

iias been to make ideas of this sort less applic-

able to the facts. There is no permanence

of personnel in the typical industrial structure

on the side of either labour or capital. The

method by which the shares of joint-stock

companies can be transferred from one

person to another causes the supply of

cajMtal to firms to be of a very shifting kind,

while the supply of lat)our changes on short

notice which has tended to grow shorter

through the century, owing to conditions of

the market. There is great finidity on the

side of both employers and employed, the

permanent feature of the firm being in its

management rather than in its labour or

capital. It would probably be found that,

if a comparison were made over an interval

of time between the workers and shareholders

of a joint-stock company, the former would

be in many cases more permanent than the
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latter; so that, throunrh tlic manarrcnient,
the labour Vvonld employ the capital rather
than the caj)ital the labour.
The relatiou to whieh attention must first

be drawn in tlie structure of the firm is that
of employment. This cannot be rerrarded as
simply a case of the sale of labour to the
em[)!oyer. Labour is not an article which
IS created and then sold. If it were the
workman would be in a far stronger position
than he is, since he would be able to accun>u-
late stocks of tiie commodity A\hich he makes
and to hold out for the best terms. Labour
IS a rclationshi}) and not a conmiodity It
only exists in the act by which it is sold, and
cannot exist unless there is access to the
lixcd capital of manufacture.

If the firm were a complete association,
ail the parties enga.ired in production would
share the profit or loss and also the govern-
ment of the firm

; all of them would have part
in the risks, in the ownership of the accumu-
lated stocks of o-oods, in the initiative which
a firm has to take, and in the credit which
a firm can obtain because it is an enterprise
Jiut the firm has developed on another basis
and the wa^c relationship means that the
risk the legal right to the accumulated
stocks, the Hiitiative, the government, and
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the credit of the firm belong to those wlio

supply share capital; \vhile those who supply
the labour have their risk discounted for a
fixed weekly amount, and are paid off in

this way. This fact of exclusion from the

risks of capital carries with it exclusion from
government, and the result is to create a
permanent condition from whic-h certain

results follow.

In the first place, there is the effect upon
what may be called " reserve," Partnership

in a com[)any means that when one's own
labour is not employed, income is being

earned through one's interest in the activity

of the whole corporation, or additional in-

come when one's labour is being em j loved.

The fact that labour is not a commodity but
an activity creates an obvious need for re-

serve of this kind, since workmen cannot

accumulate stocks of labour in bad times.

But those who are paid off at fixed rates lose

thereby any such interest in the corporate

energy of the firm. Again, the legal owner-
ship of the accumulated stocks of goods
which are made by a firm is vested on the

employers' or capital side of the structure,

and this holding of stocks in reserve through
a slack market greatly enhances the waiting

power of capital. It must be remembered.
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too, ill this resj)o('t, th;it tlic need '"or rosorve
on the side of labour is made still fjreater,
since the worker cannot distribute his e.-irninf

power as owners oT ca[)ital can. He can
work for only one lirni, while tlie owner of
ca{)ila! can dislribute his caminq' power over
many firms, not only in the same trade, but
over all the industries of a coujitry.

It can, of course, be held that the weekly
rate at which labour is bought off by the
fTovernment of a firm is fixed so as to 'co\'er
lips and downs, and so that enouoh can be
saved duriui^ the lime of employment to
create a reserve for times of unemplovment.
We sliall see later thi=t a general admission
has been made that this is not the case, and
it would be the care only under conditions
of equality in bariraining in which reserve
itself j)lays a very important part.

In the second place, this relationship affects
the initiative and therefore the power to
obtain credit of those who are employed.
Emi)lo>ment means that they follow a l"ead,
and cannot on tlieir own account undeitake
an enterprise, while t. - holders of capital,
even if an enterj)rise has turned out badly'
can, because they are initiators who give a
lead to industry, obtain credit for a new start.
The tendency of the relationship is to throw
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l)oth reserve and initiative where tlie govern-

ment goes— on the ni)per side of the firm;

and one of tlie notions which is iniphed in

the criticisms which have been quoted is this

notion of tlic provision of adctiuate reserve,

and of the permanent insecurity of status

which belongs to a class who cannot create

a reserve of tlicir own commodity and do
not participate in the results of the corporate

activity ot a business.

Another aspect of this problem shows itself

when we consider the different forms of em-
ployment which exist witliin a firm. Under
the government of the shareholders the work
is carried on by a staff, part of which is salaried

and part of which consists of wage earners.

The distinction between these two implies a
difl'erence in method of payment which corre-

sponds to a difference in nature of work.

A salary is a fixed remuneration which is

paid over a long period of time. It is of

the essence of Avages that they arc paid over

short periods of time.

An employee who is paid quarterly does not

Stand to lose for even a week's cessation of

work ; he is carried through that by the terms
of his employment. But when the conditions

of service, and of notice to terminate it, are

montlily, weekl /, daily or hourly, the empbyee
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stands to lose for shorter cessations of work.

Any one who is on liourly terms loses for idle

lu>urs, or li;is security only from l;our to hour;

while those on wee kly or lon^^er terms have u

lotJiTcr security, and are carried throuf,'h sliort

intermissions of work. Now a fjreat characier-

istie of the wajrc relationsliip in respect of

waj^es which are paid by time is a prowiiii^

exactness of adjustment of wa<fes to work, so

that for the shortest cessations of work there

are at once cessations of pay. The wai^e, that

is to say, partakes less and less of the nature

of Ji rctainintT fee, and it is in this respect

that it differs from the salary. Tiiis result

is, of course, obvious in the case of piecework.

The Labour Comn\issiou of 189t calls atten-

tion to the fact that the factory system has

developed this careful and jealous measure-

ment of work at^ainst pay. " In very few

instances," the Report says, " does the le^al

and customary notice on either side exceed

a mouth. More often it apj)ears to be limited

to one or two weeks, and in many eases, and
especially in the case of imskilled labour,

a workman may be discharofcd or leave his

occupation without any notice at all." In

earlier times, they go on to say, legal engage-

ments were for longer periods

—

"" for a year

at least," but after the factory system " short
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notice, to suit the nuctuatioiis of trade, appears

to have arisen in the iiiteresls of employers."

Now the distinelion thus made between
one class of employees—the salaried staff

—

and the other eliss of waf^c earners is not

an arbitrary one if we aecept the fact of the

eniploNincut relation. Salaries are paid over

a, lon^rer time because the work for which
they are paid extends over a lonf,'er time.

It is not a rep{.'tition of one ])roeess. It

implies the plaiiniii^' of a scheme for the carry-

in*^ out of some j)iece of work which is only

completed in a month or quarter or even in

a year. On the other hand, the work for

which wages arc })aid docs consist very

largely in a repetition of processes which occur

over and over again, which can be carried out

by one person to-day and by another person
to-morrow.

But when we considi^r the innucnces of this

distinction upon the wage-earning classes, it

becomes evident that their status is strongly

affected by them. They constitute a less

fixed part of the firm than do the managers
and salaried staff and foremen. The effect

of a depression in trade will be visited on the

wage-earning part of the firm some time

before it will become necessary to dismiss a

foreman or a manager. The labour unit is
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hiVfrc and llucluatcs easily, aiul Ihcrcforc it

tends to he jiaid over very short limes, so tliat

even short ehaii;^'rs in the inarkef are felt l)y

wage earners. It is clear that this faet, as

rej^ards the structure of a firm, adds to the

prohlciu of reser\c and insecurity, so much
so that an invcsti^^'ator to the Poor Lav/ Coi)^-

missiou has sufjLfested as a possible dclinitioii

of the ^\•orkinf,' classes
—

" Those to \vhoiii

the I'oor Law is a constant |)os-,ibiiily."

Add to such facts the spirit of democracy,

and we have a statement of the problem of

cnu>lf>vinenl—an inse<'uritv of status under

the ;^fovernnient of other })eo})le. A paradox

of the time is indeed the double bitterness of

labour—out of emj)loyment because of want,

in employment because of aspiration. To be

unable to get work, fven or except on terms

to which you object, is ccrtamly a [)osition of

despair.

By more than one method a remedy is

sou^ifht for the p^ap in the structure of th3 iinn

whereby labour is excluded in the typical

case from full corporate ri<:jhts. The direct

method is that of co-partnership, which stands

for an attempt to make w^orkpeople share-

holders, and to overtake, by a gradual building

up of this system, the long start which capital-

ism has obtained. Of this method, a' i of the
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weaker sysleni oF profit -slKirinfr, more mii>t
be said later. Sonjtlhinir must first ho said
here J)olh of the sirrnilicance and of the force
of the great develoj)nient wliieh has taken place
in the harcraiuiii^» power of labour th'ou.gh
Trade tmions. This drives an influence upim
government, not a share in government; but
the influence has become otic which extends to
many sides of the organization of the firm,
and it represents a degree of working-class
control over private industry which is exceeded
only in the Co-operative movement.

Nothing shows more clearly the imperfect
degree of association Mhicli the firm stands
for than the nature of this barjraining rela-

tion, for it means that the lovrlty of the em-
ployee of a firm is due in the first instance not
to his fh-m, but to his labour organization, and
this prior claim stands out at once when, on
the occasion of a dispute between employer
and emj)loyce, a third party steps in—the
Trade Union organization—and takes upon
itself the settlement of a question which has
arisen within an organization of which the
Trade Union secretary is in no way p. mem-
ber. Personal questions, or questions of
detail within the firm become, for this reason,
questions of principle. The whole body of

labour emi)loyed in a trade becomes a party
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to each suoli settlement, and thereby sets a

claim prior to that of the lirm on the loyalty

of the individual employee.

But the development of bargaining has

given it an influence not only upon questions

of wages, but upon other matters of govern-

ment. There is involved not only a fixing of

standards of pay and a jealous watchfulness

over every variation from the standard,

extending to the minutest details of work,

but also such larger questions as the amount

of continuous work which may be done by an

individual employee, the inte^-vals which must

elapse between one shift and another, the

number and even the class of men who must

be employed in carrying out a piece of work,

the manner in which work shall be arranged

in a slack j)eriod, the proportion of youthful

labour to adult labour which may be taken

on in a trade, and the methods of procedure

which shall be adopted on the occasion of

any dispute. All this means a control over

the internal organization of a business which

gives, though in a limited sphere of adminis-

tration, many of the results vithout the form

of participation in government.^

By successive stages tho claim of labour to

impose such conditions irom without has been

' V. Iho Brport in CM. rA^GQ.
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a first tolcrnlcd, then approved, and finally

reconnncnded. The results of sueh organiza-
tion by the end of the eentury were such as
to draw from the Royal Con\mission on
Labour the conclusion that, '' Just as a
modern war between two great European
St:ites, costly though it is, seems to represent
a higher stage of civilization than the incessant
lo. al differences and border raids Avhic h occur
in times or places where governments are less

strong and centralized, so on the whole an
occasional great trade conflict, breaking in
upon years of peace, seems to be preferable
to continual local bickerings, stoppages of
work, and petty conflicts. A large conflict of
this kind is usually begun with cool delibera-
tion, turns upon some real and substantial
question, is carried on with less bitterness and
violence, is properly settled by a regular and
well-thought-out treaty of peace, and does
not leave behind it nuieh personal rancour
or ill-feehng betwcc- individual employers
and their workme Their conclusion was
favourable to the tra(.;ej where high organiza-
tion, even of the form of an armed peace, had
taken place, as against the trades in which such
organization was weak. Still later the Poor
Law Commissioners of 1909 have definitely
recommended the forming of Trade Unions,

E 2
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especially among the lower grades of labour.

And although in quotations like the above

attention is drawn s])ecially to the militant

industrial aims of Trade Unionism, it must

not be supposed that this represents their

main activity. Dispute pay is, in fact, almost

the smallest part of the outlay of Trade

Unionism as a whole, and amounts to an

average of only about Is. Od. in the pound of

their expenditure. The claim to an iailucnee

on the organization i>f business which shall

make up for the exclusion of labour from

direct government has been maintained at

so low a cost in strikes that only bout one

dispute out of every seventy at the present

time results in a stoppage of work.^

The f'rowth of sucli orcanization was im-

pcded during a large part of the century by

both public opinion and the law, and there

is still much confusion as to the rights and

status of labour organization; and this delay

in Iniilding up tlie system which was to act

as a substitute for rights of government

enables us to take an historical view of the

position of wage rates as they stand. A
theoretical statement of this position, as we
have seen, gives us limits })eyond which the

employer or the workman will not go—the
> ("il. 5340, p. xxi.
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reserve prices for Jal)oiir. But between these

limits there is room for bargaining, and the

question whether wages now stand nearer the

upj)er limit of what the employer can give

or the lower limit of what the workman will

take is not simply one of jiresent-day strength

of organization, but also of the past move-
men' of bargaining. It might, for example,

be held that c^ut of such conditions as pre-

vailed at the beginning of the century wages
have gradually been raised as Trade Unionism
has secured a stronger position, but that they
have not yet been raised cither to the level of the
real value of labour in the State or even the real

costs of the standard of living o^ labour itself.

The explanation of actual wage rates would
therefore be as much historical as theoretical.

Now it is a remarkable feature of legislation

at the end {>f the century that some such
admission as this has been made. It is

practically granted by a great ])art of this

legislation that certain costs, which belong
to the workman's standard of living, cannot
yet be charged upon wages. In theory, with
full equality of bargainmg pov/er, the wages
of a trade would stand at such a level as to
allow for the imcertainties and risks and liabili-

ties to accident of one trade as against another,
but the State has come forward with schemes
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which charge upon the revenue of the whole

State many of the costs of hvingof the people,

such as education, provision for old age, and
insurance against sickness or unemployment.
That it should be deemed just to meet these

charges by schemes which are cither partly

or wholly non-contributory from the side of

the workman amounts to a declaration that

wages have not in fact reached, by the process

of bargaining, a level which would enable

them to meet, by themselves, the full costs of

living.

The number of public and private subsidies

which, at the end of the century, come to the

aid of wages is such as to amount to an im-

portant percentage on the wages bill, and
when we ask the question how the industrial

regime alone distributes the wealth of the

country we have not reached the end of the

problem of distribution. The movement of

the century has been one in which national

distribution, or redistribution, has proceeded

along with industrial distribution, there

having been, especially in the last quarter

of the century, a great development of the

public services placed at the disposal of the

working classes. These services, such as

free education or old age pensions or the

recent proposals for insurance, are to be
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(listin^iishcd from otiicr national services
such as defence or justice, which are not
of the nature of subsuHcs to one class out of

the general revenue. Supports to wages of
this kind have as a rule been based on the
principle mentioned above, that they arc
necessary to the standard of life, and that
wages alone cannot yet bear the charges ; Init

it is also a possible view that the development
of such grants in aid tends by itself to lessen
the foi'ce of wage-bargaining and to act as
a substitute for the more direct metliod of
higher wage rates. One nuist remembe< , how-
ever, in thi> connection, that the interests of
the State them?;elves have been felt to be
involved, and this ground is one of the best
justifications for the method of subsidy, even
at a possible cost in bargaining strength; for
national grants oi thi kind carry with thcni
powers of control or compulsion, and the
State has a stronger grip on such sides of
national life as education and health if it offers

the service wnolly or partly as a gift and
requires that it shall be used, than if the
provision of the service Wde thrown on
individuals perhaps carnuig higher wages,
out of which a definite reservation for health
or education might be more grudgingly made.

In order to perceive the extent to which
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the distribution of wealth on its industrial

basis alone is alTecUd in this way, one has to

suppose the abolition of all forms ol charity,

'.vhethLT by subscrijitioii or institutions or indi-

vidual gifts, as well as the abolition of national

serviees in favour of the workin<]f classes. It

is prol)ably not an cxairgcrated estimate that

these together amount to 15 per cent, of the

wages bill of the coimtry, so that bargaining

would require to force wages up by this

amount if industrial distril)utioii were to stand

by itself. As it is, the regime which the

nineteenth century has developed is one in

which we must regard wages as a proiiisional

payjncnt to lahovr out of tlie national income,

a supplementary distribution being made in

the form of public services or of gift. This

berrs out what has already l)een said as

regards the policy of minimum conditions.

Only iiji to a cert?' in minimum arc wc now
able to reckon the \cdue of an individual work-

man's services to society; and up to that

minimimi we make him a provisional advance

out of the industry he works for. Over and
above that he is entitled to share in certain

common goods, which stand for the less

definite addition which should be made to

wafjes in order to raise income to the full

equivalent of v/cik done. In view of this,
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it Avill be seen that the inovcnicat towards
political democracy is not merely parallel to,

but is an inseparable part of, industrial

democracy.

Another method by which it has been sought
to overcome the division between labour and
capital within the firm is thr.t of profit-sharing

in any of its numerous forms. Schemes of

this kind are initiated from the side of the
employer, and arc ahvays, therefore, a less

democratic method than that by which Trade
Unions bargain for a share in the surplus.

Profit-sharing has a history which goes back
in England to the year 1829, and England is

not only the original home of this system, but
it has been also the chief sphere of experiment
on these lines. The mark of profit-sharing

is the allowance of some kind of bonus to
employees, paid as a percentage of their wages.
The typical case is one in which a certain
minimum profit is first allotted to the ordinary
capital of the company; after and when this

minimum rate is obtained a part of any
additional profits, say a half, is paid to labour
and the other part to capital. The payment
may be made purely at the discretion of the
employer, or it may be an obligation under-
taJvcn by him and implied in tlie wage contract.
The essential is that the bonus is paid to the
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cnij>loycc simply :is an employee aiul not as a

shareholder in the firm. Bnt there may be

the intermediate case in whieh the employer

enables his workmen to obtain shares in the

lirm upon si)eeial terms whieh are open only

to his own emjjloyees, and thereafter j^ays

dividend in the ordinarv wav upon these

shares. Schemes of this kind stand betv/ccn

profit-sharing,' and co-partnership.

Since the first sclume of this kind, under-

taken by Lord Wallscourt in 1821), every year

has seen both new attem})ts and new faihires.

At the end of eighty years, one hundred and
ninety-eight schemes had been entered into by
jn'ivate employers, but of these only forty-nine

were still in existence. The years 1889 to 1892

were the most fruitful, eight \'-four schemes

havin<,' been begun in that period, of whieh

sixty-four have since ceased to exist. It can-

m be said, therefore, that in the open market

of business any very great impression has been

made upon capitalism by this method, since

the fortv-nine existing schemes include little

over sixty thousand workj:)eoplc. Even in the

market to whieh wc should specially look

for the application of this principle, that of

Co-operative Trades, it has not been widely

used, only about one in seven of all Co-opera-

tive Societies in the United Kmgdom being
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rchinicd as having any profit-sharing with
their employees, and in the still more sympa-
thetic market of working-elass Produetive
Associations only one in three is returned as
giving a bonus of this kind. But though the
area of its application is thus a narrow one,
the idea has always been kept alive, and it is

of interest to consider the market conditions
^vhich have hindered its fuller use, as well as
the most recent change in form wh'ch it has
\nidergone in the name of schemes for Social
Betterment.

It is evident, in the first place, that profit-
sharing alone not only implies the exclusion
from government of the employees who benefit
by it, but that the pa}ment of a bonus at all

may cease, whatever the efficiency of their
labour, by faults of administration' for which
they are not responsible; or even, in the most
typical cases, by results of administration
which bring the total profit of the firm down
to less than that minimum amount which has
to be paid to capital before anything is paid to
wages. This fact, that the utmost efficiency of
labour may be cancelled by faults of adminis-
tration or by market conditions, tends to
damp that extra zeal which it was hoped
profit-sharing would induce. And again,
since the average amount of bonus to wa^es
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is about l9. ill the £, the advant;i<^rc is

not jrrcat eiiou^'h to appcul to the employees
even if this were (lislribuUd to tiicin in eash,

and the af)ptal is even more remote when it

is not paiil in eash hut is reserved for some
form of provident fund. And what to the
employers appears as extra zeal is a|)t to be
ref^ardcd by workini^ people as specdin/^ up.
In view of the faet that the loyally of the
workman is to his Union in Ihehrst place, it

may naturally seem to him that extra benelit

obtained in this way is purchased at the cost

of workers in other firms who do not obtain a
bonus of this kind, and this was in fact the
ground upon which its failure is reported in

one of the best known eases of its trial. Trade
Unionism has also, on the whole, regarded
schemes of this kind with sus{)icion. Even
though there is evidence that the bonus has
been in addition to and not instead of standard
rates of pay, yet there is always the fear

that the discipline of the men's combination
is rendered more difficult by special attach-
ments of this nature. Wage-bargaining has
developed a spirit of independence and an
idea of industrial rights which do not seem
to mix well with those rival ideas of industrial

favour and philanthropic endeavour.

Li recent timco the sharing of the gains of
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large husw.csscs li.ts been carried out less by
tlic payment of a l.'oiius on his earnings to eaeli

individual workman than by what mi;,'ht be
called "common schemes," thr()U<,di which the
whole body of employees of a company arc

fiivcn the use of institutions or opportunities
of a social or educational kind. This is the
method of Social Betterment, and it possesses
many advanta<;es over the more individual-
ized systems of ])rofii-sIiarin^'. There is an
advantajTc from the point of view of mere
economy, since a share in a common good
of this kind is usnally of greater value to
the individual workman than the payment to
himself of a proportionate amount of its cost.

For example, a sum of £1000 divided annually
as bonus among 1000 men creates a less

advantage to each than he could obtain
by the right to the free use of some insti-

tution costing £1000 a year. And there is

also some advantage from the point of view
of the democratic spirit, since the consolidation

of the bonus by means of a common scheme
makes the relationship of donor and recipient

less individual and places it at one remove.
Much of what is now called '' Social Better-

ment " or " Model Employment " implies
rather the removal of unfavourable conditions
than the gift of specially favourable conditions.
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The- iiicro fact that suc-ii .sclieiiies Jillnu-fod
great public nltcntioii in the herrinnintr of
the twentieth century is a serious reflexion
upon existinrr staiKhirds and is to !)e read in
the liprht of (he criticism of fifty years hence
no less than in the spirit of syniimf hy with its
purposes at present.

These schemes are dislinrrujshed from any
form of Soc.ahsm hy (heir acceptance of social
classification, and their desire to make such
classirication work as well as possihie. TJieir
aim is friendly relations and the desire to show
that the real interests of labour and capital
are the same, and that '^neiihcr can take
advantanrc of the other without the common
interest sufferinJ,^" The statements furnished
by the founders of such schemes continually
repeat this as their ideal. " Some nuist follow
and some command," but the best industrial
leadership is that of the cmi)lover who com-
mands not only the labour, but the enthusiasm
and confidence of his employees.
Most of this work has required the resources

and the jiower to take risks, as well as the
symi)athy, of large emi^ioyers, and the schemes
of great businesses both at home and abroad
are so complete and elaborate that only larire
profits could bear the cost. In such cases
It IS always possible for the idea to arise that
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profits inusl be very ^ncat indeed, and for (he
(jucstioii (ol)" tacitly asked -what proporlioii
oi' then', is ^iveii to welfare schemes ?

Most of the leaders in this new method of
prolil-sharintT have taken the ^n'ound that it is

remunerative to tlie employer. It is thus to be
regarded as an investment which saves wear
and tear, and creates a good feeling wliieh is of
real value even from the business point of view,
and a statement of this kind does a great deaJ
to lessen the objection to jjaternal relation-

ships; and jjrovidcd that a way can be steered
I)etween the itleas of j)hilantin-opy ;.nd of a
purely business investment for the sake of

industrial peace, there are two aspects of the
welfare movement which always commend
thcnvseives. In the first ])lace, there is the
idea that the solution of some part at any rate
of the industrial problem can be found by
actual d( clopment of the conditions of work;
that industrialism can solve some of its own
problems by giving a wider meaning to the
idea of employment. Just as in recent times
the idea of education has been extended so as
to include not only instruction but physical

training, medical attendance, the feeding of
children, the provision of play centres,

and home visiting, upon all of which pubHc
funds may now be expended in the name of
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education, so the idea of employment is beincr
extended from tlie mere payment of wages
for attendance in a factory so as to include
responsibilities for health, recreation, and
housing. A lar^re part, that is to say, of the
social problem is bein- attacked through
mdustnj, which is seeking ,tep by step to
evolve a higher idea of itself; personality is
to be approached through tiiat gate no le^s
than by the teaching of ethical or moral or
religious u..as of life; and whatever objections
may be made from the point of view of
democracy to the philanthropic nature of
such schemes will become less and less as the
idea of employment, like that of education, is
felt to involve in its very nature this wider
endeavour.

Further, all schemes of tliis kind arc a return
of some of the gains of industry to the very
fields in which they were earned, and therein
they differ from the application of industrial
profits to wider public schemes, the benefits of
wh.ch may not reach the people who have madethem possible. It is better that the pro/its of
a great concern should be applied, if possible,
Avitlnn the firm or at any rate within the
locality of the business, rather than be entirely
devoted to the foundation of Universities, or
to wide social schemes at home and abroad.
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Scfar as this can be done, the objection which
"vva^ made by Mill to what he called the '' out-
gio\n " virtues of the protection of the
wording clashes by employers will lose force.

Employment will be made a wider idea, and
the return will be made to the actual earners,
Avho feel that their claim comes first.

A real chanoc is made in the structure of
the firm from the working-class point of view
by the method of co-partnership. Under this

system the cmjiloyees of a firm become share-
holders, either by creating a business whose
capital is held by working men, or by obtaining
hold of the capital of a private business. It is

thus a stronger method than profit-sharing,

and so far as it goes it overconies the initial

dilficulty of modern industrial evolution

—

the separation between those who employ
and those who are employed. In this form of
reconstruction England has taken a leading
part. It was one of the chief hopes of the
economists and social leaders of the period
18S0 to 1850 that a transformation might
be wrought in the position of the working
classes by some development of this system.
The economist Babba'-e made the suggestion
in 1832, and Mill gave it a prominent place in

his proposals for reform. He hoped that,

along with schemes of colonization which
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-night extinguish cxistinrr poverty, and of
echication \vhich would prevent its recurrniee,
there would be a means of lifting the woTking
classes into a position of authority in industrial
affairs, as well as of sharing more fully h the
proeeeds. If the improvement of the jjeople
continued he thought there could be little

doubt that " the relation of masters and M'ork-
j)eople will be gradually superseded by partner-
shij) in one of t ./o forms : in some cases associa-
tion of the labourers with the capital; in
others, and perhaps finally in all, association
of the labourers with themselves " ; and if

mankind continued to improve he thought
that the latter or completer result would be
dominant. As such associations spread from
small beginnings the workers were to be
educated for each new step, and gradually
the holders of great capitals would let theni-
selves be bought out by annuities or some
similar method, so that " the existmg accumu-
lations of capital might honestly and by a kind
of spontaneous process become in the end the
joint property of all who participate in their
productive employment; a transformation
which, thus effected, would be the nearest
approach to social justice and the most
beneficial ordering of industrial affairs for the
universal good which at present it is possible
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to foresee." No doubt, as he says, the task
of overtaking capitahsm legally would be a
hard one, " but there is a capacity of exertion
and self-denial in the masses of mankind which
is never known but on the rare occasions on
which it is appealed to in the name of some
great idea or elevated sentiment." Capitalism
would set the pace and take the risk of new
things, but co-operation would overtake each
new start and bring into industry a real

democracy. This teaching was taken up eagerly
by the Christian Socialists, who ga\-e practical

effect to it by starting the Productive Associa-
tions of 1850-54, and it was also closely in

harmony with the teachings of Owen on the
New Moral World. Although these early
schemes failed, a stronger basis was given to
the movement by the Acts of 1852 and 1862,
which gave security to the investors against
officials, and limited liability. Productive
Societies have since then risen constantly in

England, usually in close association with the
Co-operative movement. In 1882 the Co-
operative Productive Federation was formed
to act as their common agent, and a further
important stimulus was given to the move-
ment at the Co-operative Congress of 1884,
at which the Labour Association for the
development of co-partnership was founded.
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Tlic object of tliis associiitioii was " to bjmg
about an organization of industry based or. the
priucipic of labour co-partnership—tliat is, a
system in Avhich all those who are engaged
shall share in the prolit, capital, control and
responsibility." It aimed at converting to
this ideal first, the to-operative jnovemejit
itself, and secondly, tlu; Avider market of
private trade; and we may say that at the
present time the movement has branched in
the direction of (1) Societies which have
working people as their shareholders, or which
hope as trade expands to find employment as
workers for their shareholders,—these are of
the nature of purely working-class associations

j

(2) Private Societies Avhich pass, perhaps,
through the stage of profit-sharing into a
gradual transformation of capitalism

; (3)
Compajiies having worker-shareholders, but
in close relation both by shareholding and by
trading to the wider co-operative movement,
and (4) the Co-operative movement itself, in
whicli it is constantly hoped that they will
develop a fuller sympathy with at least their
shareholding employees.
Like profit-sharing, co-partnership is as yet

a movement of limited extent, but it has behind
it the force of greater enthusiasm and defin-
itely unified organization. It is necessary to
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(llbciiss the movement from the point of view

of the creation of workinfr-ckiss government

in the general industrial life of the country,

rather than from that of the creation of

individual societies here and there in which

working-class government is strongly focused.

And the position which it seems best to adopt

at the outset is that of understanding the

ditiiculty of creating in the modern industrial

^\orld closed systems in which the worker,

the shareholder, and the buyer shall be

identical. It is scarcely possible to maintain

coincidence of this kind; an identity of

workers and shareholders will be difhcult to

maintain because the amount of capital which

is required for a business or for its extension

depends upon causes which cannot be made

to march exactly in step with the amount of

ca|)ital v/hich a certain lumber of workers can

supply ; either they w ill not have enough and

be compelled to call in the outside share-

holder, or their capital will spill over the

margin of their own firm and find investment

as an outsider in other firms. Again, it is

evident that a coincidence of the workers with

the buyers is impossible to maintain for any

individual business, since the meaning of

industrial advance is that any particular

product is supplied to a wider market with
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a greater economy of labour. For similar
icaso,,, the shareholder and the buyer eannotDe loreed into coincidence. Even the Co-
operative moveinent, in which an approach issouoh to this ideal, is one in which Vhe buvercan obtain his ^oods at a certain price only
because the market for these ^oods is widerthan the Co-operative, which takes only a partof the supplies of the industries from which
It purchases. The facts as to the Productive
Societies at present existing show howeconomic
forces act against this ideal of closed systems

fourth of their members, while their members
are probably not more than one-tenth of their
purchasers.

It is probable that if the ideal of co-partner-
ship had been more to the front at the becrin.nmp of the great industrial change of fastcentury, there might by now have developedby the accumulated force of profit and interest'
a ^.dely distributed working-class holding
in the capital of the country. Even if themovement had begun on a small scale withsomething approaching a coincidence ofworkers and shareholders in certain businesses,by the end of a hundred years the capita
thus growing would have ramified throuohout
the mdustrial system, so that the usuaffirm
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of modern times mij^ht, through its working-

class shareholders, have had a management in

close sym})athy not simply with its own labour,

but with labour as a whole. One of the main
difliculties of co-partnership is that the employ-

ment relation, in other words the system of

capitalism, gained a long start, which forced a

defensive movement in the direction of Trade
Unionism, so that the struggle for working-

class control over business has mainly been

through the method of imposing conditions by
bargaining. This method has both absorbed

the main energy of the labour movement and
in some ways it works more freely where the

loyalty of the worker to his Union is not

liable to be crossed by the holding of shares

in the business for which he works. And it

is evident that, Trade Unionism apart, it may
well be more to the interest of a workman to

hold his shares in any business rather than the

one for which he works, since his risks would

be better distributed.

Although the necessary result of a wide

development of such schemes would be a

diffusion of working-class capital, the move-
ment gains force in its early stages by concen-

tration of effort. A strong hold of the govern-

ment of a limited number of concerns by the

working classes gives the movement a stronger

'
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start, concentrates enthusiasm, and creates a
clefnnte spliere for training in industrial
government which could not be obtained by
the dispersmnr of working-class savings in the
general capital of the country; and^'further
what may thus be called the intensity of the
co-partnership movement at its early stages
has enabled it to stand in a close relation to
the wide working-class market which is created
by the Co-operative Stores. In both these
ways the movement is nursed into strength
Its nnmediate difficulty is not the size of
busmcss which can be managed on this basis
for although 95 per cent, of the Productive
Soeietics now in existence have a capital of less
than twenty thousand sterling, as much as
80 per cent, of all companies registered in the
last ten years are working on capitals within
this hmit. Its real difficulty is to overtake
the start and to take jealous care that its force
;s in addition to and not instead of that of
Irade Unionism. The first proposals of Bab-
bage for co-partnership were frankly based on
the hope that it would be a substitute for
working-class combination, but as things arenow the whole line must advance together
each playing its part in the endeavour to create
a greater working-class control over industry



CHAPTER VI

THE PEOPLE AND THE LAND

While the combination movement of the

nineteenth century has been generally accepted

as an evolution which had to take place, it is

with regard to the land that its results have
been most criticized. A question of historical

iusticc is usually sujiposed to be involved in the

transition whereby the old system of small

cultivators was changed, about the beginning

of the nineteenth century, into the new typical

English system whereby land is both owned
and worked in large units. It is necessary,

therefore, in the first place to consider the

exact nature of the change which is commonl}''

called the agricultural revolution. It took

place during the same period as the industrial

revolution itself and is closely connected with

it. It was, like the industrial revolution, a

slow process, and just as there are at the

present time small domestic industries left to

remind us of earlier methods of manufacture*

so there are also still left in this country
1&3
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dis'ricts which have been spared by the
aAiieuItural change and represent the ancient
customs of Erifrhsh arrricultnre.

The domestic system ol industry was
inseparably connected with the cultivation
of land. The household o!)tained its living
partly from mamifaeture and partly from
cultivation. The incomes from these two
sources were supplementary to each other.
So that the farmer, durincr the times or seasons
when the land did not require his attention,
became a weaver, or other members of his
i^mnly minjht carry on carding or spinning,
ihis IS the double system of life carried on by
a ])0]mlation distributed widely over the land
which we still associate with the name of
Merrie England, and it is evident that changes
affecting manufacturing industry, if they
resulted in withdrawing this kind of work
from the farmers into large cities, would make
It dithcult to obtain the ,^ame livelihood from
the land alone. The two revolutions, there-
fore, are parts of one question, and during the
years of transition there were influences of a
mutual kind between the growing cities and
tlie declining agricultural districts. The result
has been in England, e.s elsewhere, that a
population which at the end of the eighteenth
century mainly lived outside the cities has
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come to live mainly inside great towns and
cities. It is in this sense that the nineteenth
century has seen a change which may fairly
be described as one into " a new form of
human settlement."

In order lo appreciate the (logrec of con-
solidation in respect of the land it is best to
begin Avith the facts so far as known at the
end of the nineteenth century. We have no
reliable official estimate as to the owning of
land, and our knowledge is derived from more
than one private inquiry, but the private
inquiries which have been made ^ on the basis
of the new Domesday Book of 1873 «rive

results which agree closely with each other,
and these results go to show that the number
of persons who owned land more than an acre
in extent was somewhat less than 200,000
in England and Wales, or about one in
a hundred and seventy of the population.
But this alone does not indicate the full

degree of concentration which has taken
place, for out of 33 million acres of enclosed
land, about 15 million acres were estimated to
be owned by about 2,250 proprietors, so that
"nearly half the enclosed land in England
and Wales belongs to a body numbering only
1^ per cent, of all the landowners, even

* By Mr. Brodrick and Mr. Shaw-Lefevre.
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cxcludini? those below one aerc," and the faet
that Jess than 2(H),()()0 eoiild he called land-
owners at all may be compared with the
position of land tenure at the time of the Civil
War, when it is estimated that with a popula-
tion of only 5^ millions Enfrland liad about
180,000 small freeholders or yeoman farmers.
Just as estates in land have become f^'radu-

ally consolidated, so also has the farming of
land. Lnrpe farmin^r is the English custom.
About 70 per cent, of the area of cultivated
land is in farms of more than 100 acres. Of
all Western European nations, it is England
uliieh has the largest average holding, the
smallest proportion of cultivators who own
their holdings, and of acreage owned by its

cultivators. Of about half a million cuUivaiing
holders, only about sixty thousand are owners,
or 12 per cent.

At the end of the eighteenth century, in
more tlian half of the parishes of England
the system of land tenure was one in which
" common rights " played a large part. The
holders of land in these districts represent
what was left of the old manorial life of
England. The feudal relations which had
formerly existed in such villages had by that
tune passed away, and the cultivators held
cither by lease or copyhold or freehold. But
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altiunij^Mi the fou'^al relations were pone, the
method of cullivaliou was still substantially
the same as it had always been, and it is

espeeially with rc^:xrd to tlic transi^'on v.hich
took place in villafjes of this kind by the proeess
of Enclosure that a question of iiistorical

justice is held to be involved. In the rest of
Englaiid, which had never been under manorial
conditions, this problem does not arise. In
these places the owner of the land was not
bound by customs and concessions which had
grown u}) in the manors. The distinction
between the two forms of manorial and non-
manorial tenure is specially to be observed by
the existence or non-existence of eoj)yhoId.
Copyhold is an outcome of manorial customs,
and cannot exist except in such districts as
were once undv^r the manorial system.
In tracing the change from the old system

to the new, two j^roblems must be kept
distinct. The problem of tenure afft cts the
!\innber of persons who were actual owners of
rights or interests in the soil and the methods
by which such ownership came to change
hands; while the problem of ultivation is a
different one, and is concerned ratlier with
changes in agricultural methods which were
rendered necessary by the circumstances of
the time. But, as we shall see, these two sides
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of the qiiction interact on each other, and the
nature of the transition may .shortly be stated
ij this way,—that a change which was
rendered necessary in methods of cultivation
led, during its process, to changes in tenure
and ownership.

The cultivation of the land in the manors
was one based upon a distribution of the
arable land for each kind of crop of such a kind
that each cidtivator held his land in a large
number of small pieces. He hrM a certain
ai unt in the field which was uader wheat,
and in order that the better and worse grades
of land nii-ht be divided among all the
cultivators, part of his liolding was in one
section of this field and part in another. It
would not be unusual for the same cultivator
to hold his arable land in thirty or forty or
even more separate pieces ; and the fields in
which he hcAlthem were called "open-fields,"
becaure str!j)s of land were not permanently
divided off and fenced round. At the end of
the harvest in each field, the whol' of the land
became commonable, so that c ry member
of the village could turn his stock on to it for
grazing. It was therefore of the very nature
of the system that holdings were not enclosed,
and that each cultivator had to make his
way from one part of his holding to another
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part by pathways across the open field. The
appearance of the fields would be similar to
that of a district in which small allotments are
held now, except that in each of the ^eat
fields of the village the same . lop would be
grown by each cultivator. Each of the three
fields of the village took it in turn to lie fallow
in successive years. While it lay fallow it

was commonable or open to the use of all

cultivators.

Along with these holdings in the arable
fields went rights over the waste land which
lay round about each manor ; according to the
size of their holdings the cultivators had the
right to turn stock on to the waste and to
gather peat or fuel from it, and this right to
use the waste was obviously of great import-
ance to the cultivator, who could not turn his
stock on to any part of his holding in the open
arable fields. Further, going with the holding
or each cultivator were holdings in the meadow-
land of the village on which was grown the
fodder for his stock.

It is plain, therefore, that at certain seasons
of the year after the crops of various kinds
had been gathered in, the cultivated fields of
the village would, for a season, all lie open,
and it lay with the cultivators themselves to
determine the dates of harvest and of fallow,
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to appoint oflicials, and generally to regulate

the agriculture of the village. The lord of the

manor himself lield his arable land in the open
fields like' other people, though he was a

holder on a large scale; h^s lands outside his

park were as unenclosed as those of his

tenants. This was the type of the English

open-field village at the end of the eighteenth

century. Different customs prevailed in

different manors, the allotments in the arable

fields being in some cases interchangeable in

different years, while in other places the same
cultivator would obtain the same allotments

over again.

As to the nature of tenure under this

system, at the end of the century the tenure
might be any of the three forms of leasehold,

copyhold, or freehold. Copyhold was the

survival of the Villeinage of earlier times ; and
it was by virtue of their tenure in the arable

fields, or in some cases of cottages, that the
cultivators held rights on the waste. It is

important to remember that at this time the
lord of the manor was the )ierson from whom
these rights were held ; that the cultivators

were his tenants, and that the original grants
of estates to the lords of the manor had been
made long before. But he was bound by
manorial customs, especially with regard to
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his

3een i

copyhold, and could not when he jjleased

resume that degree of ownership over the

manor which would enable him to act as he
chose as regards the disposition of the land.

In some manors the freeholders would be

numerous and the power of the lord would be

less. Other manors might be 'uainly copyhold

pnd leasehold and his influence would be

greater. Tliough he owned the estate in the

land, his tenants were in various degrees owners

of " rights ' and "interests" which gave them,

small as they might be, a security and inde-

pendence which was of great value to them.

The great inventions reached their period

of high development and were capable of

application about the time that this country'

went to war with France, and the influences

which broke up the old system of cultivation

were partly due to industrialism itself, but

were partly hastened by the necessities of the

French War. Industrialism itself might not

have created so quick a movement to the city

had it not been that the life of the cultivators

in the villages was disturbed by the need for a

more economical use of the land.

England ceased to be an exporting countrj''

for wheat in 1792. Ever since that time some
part of the food supply of her people has had
to be obtained from abroad, and when the

F
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Board of Agriculture was established in 1794,
its Secretary, Arthur Young, in his travels
through England, observed that the divided
and open-field system of cultivation was
uneconomical and prevented the full use of
the land. Much time was wasted in going
from part to part of the same h. Iding

; land
was wasted by pathways, and appliances could
not be used to their full power on such small
divisions. He became, therefore, an advocate
of a system of enclosing the holding of each
cultivator, so that everybody could devote his
labour to one definite area of land within
which his rights would be his own, during
whatever kind of fcenancy he held under.
The " Goths and Vandals " of open-field
cultivation were to be swept away. It has to
be remembered that the growth of the popula-
tion of the country was very rapid in the first
twenty years of the century, and that it was
nK)st rapid in the great cities. The growth of
cities implied that there was a great consump-
tion of agricultural products by those who no
longer applied themselves to the growth of
such products, so that those wiio lived on the
land had to support both themselves and the
cities, and it rcfjuired the most economical use
of the land of the country to bring this about.
Enclosure, therefore, meant an alteration in
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the method of cultivation in the first instance,

and it is generally agreed that it was a neces-

sary alteration in the method. To *' enclose
"

a parish meant to take its open fields and its

meadow and its waste land and to re-distribute

them among the owners of rights of any kind,

so that they would obtain one enclosed holding

which would be equivalent to their former

scattered holdings in the open fields, and their

rights of meadow and waste which went with

each holding. The new tenure would be of

the same kind as the previous one, a lease-

holder would obtain a new leasehold, a copy-

holder a new copyhold, and a freeholder a

freehold, but it would now be an exclusive

and enclosed holding.

It was plainly the interest of the lord of the

manor to make such enclosures, since the

increased economy in the working of the land

would put up its rental value, and it would
obviously be the interest also of at least the

larger freeholders in the parish, but it was not

possible at any time for the lord of the manor
cr the freeholders to carry out enclosure. It

would be necessary for the lord to wait until

his leases fell in or his copyholds terminated

(and some of these were not easily terminated)

before he could enclose his tenants. Where
there was a unanimous consent on the part

F 2
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of hoklers of ri.qhts and interests of all kindsa parish could be enclosed and re-divided bi-tMherc such consent could not be obtained
enclosure would require some method of
compclhnrr those who objected. The typicalmethod was therefore to obtain the consento those who owned four-fifths of the value ofhe land. This did not imply a majority ofthe owners, much less of the cultivators, sincem some parishes this percentage of the ^-aluenight be owned by quite a few persons; butwhere consent to this amount of value wasobtamed an Act of Parliament woiild begiven which brought compulsion to bear uponthe tenants and remaining owners, and anaward would be made by the offidals, who>^ould survey the lands, investigate ihe rights

of aTwnds
""''''' '""^ ^^-^'^*^^bute the fidds

Now even when this Avas done with thefullest regard to the interests of all the holdersa very important change w^as made in the

eotfrrs^'T?"''
'' '''' ^"^"^^ ^°'^- -^cotUgcrs. The economics of the chan^^e is astudy in the value of coiumon rights Therights which they had formerly enjoyed onthe waste and on the fallow fieldl "of the

village were essential to them as cultivators!and If they received an enclosed holding of a
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small size they were llicn rcciuired to find room
upoii It not only for the raising of croi)s, but
for the feeduia of their stoek and the growing
of ha. They found after the change that
even when the award had been made with the
f>est mtentions they were not in the same
position as before. To share the use of an
open common was far- more valuable to them
than the exclusive occupation of a small
enclosed holding. The smallest of them found
that they could not carry on all the necessarv
processes of agriculture on their enclosures
and they were ready, if any alternative
offered, to take up a new kind of occupation,
buch a new occupation was now offered tothem m the cit.es, so that many of them
gave up their tenure of ^vhatever kind and
their holdmg fell into other tenancies upon
the 1 mor. ^

It must be remembered also that the
mfluences of the cities were felt, not only by
offermg alternative employment, but also in
midernuning the position of domestic manu-
facture. The supplementary earnings which
could be made by the cultivator as a weaver
or by the members of his family as spinners or
combers began to disappear by the comr>eti-
tion of the mills in the cities, so that he tended
to leave the country for the citv to swell
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the rank of wagc-earneis, or to sell hk r..i
as a wa«c-car„er on the land ils'^

"°"
AKani, allhouKh many hoKlcrs of rirrht, ;the open-field v.llage had a goo, i(t t n , -h?not be easy for then, to prove t ,v Lrfh-;cst,ga,„n took place J,iehVrec::h

Sfro^X.>hoTd,S:i:
;,:;f

-- --
there were also in.f ^ inanner, and

It might also occur that the snv, llnr k f
could not eo„,p,y with the .^ssty":?fencnig their new enclosures h„f .'f''"^ °'

are rather incidental To th!l
'^ ''"^'

The nature of ^z.^':T.::::t:^

especially .„ the sa!:: pVstrafiX^tr

^^rLJ-rieT;:i.Cor£
enclosure of the lorH r^f f ^,

^ ^ *"^

way the lllT . '
''''''"^'' ^"^ ^" ^^^s-*/ tne large farm began to grow It ;«piain, however fhnt- i i

^''^'^' -it is

},oMc.o 1

^^ ii'echolders or codv-

w^ there an influence making for an
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increase in the size of esiatrs. This proeess
of enclosure had proceeded duri.m the 'rrcater
part of the eirrhteenlh century, but became
very rapid between 1760 and 1810. It rr-ivc
a new ap,,earance to (he Enc^lish village and
established new customs of life. By brinrrjrij;
seven million acres into the enclosed land of
the country it enabled -is to feed the rrro^xmn
city population, and to carry on a great war
with produce raised at home.
We have already seen that at the lime of the

Livil War, about 180,000 small freeholders
existed in England. Since the custom of
family settlement began, they had gradually
dechned during the eighteenth century, and
the hrst twenty years of the nineteenth century
brought strong influences to bear on them
which helped to reduce their number still
further. During the war, when the price ofwheat was on several occasions above ahundred shillings a quarter, land rose to a
value of about forty times its rer t. At such
prices many of the freeholders were willing to
sell, and there were those in the country who
were willing to buy, even at such prices
oecause the rise of the industrial cities was
creating a class of wealthy capitalists who
wished to obtain the political influence whi'-h
at that time, and until 1832, was closely
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connectcd with the o«„e.,hi,, of land. Thevh«..«ht out the freeholder., B„d large es a eswere created in that way,- ,vh,le those free

H.em elves „,„ ve,v,in,eult s,.,u.t,„r whein 181
. p ,ec h.oke out," .-uid gre.it awicultural drsti ss l.eRan ]\Ianv of n

*"

thenwilli„„io.elKtt'M.„
I he,,, were

could have\ht::;,:vr;:rtr';;.:.^Vh';:^

the Ja,,d. IndusI riahsm had offere.l ,?,a tcr„nt,ve to the .s,„all cultivator who Luldno carry ,., h,s small hold.ng aftc,- enclosure

cit s Aff
'""" "R'-'^lfral labour to thetitles. Altcrwards it cime h.pl- f,^ fu i i

with the fortunes which had' ec„ creatt "tobuy out the freeholder '
'"

As a result of this entire transit I ,„ he lordof the manor found himself in posse.sio' o1a larg. r enclosed holding of hi, own V
small freeholders would" have ^it^n'

w,""^'
arpo capitalist landowners, and by j^tel

. ,arr,age between the new capitalist Ind i^e"old I indowning families fMrther stages i„ f
consohdation of estr.tes would take'p ace

"
By about the year 1845 the agrie^dtmalrcvolnt,on was practically comnle e Fn

closures wh,ch have taken^lacT fr e; the^"have been on a much smaller scale and are to
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be sot against land which has been taken f oni
estates for roads and puhhe uses. That is
to say, what is now known us the Enahsh
system of land cultivation Juid displaced in
the open-ficId villages the old traditions and
customs which limited the powers of the lord
of the manor and maintained many small
iiolch rs upon the soil.

Li this transition, the smaller holders could
have been retained only if their enclosed hold-
ings had been made larger than in strict pro-
portion to their claims as based o-i unenclosed
holdings and rights attached. This line might
have been takr-n, though the onus of proof
would have fallen on its advocates. p:ven so
the smallest holders would not have been
saved after the enclosure of waste. Enclosure
was an invention which had to be used, just as
mechanical inventions were used later which
displaced agricultural 1 hour. But the process
of enclosure appears to have drawn attention
to the previous and more important fact of the
great estate. Things se^ m to have been made
clearer by the fact of consolidation. It is not
to enclosure that we owe the substance of the
land problem in England, but to the far earlier
proceedings which bestowed the great estates.
Enclosure bears mere than its share of the
blame.
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This process, however, does not explain why

there Jias not also been a movement on the par't
o the owners of \avge estates to sell any parts
of Ihe.r land. It explains eo.isolidaf.on of
holdm^s, l.ut another inlluenee has also l,een
at work whose effect is to prevent cor.solidated
estates from bcins divided up a^ain ; and inexp an,u,.cr the English system of ownership
of the present day we must go hack to a force
which has been in existence since earlv times
and wh.eh., both before and after enclosure'
has prevented great landowners from dividin^i
heir lands. This is the force of entail o?

land settlement. Its general effect is, that
It enaldes^ land to be added to great estates,
but IS a door which opens only one way so
tliat ,t ,s diflicult for hmds to come out of'sueh
estates. Lntail, therefore, is a necessary part
of the explanation of our highly consolidated
land system.

History enables us to see how stron^r itsmfluence has been, because there has been atime during which it was p -ssible for land-owners to break away from this influence, and
this was the time when there was a great
increase m the number of freeholders in thecountry The story of the attempt to createperpetmty „, the holding of great estates isof much uUerest. Entail is a svstem undo
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which estates arc meant to he handed on from
generation to generation without being broken
into or diminished. For two eenfuries before
the year 1 172, when a great landowner held
an estate to himself and his heirs, he could not
I)art with the land and bar the succession of
his heir, and this evidently prewnted a dis-
tribiUion of the soil of the country among
large numbers of freeholders. But in 1472 a
method was found whereby, through a legal
device, the present holder of the land could
obtain complete power over it and divide or
sell it to otliers. As a result of this method
there was, between that date and th.e Civil
War, a great increase in the distril)ution of
land, so that small freeholders or yeoman
farmers were the backbone of the Royalist
cause during the war. This device was not
made illegal until 1834, so that, but for the
Civil War, there might have been a still greater
increase in the subdivision of large estates.
But owners of large estates durixig the war
were in the difficult position that their lands
might be forfeited if it proved that they had
fought on the losing side. They did not know
whether the close of the war would prove them
to have been patriots or traitors. And there
fore there came into common use about this
time the custom of family settlement, whereby

I
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the present Iiolder and his heir setHcd the
estate upon the eldest son of the heir, rri.inrj
to the heir himself only a life interest when he
sueeeeded. Tliis eustuni of family settlement
has never been given up, since family interests
and seutmients have tended to perpetuate the
methods of settlement from generation to
generation, so that about two-thirds of the
great estates of the country are now held in a
manner whicli prevents them, or any part of
them, going easily on the market.

It is always possible for the licir of a great
landowner to refuse to enter into a new settle-
ment, and he can the-cfore obtain complete
power over the land if he waits till his father's
death. But he is usually wilimg to resettle
the land, both for family reasons and in order
to receive an income out of the estate durina
his father's lifetime. So that the means which
now exist for dividing the great estates of the
country are only those of the Lands Clauses
Acts of 1845, by which land must or may be
alienated for certain public purposes, and
tiie Settled Land Acts of 1882 and 1890, which
gave powers to sell part of the estate under
conditions of which the landowners have not
to any extent, availed themselves. Entail
or settlement, therefore, keeps great estates
great, and is to be reckoned along with war
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enclosure, and industrialism, as a main cause
of the disappearance of the small landowner
and cultivator in England. The opposite

system prevails under the land laws of France
and Belgium. The land must be divided

among all the children of the owner, and the

result is a far greater distribution of land owner-
ship. The law of Englar 1 does not regard land

settlement as restraint of trade in land.

The land question did not reach the stage

of a problem or a grievance until the last ])art

of the century. Enclosure was practically

completed by 1845, tlie eve of the repeal of

the Corn Laws, but many reasons contributed

to a postponement of a serious agricultural

problem for thirty years after that date. The
importation of foreign grain has increased

steadily throughout the century, but from
1845 to 1880 it was not displacing the honiu

product or diminishing the area of cultiva-

tion in England. It was supplemental and
necessary supply, and the area of cultiva-

tion at home was further kept up by the wars

abroad to which reference has been made.

These thirty years represent a period of

great agricultural prosperity in the country.

Additional produce had to be raised, not by

enclosing wastes and common fields or ex-

tending the area of cultivation, but by using

It
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many agriclturul in.provemculs and dcvclon-
i..g he system of high farming. The value
01 the and of England increased during tliis

ffccl of the ,;,tens,ve cultivation of the time

rHI ,'"".? "" ''•'''" ''"^ "' l''"Sl^'nd '"oreerteto,ho acre than that of any countryn the world cc. >t Belgium. It was onlyhen the areas of foreign countries beenn^c
..ore co„,pIetely opened up by railway s>^-cms and bett.r transport by sea, and afterthey had relief from their wars, that their
supplies of gram began to create the ,,roblen.winch we now know as agricultural depression

«hen bad harvests in England were aecon,:
I'-^nied by good harvest s abroad, so that foreigngram entered our market in large quantities,and Las never lost ,ts liold. The prosperity oour n.nnufaeture and our industrial capitam m„k„,g or fmancing railway systems 'andnes of slaps now struck at our agriculture
through the cheapness with whil fore"nproduce could be brought to our market Itwas only then that the acreage of arable land
>.i England began to decline, nearly three

and"°iMo"of :"? 'T™
'°^' •«='"-" 1«81and UIO, of which about a half i, in theland under the strpje grain crops. The land
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question, therefore, uhich had been j^ost-

poued since llie Free Trade lefjislation, was
raised again. When it was raised attention

was drawn not oniy to the competition

of foreign countries, but also to the dis-

api)carance of the small holders, and the

movement for the restoration of the small

holder became part of the general question

of agricultural depression. The land entered

into politics at the election of 1885 as an
important i)art of the Liberal programme.

The Settled Land Acts and the small holdings

legislation, as well as the Prolcctionist move-
mem;, are all a5;{)ects of the same problem.

It is necessary, in discussing this question,

to remember that every great industrial

nation shows the same tendency for the growth

of the cities to be much more ra])id than that

of the agricultural districts. The movement
towards urbanization, as it has been called,

exists all (U'cr Western Europ'^. It is creating

in these nations the city type, whose interests

art everywhere in industrialism so common
that international organization now unites

them for many purposes ; but it is in England

that the movement has proceeded fastest, so

that at the present time more than three-

quarters of the people are living in the great

towns and cities. While there is no doubt

m
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that the couipctii;.).! r.f foreign supplies of
gram siiicr IHt') luis lartrely increascu this
TTiovcncnt, yet in discussnijr the restoration
K,i .... a^,.cu.. .rai pop lauon it is necessary
to consider Avliat fo.ves, cf a permanent kind,
there arc, an ho^N uir it is likely hat they can
be successfully contei, -d against
Work upon the land is, like work within

the f .ctory, i-nuenccd by the ( Iianges due to
invention, anc. oi most rerent information
hows that the fall in tlie agricultural popula^

tion of the country is not fully accounted forhy tlie decline in the acreage under arable cul-
tivation. A gi-eat deal is therefore attributed
to the mflucnce of agricultural machinery,
whieh displaces and dispenses with labour.^
liut mechanical invention is constantly goins
on in the cities, and ii deed the factory system
IS affected by it more powerfully than
agncult.rre; yet the displacement of labourby such mventions in the great cities does
not create auy movement out of the cities,
and the statem. at that machinery is comin«
nito more common use upon the land is notan adccpinte statement of the .aflaence
tending to depopulation of the country.
Ihe difference is that the number of products
which can be extracted from the land is smalJ

' Cd. 3273.
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relat the nihcr of products whi* h
can be worked up out of the original materials
of the land; though invention in the cities

displaces labour, it usually creates a demand
for other labour in the same or some other

maniiracturing centre. New ity occupations
and industries are constantly springing up
as the result of such changes, but it is not
possible in the same way to create new occupa-
tions on the land. Only a definite number of

things can be grown upon the soil of a country,
and mechanical invention leads to lessening

opportunity for labour on the land as it does
not do in the cities, because of this want of

alternative. It is further to be observed that
the mechanical inventions which affect any
one product that is grown on the land, affect

other products of the same kind, so that the
opportunity for labour to move from one
agricultural industry to another and to stay

on the land is still further limited. The
tendency of invention, therefore, by itself is

to create this movement towards the city.

That economic forces c\re behind this move-
ment can easily be seen from the fact that

it has proceeded through the whole of the

century, both in the periods of agricultural

prosperity and of depression. Portei, for

example, calls our attention to the much

car-*!
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slower rate of increase of families cn.-aged in
arrriculture than in c.tlier occui)ations jetwecn
1811 and 1831, the increase in agriculture
havni^r l.cen only a]>out 7 per cent., while
trade had increased 27 per cent. He and
other authurifies call our attention to the
drift to the cities even at this time, while the
decrease m the agricultural population, and
especially in the number of labourers cm-
ployed, did not begin in recent times but at
the census of 1831. The process of invention
therefore, when ai)plied to both agricultural
and manufacturing industry, creates a greater
demand for labour in the centres of manufac-
ture, and this is because of the far greater
variety of occupations which come under the
name of manufacture and which are carried
on m cities as compared with those which
can be carried on in the land. An invention
which displaces some manufacturing labour
usually implies a demand for some other
form of manufacturing labour, and therefore
mamtains the city })opulation, but this is not
true on the land, whose industries are not in
this compensatory relation to each other and
are liable rather to be affected together bv
the same improvements in method. ^ The mere

thL ^ ?! cd! SLtp'S?:'
"' "" "''' ^'"^ '''' ^^--
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fact, therefore, that the number of persons

engaged iu agriculture has declined since

1880, does not specially mark off this period

as one of depression. There arc half-a-dozen

manufacturing industries, including vi^oollen

and worsted, of which the same remark is true.

There has been, during this period and since

1850, a constant rise in the v ages of agricul-

tural labourers. The fact of depression is to

be seen rather in the combination of low
prices with the decline of acreage under grain

crops and the increase of the acreage under
grass, and this is an influence which has
created a fall in the value of land to the
extent of about twenty millions per annum as

compared with the Seventies. So far as this

acts, however, it affects rather the great land-

owners than either the farmers or the labourers.

And yet we find that even the landowners,
whose capital it is that has fallen in value

and rents decreased during this period, have
not generally regarded the small holdings

movement as being in their interest, so that

the first legislation to this effect remained
almost a dead letter. So that movements
for restoring small hoMers to the land or for

increasing the agricultural population of the
country are aiming rather at some national
result which is to follow from this, than at the
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removal of adverse iiiflueiiecs on any one cJass
of the ngriciiltunl population.

TJic restoration of small holders or culti-
vators has therefore to be judged from the
pomt of view of national strength. To those
who are in the habit of living in great cities
almost any form of agricultural life would be
called de])res.sion, and the movement to the
cities .s partly due merely to superior social
attractions. The national interest at stake
IS that the supply of labour to the great cities
has depended throughout the century upon
influx from the country districts, this influx
being necessary to take the place, in the trades
requiring physical strength, of labour whichm the second or third generation, becomes
deteriorated by city conditions. It has been
shown that this influx takes place between
the years fifteen to twcntv-five, so that the
cities are recruited annually by the health and
strength of the country at its most virrorous
period. If the oities are to be able, then
to continue to maintain the manufacturing
strength of the country they must be able to
re.Iy upon the continuance of this supply.
Now it is clear that the movement to

increase the health of the population of great
cities IS one which tends to enable the cities
to supply, in a greater degree, their own
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labour, and a movement which aims at

increasing' the popuhition on the hind in the

interest of the cities will itself he rendered
useless if the Housinj? and Town Planninjr

and Public Health Acts enable the cities

gradually to dispense witii this need. The
land reform movement of recent times must
therefore choose its ground with reference to

all the influences concerned. The economics

of agriculture enable us to supply our crops

with a less expenditure of labour. It is not
economic to force labour back to the land in

the face of this tendency. The ground which
would remain for this recent movement would
tlurefore be the chance of still greater economy
in cultivation l)y those who were farming

their own holdings or were in a position higher

than that of merely wage labour on the land.

The example of Belgium shows that a ccantry

in which small holding is prevalent is also

one in which the fertility of land to the acre

has by assiduous labour been made very high

;

and in this way the small holdings movement
would have as its aim an increased output due

to a new interest and aspiration and would

be similar in motive to the movements for

co-partnership and profit-sharing in manu-
facturing industry, which expect to obtain

similar results from small holdings in capital.
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I.e«islulio„ i„ tl.is ,lirocti„n l,ofr-,n i,. Il,e

Allol.nont.s A.ls „f i,s,S7 un.l im>, the Wal
...vcn,n,c„t Ac-t „l W.H, ,m,l ,„orc pailio,,-any ,„ i|,c Sinall II„l,|i„^,s Act of I,S!I2. For.flm, ye.-,rs this Act ,vas pnutioallv in-

Oi.c,at,vc Tl,c (ounly Cou.Kils l.ad ,.„powers un.ler it .,f «„n,,uls„ry p„ro|..se, and
t.oywcre,K>toflho,„sclvo.sthel,<.,sta,..l,„ri.
tics lo ail.uiinsloi- an Act of this kind. Tlicvwere a,,t to he con.poscd of those whose in-

soTi;„T,',"
"'""""''"'"«

""^ ''«'•• estate

:

oh ,1 l,y the year 1008 „nly ahout 8.W acres
11.1

1 heen purchased nndcr it. Uy the Act,of 1007 „n,l ,o..,s con.pnisory power ha e been«ven..,„d thelioard of Agriculture has beenplaced m a position of initiative and authoritywhich has enabled a n,u<.h faster p,o«re« tobe .na,le It has been shown in the h^t , ea^or two that a real .leniand does e.ist, so hatm two years la„<l h.d been provided f^r a( ou^,.«0 a,,plicants. liut while new hohw'me hus bein« created they are of the nit fcof tenancy far more than of owncrsh d^

set the misery of mortsagc," and the tenantwho risks purchase monct- is liable tni
himself without the rescA-e wiic^ he wmleed n. a bad season. The operation ^f ^^Oi por cent, leoancy. See not. at end of chapter.

^
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Act, so far as the holding of hind is concerned,

\vill therefore tend to increase the amount
of hind which is owned by puhhc authorities

rather th in to distribute its ownership among
individuals.

It must be remembered also that there are

oilier influences at work which are adverse to

the small holder. The chief of these is the

growth of urban areas. Small holders have
been, in fact, slipping off the land faster than

the new laws can place them there. There
were fewer Small Holders in England in 1910

than at any date ])rior to the passing of the

Acts of 1907 and 1908. A net increase has,

however, been shown since 1908, which was
the minimum year.^

It is, of course, possible that the agricultural

position of the last thirty years may be

affected by the need of foreign countries to

retain their own supplies of grain for their

growing populations, and signs of this have
already appeared so far as concerns the United

States, whose exports of grain to us are now
irregular and uncertain. But the hope that

a larger part of our agricultural area would
again come under the plough for this reason

is being dispelled by the opening up of still

further areas abroad. There is still a great

» Cd. 5585, pp. 10-1-'.
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margin available i„ the Canadian West anJ inSouth America, so tliat apart from protective
<-S,slat,o„ ,t does not seen, probable that an
appree,at,o„ ot the value of agrieultural Ianml eomc about n, this way. I„ the last vearor two UKleed the area ot arable land in "thiscountry has reached its miniunun. So that

be capable of faems constant eo,„pe!itio,r ofthis k,nd, and cither of .nceting it by anymereased eflieieney which comes Lm th^ fa t

Uoncf^H
''"''''"S '^-'f- o'- by the eultiva-

to the pcuie culture. Great importations areat present ben,g u>ade of dairy and gardenproduce mto this country fronr clin>atefwno obvious advantage over our own a... possible that small holdmgs may pr™hemse ves here, as elsewhere, adapt^lio
agncultural activity of this kind

naJiondcfrr; " ""' '"'""« ^ -^"-""'O"^national effort to reverse or stem the current
«^. ch nas set toward the cities. The cerlsusof 1911 shows that the flow is weaken n.lu
this IS oiily because e.^haustion can seS eXgo much further. Neighbouring com ti es

"s™ or;!:h:fof^r la^ "£ ""--
in her tariff, which ht:ii:.tas;:rS
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of the arfricultural interest. Denmark pays
in her education bill. The system of rural

cdueation Avhich is carried on in the land

schools is meant to create not only a technical

skill, but an enthusiasm for the nation and the

land, and a social union of those "vvho \vork

on it.^ The fruit of the ideals created in the

land schools appears especially in the co-

operative spirit which is fostered, and which
has made this nation a type of successful

organization on this basis. Belgium pays in

the assiduous labour which her peasantry is

willing to devote to an unfavourable soil. The
feeling in England that " the land is sick

"

will not be overcome without some similar

effort which believes in itself. We have not

yet given co-operation, especially in credit,

a fair trial. Ireland is now showing what
possibilities had been cheeked for the want
of it.^ If the rush to the cities is now becoming
weaker, it is the time to give the land its

chance again.

' An account of these schools is given in Cd. 3507,

pp. 105-120.
^ Tlie evidence of Denmark and of Ireland is that

ownership, and not tenancy. Ls necessary to organized
co-operation {vide Haf^gard's Bural Denmark). Hence
the new ''Land Jleform" movement in England, to advance
tlie purchase money from public funds.



CHAPTER VII

COMPETITION AXD ASSOCIATION

At every stage in the movement towards
combniation in the nineteenth century the dis-
cussion has been renewed as to the place of
competition in the industrial svstem. Every
change in the direction of association mi^rht
be regarded as a step towards suppressTon
of the force of comi)etition, and especially
at the end of the nineteenth century, when
mdustrial combination took its completest
forms, it has been maintained that the era
of competition is coming to an end and will
be closed by the developments of the twentieth
century. But while this histori- al view has
often been taken, the analysis of the economic
system is based upon the fact of competition
without which, indeed, no modern analysis
could be made. From the latter point of view
competition is not merely one economic force
among many, but is another name for economic
force; and we have seen in the first chapter

I'M
^
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that all the great changes in every kind of

invention have been brought about under this

stimulus. To those who analyse the ind'istrial

system the ph.oe of competition is similar to

that taken in physical science by the force

of gravitation. Jur,t as bodies can be made
to move upward by the use and control of

gravitation, so it may be said industry can dis-

play various forms of association not because
competition is suppressed, but because it is

regulated and controlled. Since both the his-

torical and analytical points of view arc pre-

sented in writers of different sympathies, it is

necessary to reach some con^^lusion as to the

place and permanence and limits of this in-

dustrial force, and especially as to its relation

to the force of combination.

We have seen how Smith gave to the idea

of free competition a bad name, because he
ass\imed that the competition of workmen or

employers acting independently of each other

was a natural order of things; but at his time
competition could hardly mean anything else

than the competition of individuals, and it is

reading too much into his views to assume that
he would have advocated in the nineteenth
century the break-up of the various forms of

association.

But the phrase Free Competition is made up
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of two words which have each played a great
part ill the democratic movement. The de-
mocracy of the niiicleenth century has made a
claim for freedom in every as]>ect of social
and pohtical 'ife, and so far it is entirely in
sympathy with the ideals that have guided
much legislation that has increased the field
of com])etition, such as Free Trade or the
Education Acts. On the other hand, it is as
certain that the spirit of democracy has always
regarded itself as opposed to some form of
freedom which is implied in the name of
competition. We shall find in attempting
to reconcile these two attitudes an answer to
the question how far or in what sense industrial
evolution means the spread of competition
and how far it means the contraction of its

field.

That it is consistent to stand for the ideal
of freedom in national life without accepting
the competitive ideals of Smith and Ricardo
is plain as soon as we recognize that the act
of association by workmen or employers is

a free act, and that to compel individuals to
compete each for himself would not be a mani-
festation but a sup{)ression of social freedom.
The movement which is sympathetic to the
progress of association and opposed to that of
individual competition can quite well, there-
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fore, be part of a movement toward liberty.

And an even stronfifer point of view may be
taken. For the development of association

means rather that a new way of organizing

competition is l)eing tried than that compe-
tition is being abandoned; and it is, again, a
manifestation of industrial freedom that we
should be able to choose whatever method of

organizing social forces j)laces the supply
of goods on the best basis as to cost and
regularity and humane conditions of work.
It was, indeed, in this way that I^Iill, spite of

his strong sympathies toward every kind of

industrial co-operation, refused to regard
progress towards association as meaning the
suppression of competition. It was only, in

his view, a method of making mankind the
master and not the servant of fundamental
economic forces. The opposite of compe-
tition, in his view, is not association but mo-
nopoly. Where competition is not, monopoly
is. Association is neutral as between these

two.

But the real difheulty lies dee{)er, for it is

certainly thought, whether rightly or wrongly,
that so far as the democratic mvovcment is in

favour of association it is opposed to compe-
tition. Yet there is an open and conscious

claim for a wider use of competition which
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appears often in those same writers wlio, at
other times, advocated the narrowing of 'the
competitive field.

The spirit of democracy has constantly
advocated the wider extension of what we
may call " personal competition." There is a
feelinrr that industrialism has created a social
classification which often prevents the indi-
vidual from risin^r to the position to which
his faculties entitle him, and compels him to
remain in a certain social grade. All these
claims for greater opportunity, more open
doors, more power to challenge any positionm the State or in industry by any member of
any class, are claims for the extension of the
field of i)ersonal competition. Jt is felt that
what makes social classes is not so much
competition as the want of it. So that the
greatest social hostility exists, not between
those who compete Avith each other in
the same grade, but across the lines which
divide class from class-that is, across the
lines where personal competition does not
act freely. Educational legislation is perhaps
the most powerful weapon of this movement
and status the chief object of its attack. It
IS plain that, if there is anything in the demo-
cratic si)mt, personal competition must in
this way continue to grow, and the nineteenth
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century has seen a p-eat advance in that
chrcclion. It is an essential part of the idea
of freedom, not in the sense of Arlarn Smith,
but in the meanintr attached to the word even
by social reformers. To suppress it is to
enhance s'atus and monopoly. The element
of circulation which is required if national life
is to he in reality an organism is to be obtained
by secinrr that the best work and the best
ability are able to find each other by this
means.

The case for personal competition has been
well based by Mr. Cooley on the frround that
in every generation there is a complete renewal
of the persons ^vho make up the social system.
They come into the national life with no sign
to indicate what they are fit for, and the only
way in which this test can be made is the way
of free experiment. The causes which niake
genius are as yet inexplicable; the laws of
heredity have not explained them. Oppor-
tunity and knowledge of opportunity are, from
the national point of view, the friends of the
discovery of ability. A nation's investment
m the extension of opportunity and the know-
ledge of it, mainly by educational legislation,
is well repaid, as Professor Marshal points out,'
by the discovery in a generation of one Newton
or one Darwin. What bears most severely
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on the individual in this res})ect is tlic fact
that in expcriniont with one's own farulties
it is not possible to canecl u failure and hcfjin
anain. So lliat personal eonipctition requires
not only full opj)()rt unity, but the fullest
possible knowledge of the nature nnd require-
ments of eaeh oj)portuiii(y I hat is open.

This fonn of eonipetition to which de-
mocracy is consciously sympathetic, and whose
extension it desires, has been also called
"Selection," imjjlyinfr that it is a means
whereby society as a whole shall have the
power to choose its l)est men from any prade.
liy the use of this name it heeomes distin-
guished from that other idea of eomiiclition
wliieh is a narrower use of the word, and
refers specially to certain industrial relation-
shij)S. Selection implies that classes remain,
but not the individuals in a class. But
although it is a different idea from that which
is usually attacked under the name of industrial
competition, there is a relation between the
two. Selection acts upon industrial com-
petition, because if wc increase the power of
the individual to move from lower to higher
grades we distribute more evenly the amount
of competition which takes place within each
grade. Absence or limitation of personal
competition means that in some crowded
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/jfrades the strunr^rlo for existence heeonies very
keen and is brou^'ht down to a level that is
not reaehcd in higher ^.radcs, the ent:i;nec to
which IS in some way privileged. It is evident
that if the whole social system became,
through the widest possible exercise of ]>ersonai
competition, a continuous system, greater
extensity of competition would carry with it
less intensity in some grades; the caVnings of
every kind of work would become more closely
related to those of every other kind.
The form of com])etition, then, to which the

democratic movement has been opj)osed, wliich
we may call industrial competition, relates to
a special way of organizing competition in a
special field of life. The development o[
association has brought this force under
constantly greater control. Wt shall see that
even the highest forms of association do
not abolish industrial competition, and wliat
most try to do is to understand certain defects
which have been so great as to give a bad name
to the industrial force itbJf. defects which by
organization we are always seeking to remove
while keeping whatever is good in competition.
So far as the nineteenth century is concerned,

these defects are connected with the operation
and the structure of the firm as the type of
organization or competing unit. We have
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already seen how Ihc internal structure of

the lirni ercalcs prohloius eonnrcted with the

relation of etnployuient ; wo have now to look

at its " external relations," as they may be

called, in respect to the market, for in modern
indiisfr\ the eonipetition of individuals is

secondary to, and depends upon, that of firms.

It is the latter which create the market
conditions which determine the intensity of

industrial competition amont» individuals.

Cer^^ain aspects of industry, as orfjanized

in firms, have developed in the nineteenth

century which have made industrial com-
petition intensely severe. The words which
we commonly use in descrihini; industrial

affairs themselves show this. The meta-
phors most usually applied now to busi-

ness are military metaj)hors. We speak in

Enf:jland of the " captaincy of industry," of

the " fi^ht for markets," and of the " industrial

reserve." Among foreign writers similar

phrases occur. In France the competition
of the market is la lutte, in Germany it

is Knnhurrcnz-kompf. We speak frequently
everywhere of tlie strategy and tactics of trade.

Now the aspect of the hrni out of which this

arises is its com{)leteness as a unit for produc-
ing goods. In the great industries of modern
times it is only the firm which is an efficient
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prodiuTi-. i he iiulivKin ,1 has, sinre the days
of luuuhcraft and donicsti. nlu frv, 1., ! the
power to out u way tliroufrli to the market Jor
himself. He is no Ion<,'cr the producing unit.
In modern inthistry he dcpen is uj.on ot»»or
widividuals; he eannot work for himself. \Vc
have seen that he cannot create liis own
'cserves of hihour and hold them hack, hut
he cannot even inde[)endcntly aj){)ly his own
lahour. An example will show this. If all
hut one, or all but a few of the employees in an
industry lost or gave up their occupation, the
otliers would not have monopoly or high wages,
but unemployment, for the labour unit is large
and the individuals are really dependent upon
each other for work. But if all but a few of
the lirms in a trade gave up working, the
remainder would not be thrown idle, but would
have monopoly and high prices. There is a
self-sulliciency about the firm which does not
belong to the individual in modern conditions.
It fights for its own hand ; it can create its own
reserves of goods; it can hold back these
reserves against a better market; it can,
because it is a complete unit, obtain credit in
bad tunes

; it is in no one's employ ; what it

has to sell goes upon the whole of the world's
market

;
it i^, a complete fighting machine, and

in most recent times it is making itself still
Q a
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more independent and self-sufficient, l)y obtain-

ing control both of the materials which it uses

and of the means for getting right through to

the consumer by dcvelopinir further stages of

production and marketing for itself.

It is this completeness of the individual firm

which gives us the problems of industrial

competition. As far as possible it seeks to

obtain a monopoly; that is the very meaning
of industrial competition, the attempt to

obtain a monopoly. Every firm has, indeed,

some degree of monopoly. There are some
clients with which it has running contracts,

or on whose custom it can count ; there are
others with which it has a less certain good-will,

but beyond these there is an open market of

the unattached buyer, whose custom it must
seek to obtain and keep, and in this contest
its best defence is attack. To hold the
position which it has it must watch constantly
for new openings and opportunities. The
result is that each for itself seeks contracts
and produces goods. There is, apart from
Trusts, which we nmst deal v.ith later, no com-
mon policy by which the total output of goods
is adjusted to the total demand for them.
There is, apart from Trusts, no division of the
market. The supply of goods by any one
industry is not under the conscious and
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central control of any one director, and there-
fore the contest which is carried on by each for
itself resu'ts in an over-supply of organization,
or an output of goods in excess of the total
demand for goods, and when such excessive
supplies take place the market, from the point
of view of the firms, becomes depressed.
There is what is called an over-production.
This does not mean that there are too many
goods in existence, but that there are more
goods than can be sold at a price which will
cover the cost of producing and selling them.
From the point of view of the consumer a price
is a scarcity mark, and everything which has a
price at all is not over-produced so far as he is

concerned. But from the point of view of the
firm the price in a glutted market falls so that
it docs not cover costs, and the competition
which tends to bring about Ihis result at
recurring intervals is in this way regarded as
a tendency to over-production and depression,
and the dcpr'-ssion extends to those who are
emj>loyed by the firm.

We may contrast, for example, in this
respect, the industrial competition of firms
and of the workers within a firm. No doubt
the workers compete with each other for work
or for promotion, })ut they are not allowed to
overlap with each other or to work without
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reference to each other, or to try to take each

other's work. Every one's place and duty is

assigned to him by the conscious direction

and control of the manager. It is competition

under conscious regulation. There is no such

control of the firms themselves. The com-

pleteness and independence of the firms means

that no one employs them and assigns them
their work, as they employ their men.

Another feature of this which has become

more marked in the nineteenth century is the

increasing risks which great firms carry.

Invention has brought it about that for the

most economic productic- 1 of goods there is

needed a greater investment in fixed plant

and machinery. Whether a firm produces

much or little, these fixed charges remain and

must be paid. The greater its output the more
it can distribute these charges over every

pound or every ton of its goods, and the lower

it can make its price per pound or per ton.

In order, therefore, to hold the market by
offering its goods cheaply, and in order to

cover the risks of its fixed investment, it must
use every means to extend its output, and this

implies that it must often speculate for a

market. It gets caught in the system, and
when we are considering the tendencies to these

recurrent periods of depression by excesses of
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i

siip])ly, it is plain what a driving force there

is in the fixed investments that modern
business requires.

This, however, is not yet a full explanation
of the evil results of industrial competition as
they affect working people. We have still

to ask why it is that depressions of this kind
recur not in one industry alone, and not even
in every great industry, but in all these
industries at once. The wave motion by which
industrial evolution proceeds means that times
come when the market and the labour of each
industry are in the same position of depression.

Our figures of unemployment, for example,
would be at any rate steadier and probably
less if the depression of one trade coincided
with the activity of other trades. \nd even
in any one trade competition by itself implies

that what is loss of trade to one firm is gain by
its rivals, so that thus far we have not an
explanation of these periods when all the
competitors together, as well as all the large

industries, are suffering from depression.

To explain this we must take into account,
in the first place, the credit relations \ lich

exist between firms in one trade and those in

another. The financial interconnection of
industry has in this wav become verv crreat,

A disaster to a few large firms in one industry
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will spread itself over other fields of industry
also. And again, from the side of workmen,
a depression which means some degree of
unemployment or of iow wages in one trade
implies less purehasing power over those final

commodities of other tr..cles for the sake of
which all stages of production exist. So that
aa adverse influence on purcha?-' of final

goods is spread backwards over the industries
which produce the goods which make these
final goods.

In the second place, there is a common
dependence of all industries upon the supply
of credit that can be given by the financial
system. In England especially the organ-
ization of credit is such that a tremendous
structure is built up upon a very slight basis of
gold. About twenty thousand millions of
credit transactions are dealt with in the clear-
ing houses of our banks ev^ery year. Against
this there is held at any time in the Bank of
England forty to fifty millions of gold. This
organization is as powerful as it is delicate, so
that not only the difficulty of one industry but
even the difficulties of a few very large firms
would create a strain upon our credit resources
which would extend to all industries together.
Thmugh the common medium of credit, there-
fore, a serious depression brought about by
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the existence of industrial com|)etition in one
indust. causes other industri. s to find
themselves in difficulties, and we have the
result, which is seen in the wave motion of
all industry in the nineteenth century, of
depressions that are chroaic and recurrent
and general.

Since it is evident that many of these defects
of industrial competition arc due to separate-
ncss of organization and of policy it is a matter
of course that combination, or a further degree
of combination, is necessary to their remedy.
Something has to be done for the firms them-
selves such as is now done witiiin the firm by
the management in arranging the work of the
employees. Any common government of this
kind will tend to prevent not only those
depressions which come from over-trading
under the influence of competition and risk,

but also those forms of panic that are due
rather to the fear of bad market conditions
than to actual conditions. Nothing is more
infectious in an industry where many separate
firms are competing than the influence upon
any one producer of a local glut or over-supply.
He sees a certain quantity of goods suddenly
thrown into his own local market, probably
from abroad. The amount of this import as
compared with the whole amount that is
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produced by all the firms at home is

iiisifrnilicaut, and oii^^ht not to have any effect

upon the hoiiie price. If the home industry
were rcfjulatcd by a common government it

would be seen that the import j^resented no
rl'ingcr; but when many separate firms are
responsible for the output at home, one of them
finds that this imjiort is considerable when
compared with its own output, and therefore
instead of holding steady it lowers its price,
thereby practically adding to the supply which
is said to be " dumped." Another firm in the
same quarter of the market is in turn influenced
by this lai ger quantity al a low price, and it also
nmst try to hold its market by making re-

ductions. In this way a dejjrcssion spreads
which is not justified by the real conditions
of the market, but is due to the separate
policies and calculations of individual firms.
A common government which perceives the
true proportion between a low-priced foreign
import and the total home supply is not
influenced by panic of this kind, and is

able to hold the home market in a steadier
condition.

There is, in fact, always some degree of
combination even between competing firms,
apart from any deliberate desire to combine.
The very fact that a number of firms are pro-
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ducin^ in the same district mcf.ns that this

district comes to obtain railway and shipping
facilities and public services which are worth
giving because the volume of manufacture is

on such a scale, and would not be worth giving
to scattered firms. Each firm, therefore,

obtains the use of many local facilities of that
kind just because there are other firms working
in the same district, and it also obtains a share
in the good-will of the locality itself. The
forces of industrial evolution have made it

profitable for the great industries of a country
not only to be centralized—that is to say, to
work in one district given over specially to
the production of certain goods ; but also to be
localized—that is, to work in certain districts

having special advantages for their own forms
of production. And the working of these two
forces of centralization and localization of in-

dustries has made these common economies in
which each business shares. Further, there is

a certain degree of combination even between
competing firms through the practice of in-

surance, whereby all of them subscribe in
order to support any individual firm if it

should meet with certain special losses; and
finally, there has been a great development
of opportunities by means of Chambers of
Commerce, Institutes, and trade journals for
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the (liscussioii of matters affecting the interests

of a whole inihistry. Cotn{)ctition, therefore,

works within tlie grip of a certain amount ol

eomhination, so that the remedy for the
defects of industrial eompetilion is to be
sought by a fuller and more conscious develop-
ment of n force which is never entirely absent
even from competitive industry.

And, as cond)ination develops further, the
field of private trade itself }ias to take account
of what is best in competition while correcting

its defects. As we shall see, means have to be
employed to keep alive this test of elficieney,

not between individuals only, but between
works, even in the strongest forms of modern
combination, and it is in this way that we have
to read the opinions of great authorities as to
the " necessary persislencc of competition.''

"No one," said Mill, "can foresee the time
> Jien the stimulus of competition will not be
ii dispensable to j)rogress." And he adds that
" instead of looking upon competition as the
baneful and anti-social principle which it is

held to be by the generality of mankind, I
conceive that even in the present state of

society and industry every restriction of it is

an evil and every extension is always an
ultimate good." Mill's sympathy with in-

dustrial co-operation in every form was very
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stroiijr, and statements of this sort iniist

he read as meariinjf tliat he desired under
any form of industrial eo-operation to

maintain, although to regulate, the test of

ciricienoy.

Indeed, the relation of the two forces to eaeh

other when they are made to work togetlier

is even closer than this. For it is only by
sonic decree of ccr.ibination that we can
oi)tain for the benefit of industry certain

elements which used to be ascribed to free

competition. An argument like that of Adam
Smith on behalf of the right of the individual

to invest his labour and capital as he thought

best assumed that each individual had both

a perfect knowledge of the maiket, and also

a perfect freedom to move his labour or his

capital from place to place, It was on these

assumptions that the equalizing influence of

competiiion was founded. But in fact know-
ledge and mobility are elements of competition

in the ideal, which do not belong to actual

competition until it is regulated by some
degree of combination. Capital has gained

mobility through the development of the large

business and Joint Stock ; and labour has

gained in power to move from place to place

through the help of l*rade Union organization ;

while the organizations of both labour and

i;:
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capital have helped each individual to obtain
a knowledpre of the market outside hi;s own
locality which it would have been diflicult, if

not impossible, for individual competitors to
obtain. C om!)ination, t herefore, makes ad ual
incomj)etiti^n certain elements which without
it belong? only to competition in the ideal, so
that even the benefits of competition are only
obtained l)y alliance with this other force.
The interlacin.r of these two forces in i i-

dustry means that there is usually both an
mdividual interest and a common interest to
be allowed for. The individual claims the
right to measure himself against every other
mdividual, that is his interest; but the com-
mon interest must guard against the results
of pure speculation in competition of this
kind. To comj). e efficiently and combine
adequately is the mark of industrialism in
nations that are both progressive and
sympathetic.

Of the two forces in Western civilization, it
IS combination which tends to come too late
and competition which tends to last too long'
Competition has been the more prompt and
willing of the two influences. The buildincr.
up influence of combination has lagged both
in practice and in public approval.^

* V. Cooley, I'ersmal C'om2M)litim.
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Wo iimst now proceed to coiisiucr the

ly{)ical forms of industrial rrovcrnniciit as

they exist nt the end of our period, in whieli

tlie spirit of combined working has constantly

gained greater force.



(HAI'TKIl VIII

TYri:s OF iN'urMHiAr. government

The end of tlie nineteenth ccnhirv ^.hoAvs us
in the lic'd of industry ihirv nmin types of
fjovcrnnicnt, i.ll of which arc hi.dily developed
results oi' the Cotnhiiuition Movement. So
far us wc can see, e.-u-li is suited to extend over
a certain part of the held to Avhicli its form of
government is at present the best achiptcd.
There is, in the first place, the wide Held of
capitalist industry, in which the [)roblcms of
competitioi! and of adc([U;Ltc ca[)ital have been
met first by Joint Slock, and in most recent
times by the Tru^t. There is, in the second
place, a field of industry aUo under the
government of private capital, but the control
of which is so widely spread amon^r the people
that it forms ai> industrial democracy rather
than a capitalist undertaking. Tliis is the
field of co-operative industry, 'imited as yet
to those goods of which the working-class
shareholder perceives that he is a ""direct

i:08
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roH'-nnu';. And in Iho third pl.tcc there is

a ^nowiii^ uniount of industrial government

whicii is in form of a {)uhHc kind hy the

ticvctopjnent of schemes for municipal trachnp.

Here also, as will he shown, it is the nature

of the goods whicli marks out the scope of the

form of organization. All three are growir

in strength as the twentieth century begins,

and if we try to forecast the shaping of in-

dustrialism as the new century advances we
must consider not only what are the economic

limits of each of these forms, but also how far

questions of policy and expediency are likely

to arise in connection with any of them.

Municipal trading is the most recent of these

systems of government, its history in this

country extending back about forty years,

but its development has been a rapid one, so

tha^ it is now in existence for one industry or

another in most of the municipal corporations

of England and Wales. At the o{)ening of

the nev»- century two hundred and nin.ety-nine

out of a total of three hundred and seventeen

cor|)orations were carrying on reproductive

undertakings with a total capital of about 120

millions sterling. These undertakings rcpre-
11

i \
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sent the main jmblic serv^ices which are at the
basis of the industry and hfe of great cities,
especially the supply of water, gas. electricity,
and tramway service. Every political voter
has a share in the control of all the industry
of the nation, since there is nothing in this
country which Parliament may not do in the
way of industrial regulation or appropriation
of industrial revenues. But the policy of
direct public government of industry is still
in this country mainly local, and is the chief
cause of the building up of a heavy local in-
debtedness. The post oflice and the coinage
are ^s yet our only nationalized industries
This form of industrial government is

suited to goods and services that are of a
special kind. Their first characteristic is
that the market for them is always a local one.
This is obvious in the case of services such as
street transport or harbours, Avhich can only
be rendered for each city or town Avithin its
own area, and cannot be produced for it
anywhere else. Tramway service is not like
iron or wheat. It cannot be produced at a few
great centres and distributed all over the
national market. A service must be produced
on the si)ot where it is rendered. And the
service of one city may cost a quite different
price per unit from that of otlier cities, without
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there beiiij,' any competition between the two.

If the cost of tramway service per mile is

twice as high in Leeds as in ShefTicld, that does

not enable the Sliefileid trams to compete with
those of Leeds. Each district is a separate

local market for such services, and the same
is true of certain good, such as water and gas

and electricity, the supply of which is very
similar to the supply of local services. It is

not impossible, if the price of gas is much
higher in one district than in another, to trans-

])ort it from the cheaper to the dearer place,

but practically^ the manner in which gas and
water are supplied in any district prevents

competition of this kind, so that these goods
become fixed to local market> after the manner
of services. It is to such local monopolies
that n nuicipal trading is at present (with

some very unimportant exceptions) limited.

This form of government is based, in the first

instance, upon the fact of local monopoly of

supply.

In the second place, there is a strong

tendency to unify the supply in each locality.

The reason for this is that the fixed charges in

these industries are very great. They require

not only a producing plant, but a distributing

plant which extends like a nervous system
over the whole area supplied. The cost of
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these fixed means of production and supply
lorm< It very larnre proportion of the price of
the goods or services. Since this is so, to
duplicate the manufacturing or distributing
plant would be unusually expensive and waste-
iul

;
the market being onlv a local one, all the

expense of such competition would have to
be paid for in the price of the goods by the
consunier, who would have two capitals tomamtam. We have seen the history of such
duplication of the fixed plant for public ser-
vices in the ease of the American railroad,
where a wasteful competition has at lenath
been superseded bystrongcombination. Ileavv
fixed charges always make it economical to
unify the supply, so that these goods and
services, besides having local monopolies, lead
towards further monopolies within each
locality.

But there is another consideration. These
industries are, in a certain sense, privileged.
The laying of their distributive plant requires
that they shall have certain rights to use the
streets or lands of the city. It is this fact of
privilege which soon raises the question how
tar such concessions should be made to private
companies, and whether the industry itself
is not very closely related to the activities of
the municipality. In any case it is clear that
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the municipality must regulate such industries

in a special way, must limit their rights and

their prices, and watch carefully over their

administration. It becomes a short step to

public ownership, and the step is made easier

because of the fact that a public body, when it

takes over municipal trading, docs not enter

into a competitive field, but is concerned rather

with the duty of local administration than

with the risks . nd sj)eculativc demands of

competitive enterprise.

It is probable that public trading of this

kind will greatly increase its scope, and there

are many advantages which follow upon it.

For instance, it is an advantage that there

should be public indut^tries not worked solely

for profit which can come to the relief of the

labour market when there is a depression in

private trade. Extensions or alterations of

public work can be planned out and to some

extent reserved, especially when these works

are of the nature of large schemes of city

hnprovement, which require some time for

their completion and can be carried on at a

faster or slower rate according to the condi-

tions of the market. It has been found, for

example, that in Prussia the public ownership

of the railways has given the government

this influence towards steadying conditions
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of labour. Again, although labour disputes inpubho service, cannot be entirely avoidednuuucpal ownership helps to prevent thei;a, suig or beu.g discussed simply from thestandpomt of unmediate material gain, and

of model employment by which standards ofpay may be sot for certain forms of worklo tins end a Fair Wages clause has alreadvbeen wulely adopted by m.un-eipal emploverfOn the other hand, it has been tra litionato regard pubhc industry as making less torclhcent service than private. On ^differentHrounds many people are afraid of the rule of

besIidThTr"-^''"*^'-.
'^""i-t-™-, it maybe sa,d that a city council does not necessarily

mclude experts who can guide its policy in themanagement of public works, so that theseworks become less subject to the criticismwhich makes for high enieieney. To this mavbe answered, first, that public criticism iskep ahve by the comparison of one city with•".other in the cheapness and effieieney ofheir services. Reference to the local pressshows how constant criticism of this kind is

of anj eitj
.

And secondly, that the quick-nessai.d promptitude in accepting or imdor-taking nsks which arc needed in competitive
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trade, are not required in the same degree in

administrative trade.

It is impossible to say that municipal

trading will not extend beyond those goods and

services whose special features at present give

a field for this form of government, but if

municipalities should enter upon the supply

of competitive goods which move freely over

the national market we should have a form of

[)ublic trading which would call for a new kind

of ability. It is for this reason that we cannot

regard the large and increasing amount of

public municipal trading in these goods and

services as by itself showing that industry in

sreneral is on the wav to be })i ought into

public hands. When a municipality enters

with success upon the local supply of iron or

wheat or textiles, we shall have a new fact.

At present we are able only to point out that

the special nature of certain local industries

is such as to make them suitable for success-

iul administration by public bodies. It is

administration which i^ in point, rather than

the technique of manufacture or the complex

problems of open competition.

II

The development of Trusts has also been a

feature of the last forty years of industrial

§
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evolution. Special conditions in a few of

and .s, par, gave nse to a strong movementtowards combination of pro.lufers It Zbeg,nn„,g „f tl,c last quarter of the centurvThe op|,os,t,on of public opinion was at f ft

untN T':-""^ ""= '"«^™'^"' spread s„;tuntd the lart decade of the century Thedepressmn o( 1893 and the rising n,arLt\vl icltfo lowed until fooo saw a great extensb oth,s „,.,n o government both in An.eriea andon be Continent. At tlie present time someof the most ,mport,mt industries of the Ztadvanced Western nations have been brouZunder the rule of a sn.all central gove~
wh.c.1,. ,n the ease of America especia rgave
g ea nKiustr,al and social inl.uence to asS
be s^k to"

h. ^" >""''" '"'"'"' "'""""' »"no
resutb!. I ? """'""' '"^neilcd to this

t: taLe";, r :^ ^TT'^: 0«-'oP-nt
.ives ns'dct:iry?Li:"::tis. '*:::(
management. The size and im„ort.?L 1
organizations like the 0,1 Trust and belted

ottt;:nt"l'°r'^'''^•''"^^='«^"'^''<••^ea
unifi d" A \ ::;t;

'"^'^'--l^ "as bec„

i" An,crica n nloTc ,lout 8 .

'"'^ ""= '^^^''^

lihnnr . . ,' •'"*"°"t*Jpereent. ottheJabour, pa.d about aj per ce.it. of the wages!
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and produced about 14 per cent, of the output

of the great manufacturing industries. What
specially commands attention is the rate at

which this movement has grown and the

importance of those industries upon which it

has secured a very strong grip.

Under the general name of the Trust

Movement are included two forms of com-

bination of producers which in many ways are

in contrast to each other. East and West of

us we sec a remarkable difference between

industrial and political methods of govern-

ment. It is in the great industrial democracy

of the United States that industry has taken

the Trust form—that is to say, the form of

a government which places the decision of

])oiicy in the hands of a very few large capital-

ists, and is in some cases almost an industrial

desjjotism. On the other hand, it is especially

in Germany, whose political government is

still a powerful monarchy, that this recent

development in industrial affairs has attempted

to keep a degree of democr^ tic government, so

that the firms which combine do not entirely

lose their indepcndeiiee. Although the Trust

and the Cartel are both aspects of the same

force of industrial combination there is a

marked difference in method between them.

The field of industry in which both have
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arc Mii.jcct to strong oompelifivo inllucnces

?,?,'? ''"? '" '*""" "'" ".".^t ™t ,e

£::;:;f:;H:::^:::::;:;-

carry arc unusually lieavy .md f ho ^

to trie niaikct, therefore, ed to vvn«f,.f. i

ward execslve
' :t;t«,et „V?7 '"•

created bv the hi„h i « ,
''''"'^' «'''

which tenfpt'e'd n^^r^^ ^lirr^'''staple industrio., so that over-p "i ,c o,?!"^exce.s,ve eon.petition soon dL^'S Z
so::X' Th:T„Te:';rt;':^r™'''^"-'-
which led to the Tr

"^ ~"'I«'"ion

gathered from tLK"'"'™'""' """^y ^e

were shut Z'fJ™''- <>/ "orks whieh

Out of twcntv fon! r f
'" '"'"'' '"'"'ed-

Sugar T «t it :vn "J'
™'"'* """'^ '"'» ">e

whole n,™kc w ,h l"''"^.'""^^'^
*» ""PP'y 'he

Jtoimd that sivf^r «;.U4.
-irustil wasuut sixty-eight were superfluous. The
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capacity of the Stcd Trust for finished products

in rJ02 was nearly GO per cent, greater than
the greatest actual animal output of finished

steel ever reached previously in the United
States. Only after much wasteful investment
had already been made, therefore, did the

Trusts arise in order to form a central manage-
mcnt which should do for the various inde-

pendent lirms what the manager of a business

does for his staff. The govern iuent of a
Trust became the employer of the firms. It

arranged for a division of work and of the

market and diminished, at any rate, the area,

while it regulated the force, of competition in

goods which are not tied down to any locality,

but whose market is the whole world.

To the government of a Trui-t we may apply

the expression which has also been used of a

more democratic organization—that it is " a
State within the State.'' From its central

government a Trust rules many local concerns

and decides on problems of policy according

to the circumstances of different localities.

It decides where prices are to be held up and
where they must be kept low. Not only do the

strongest Trusts administer the affairs of an
industry within one nationr-lity, but they have

their colonies abroad, or seek to obtain agree-

ments to divide the markets of the world with
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great forciRn orRn.„>,„!i„n. like thomsclve.The ,„ol,lcm of ,l,e Trust is in,lee,l the weiM.tof r,.,po„,, ,ili,v an,, „f _„„,„„,„,„, ^

•;

fa
^

n,,,,n the shonlders of . ,i,„i,ed l.ody on.ui. It ,s more than a eaptni.iey of industryhat >s roT„red
: for the ,,rol,l,.,„ of oxtendiZthe market, whieh is the f,jjl,(i„,, part of iNwork, ,s eon.hined ,vi,l, .l,e prol.U, „f h„ ,

...S together the ^.-eat con 'cms v.,ich ha™l.ee„ taken over, and keeping n,any sepa ate.nanasements adequately under the mspee ,onof <.ne central Hoard, The greatest l,a to the

::::r ;;
''""']

" ";^ ""'"-' -< --4nent. The usual method is to supervise the.na„agen,ent of each individual works hvdemandmg from it daily or weekly aeemmt^of costs „. relation to output and wag™ ftIS only by this means that a Trust is ab e flmanuain efneieney within its o^ ^rga^,!?

on s,t i":! H?''.""
*" "« "-k by a premiumon special eineieney as compared with othermanagers, or by sharp eritieism if hilaeeo.mtsshow less than the average results. D,"

"
,

t7,T f
"' " " "°* "' "^'^"'^ com, ex ty

^"Z
'" *''^ '""nagement of Trusts are very

matter I tCT"\ «"""">-"l - 'n this easimaster of the local managements, and must
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therefore carry upon its o%\ti shoulders del ails

and problems which in a more democratic
organization would he left to the local tnanafre-

ments and would not reach the central body
at all.

The weis,vht of responsibility which Trust
management carries is increased when a Trust
finds itself faced cither in fact or as a i)ossibility

with a Trust in the goods which it has itself to
buy. The great combines, in order to protect
themselves a<,^ainst this, have been compelled
to increase their already heavy organizations
by taking up other stages of production.
This is now becoming a common featuve of the
great industries. 'J'hus the Steel Trust does
not only produce steel, it uses its own supply
of ore, its own coal and coke and limestone,

smelts its own iron and carries it through all

the further stages of manufacture. This is a
second defensive movement. It makes the
structure of a Trust more imposing in size,

more wonderful as an example of industrial

government, but more liable to risks and
strains, esj)ecia]ly when it loses the great
personalities which have founded it and built

it up.

It is not solely under the stimulus of private
profit that the great leaders of the Trust
movement have worked. INIost of these men
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But Triis's have always had outside f!oni-

pctition ^o face also. To so?nc extent they
even cneoura^'e new eorn|)etiti(,ii to arise.

Even a small nuir|;iii of outside supply inter-

feres seriously v, ith the rerrulation of trade by
a combine. We have ser-i, therefore, new
forms of competition which h.ive f:'een used
by tnc Trusts in fij/htinir the iiidepcndent
lirms. It is only since the rise of Trusts tliat

we have learnt what competition is eajjablo

of by the use of such methods as the boycott,
the reb.ite, and the differential price or rate.

The era cf competition is nc t ncarinp its end
merely because throuph {i^reat industrial com-
bines a great part of tnc field is brought under
a stronger control; and tncre is no prospect
that competition witn outsiders will become
less severe.

When we look at the Eu'opean form of
industrial combine, the Cartel, tlie conditions
are somewhat different. In the Trust every-
thing is ruled downwards from tlic centre,
and the rule is in the hands oi comparatively
few men. The Cartel is built up in another
way. The firms which enter into it do not
lose their independence ; they are not bought
up, and do not become merely agents of some
central committee ; they enter into an agree-
ment for a definite number of years that they
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will regulate their output and f,x their price<iaeeord,„g to the deeisio.B ot a representativebody to wlueh caeh fir.n sends its delegates.A kn„I of pro<lueers' Parliament is formed.but tlie iniernal management of each firmremams mth its own shareholders. Thereare many advantages in this method ot re^ni-atmg eompefition. It does not make forthe domuuon of a few great n.agnates ashe Trusts do, and it avoids the problems ofnternal friction which result from the au-thoruy of the cent-al government of a Trust.I he Cartels ensure that the agreement betweenthe firms shall be kept by forming a e™trabureau through which all the sales of all thefirms pass. Each firm agrees not to selldirectly to the market, but only through thebureau In this way the price or the o°utp twhich has been agreed on is kept at the livewhich the whole conditions of the marketseem o require, and no individual firm is ablesecretly to lower the price or exceed its sh eof the output. The Cartel is the best wmt

n"roc/^;^er!'
"' '''="'°''™«^ government amongproducers organizations. In many ways itresembles the tlurd type of combiLd workmg which we hav, chosen for discussion-thc

Co-operative movement.
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III

Tlic Co-operative movement represents the
lar^.st amount of direct working-class control

:
over production. About one-fifth of the

,
peopKi are represented in its membership,
and they are now carrying on, by a liigh ydeveloped system of representative govern
ment, a trade of more than 110 millions
per annum on a share capital of 35 millionsand With a profit of over 12 millions a year'

;

This system of government is built up uponthe freedom of the local society, which isresponsible for the management of ,ts own
affairs and ls not bound to deal with theWholesae which is the common disthbut ngcentre of the 1550 societies concerned. Cooperation is a system which avoids manv ofthe rrsks of business, partly by the nature ofthe goods in which it deals, and partlv by theerms upon which its share capitafis held
Its goods are those of what may be calledthe home trade "-the things that are incommon and steady demand in the hornof the people. There is the least degree orisk m dealing in such goods, and it islno.^'that Co-operative sales suffer less than otherforms of trade in a time of depression. Theyare goods, too, m which changes of fashion
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are of less importance, because they are

final goods o:\d arc sold to the persons who
use them last. Goods in which the producers'

risk is very great, such as the machinery which

helps to make the goods of the home trade,

and is itself liable to change by invention,

do not enter into the Co-operative system

of maiiul'acture. Whatever be the technical

changes in the instruments of production,

there must be a constant demand for the

standard forms of food, clothing, and house-

hold goods. Again, the risk of Co-operative

trade is lessened by the method in which

its profit is distributed. The 2| million

shareholders in th ^ movement make an
annual net profit of over 30 per cent, on the

share capital, but only 5 per cent, of this

is paid upon the basis of the share capital.

The rest is distributed to the shareholders

whose capital has earned it, but it is dis- \

tributed in proportion not to their capital,

but to their purchases. In view of the fact

that the consumer is also the shareholder,

the Co-operative system is as fully a pro-

ducers' as it is a consumers' organization.

Its capital is very widely distributed, and it

chooses to distribute its profit on a method
of its own, but the profit goes to the share-

holders in this business, as in any other
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business. Were co-operative profits divided
as the profits of a Trust are divided, the same
people would receive them as receive them
now, but they would receive them according
to their capital instead of mainly according
to their custom. This system of 'distribution
of profit gives a sure market for the .roods
of co-operative bodies. The goods sup'plicd
are just those which the shareholder wishes
always to use, so that it pays him both as
a consumer and as a producer to attach his
custom to his own society. And it is because
each sul)scription of new capital in the co-
operative organization brings with it a guar-
antee of custom that the problem which
occurs so constantly among Trusts of what
IS called "over-capitalzation" is absent from
the Co-operative movtment. A Trust finds
often that it has more capital than the
custom of the market will support so as to
give an average dividend, but in Co-operation
the custom of the market comes along with
the capital subscribed.

^

As a system of representative governmentm industry. Co-operation is similar, as we
have seen, to the Cartel, since the central
body the Wholesale, is the servant of the
local bodies, and does not govern or interfere
with their local affairs. It is their buying
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agency, just as the bureau of a Cartel is its

selling agency. And although this vast

amount of well over 100 millions of trade is

done in the Co-operative movement annually,

the system does not create the problems of

government \vhich occur especially in the

Trust. The freedom of the local store means

that only matters of general interest reach

the district meeting or the central board.

Government is devolved and distributed so

that it does not fall on a central body with

the stress which creates the serious aspect

of government in a Trust. In spite, there-

fore, of the fact that Co-operation has, like

Trusts and other great businesses, adopted

the method of securing its lines of communica-

tion by owning a transport system, a manu-
factuiing system, and some estates in lani

of its own, its governing power is not in

danger of being over-taxed by these new
responsibilities.

Each of these types is of interest simply

as a s})ectacular view of industry. They are

aspects of government sufficiently different

from each other to show that there is room

in the industrial system for much variety

of structure, and that the present variety

is based upon differences in the nature of the

goods traded in. Municipal industry appears
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likely to absorb its own field more and more
completely, but the Trust movement and the
Co-operative movement are not unlikely to
come into contact or conflict with each other
in the field ot transferable goods. At the
present time the working classes do not realize
that they are consumers of steel and timber
and machinery, and of the goods which
stand behind the articles of final use, but they
are likely to realize this if such articles come
to an increasing degree under the control
of capitalist combines. There would then
arise the question how far the Co-operative
movement and Co-oj>erative government was
suited to the manufacture of these more
technical and uncertain products. Or again,
the conflict might take place with regard to
those goods now purchased by the Co-operative
from large private producers or combines of
producers, in case the combines should desire
to impose on the Co-operative, as consumer,
the terms on v, hich, or at which, they ought
to re sell. Conflict of this kind has already
axisen on tlie grrund that the Co-operative
dividend on purchase is a broach of the agree-
ment to sell at minimum net prices. This
objection is not well founded, since it fails
to observe that the Co-operative consumer
!S also the shareholder, and would be entitled
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to his dividend in any case; but the conflict

has raised the question how far the demo-
cratic organization of private business is

protected against possi])le boycott by the

capitalist organizations. The |)rotection at

present is of a threefold kind. In the first

place, Co-operation has a largo manufacturing

reserve. It docs not yet produce nearly up
to the limit of its sales, so that a boycott

from outside would merely stimidatc Co-

operative production. In the second place,

so far as concerns goods not yet produced
within the Co-operative movement, there is

a large reserve of both labour and capital.

A concern which covers one-fifth of the

people could easily obtain in an emergency
enough labour of almost any kind to staff a
works of its own. As yet only a small part

of the labour which forms the membership
of the Co-operative is employed within the

Co-operative. And in the third place, as

things are now the Co-operative movement is

too large to take liberties with. It would give

even the strongest Trust bad drea?ns to think

that its goods were withdrawn from the
Co-operative market where others were being

pushed instead. The Co-operative movement
has now become a big bargainer, with the

alternative of producing for itself, and has
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little lo fear from nny restrictive agreements
such as the combines have often soiicrht to
imp"vse.

"

Ea h of these forms of industrial rrovern-
ment, the results of nineteenth-century
evolution, has its contribution to make to
the cstmiatc of the future. Municipal trade
uidieatcs what means there are for keepin-
alive, under :)ublic government, the outside
criticism of administration. The lesson of
the Trusts is that many of the advantages
of competition can be got from within great
concerns, and under the regulation of one
management, but that a fuller degree of
devolution of government is desirable. Co-
operation shows that the people have the
ability to construct and govern industry to
devolve responsibility, and to choose and
trust leaders of their own. Out of these
results, one can gather the elements of a judg-
ment upon the possibilities of more complete
combination.



CHAPTER IX

DEMOCRACY AND LEADERSHIP

The history of the nineteenth century and
of the movements which have been studied

in the precedinjr cha[)ters may now be reduced

to the statement of a problem which has been

felt at every stage to underlie economic change.

If we take any point in that history and
consider the position both of opinion and of

industrial development, it is always possible,

according as we look backward or to existing

conditions, to take either a hopeful or a de-

spairing view. This is true of the end of the

century as well as of the middle or of any point

at which thought was active. It has always
been found, that is to say, that there has been
great nuiterial advance in the power of industry

and the circumstances surrounding it, but
that yet there is in industry itself some kind
of flaw, such that the future must not only

seek to make continued advances within the

system, but must set itself to modify the
2a2
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system. Mill and the Christian socialists
were us conscious of this double attitude as
are the social reformers of the present decade.
For ever since the terrible circumstances which
accompanied economic change at the begin-
nin,^ of the century gave rise to the protests
of Cobbctt and other early socialists there has
been a constant succession in what may be
called the non-academic professors of the
economics of labour. And at the beginning
of the twentieth century any one who^ writes
on the assumption that industrial organization
docs not merely contain problems but is a
problem, has ceased to be an economic heretic,
and is in agreement with what is said by
leaders of public opinion on every hand. We
have seen how this problem shapes itself in
the study of the nature of employment. It
is necessary now to state it in its broadest
features, and as it affects not only the change
of the industrial system from within by
such movements as Co-partnership and Co-
operation, but also as it affects that system
by the political influence which the working
classes can bring to bear through the use of
the franchise.

The title of this chapter indicates where,
in the view of the writer, the problem lies.
The relation of employment and the system
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of coniiK'Utivc cnUrprisc inipK Ihc govern-

ment of the ^Tcat field of iKitiohi'l l;il)oiii- I)y

those uho are not under the (hiccl in(histrial

control of tiie people. We have to ask whether

it is to l)e the stilled form of induslrialisFii

that the policy by which jjoods are made
and marketed is to be shaped on this non-

representative basis, and if the <;rcat mass of

the workinf]f producers are to wait for the call

and to follow the lead of this kind of enter-

prise. This is IX question \vhich may fairly

be asked without imply intj that every side of

nati(;nal life is o])en to the same criticism.

There is leailcrshij) in art and in literature,

Avith rejrard to which such a question would
commonly be felt to be a))surd. liut leaving

aside the problem of the limits of representa-

tive govermuent as regards the goods of all

kinds on which a nation lives, in inchistry, at

any rate, history itself has shown that the

question is in point and arises out of the

real instincts of progress among wage-earners.

This is so both because the siqjply of the

material goods on which all the rest of life

depends was at the beginning of the change

possible for each worker on his own behalf

before handicraft passed away, and because,

therefore, combination and the development

of a hundred years have taken from him an
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indepciulencc uliich he once possessed; .-iiid

ti'^ain, because this field of the prodiicJion
and distril)ufion of maleriid goods is that for
%vhosc results aud activities even the <rieat
orfTunizatiou of political govenniicnt so larjrely

exists; and because, in the third j)I..ce, work
itself, that is to say the right to :nake a just
claim upon the goods of tiie nation, has In-comc
an object of search now that the complexity
of the system has broken off the connection
between the things which a man makes and
those which he wishes to use. Uights to goods
and rights to work arc questions whiciriiavc
made the held of industry at any rate justly
oj)en to inquiry on the question of leadership
and democratic control. And history further
justifies such inquiry when we see how in-
dustrialism arose in advance of a true under-
standing of the nature of the change that was
taking place, or of the possibility of its Ijcing
fashioned while it was still j)liable by the ideals
of an educated democracy. The question of
leadership is mercy that of the control by the
people of that which is most vital to any higher
development—work and its products.
The largest part of the field of industry is

that in which the forces are shaping them-
selves towards completer results in the way of
non-democratic leadership, by the growth of
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the Trust jnovciueiit. The great personal

(jualities which have been re<{nire(l in huihling

up this indusLiial mechanism an(i the wonder-

ful view of organization which the Trusts

present to us eatuiot conceal the },'reater

sharpness wliich they give to the problem of

leadership. The law can, as it does, forbid

monopoly or the attempt to obtain monopoly,

but the hist<jry of tne law here and in America

in its attempts to stem the force of economic

combination has not been a distinouished one.

\^'c must realize that there is economy in the

movement which saves the wastes of inde-

pentlcnt competition. If this is so the position

of the leader in private capitalist industry will,

under some name or other, continue to grow

in strength and in the range of working

conditions which can be controlled from it.

Monopoly may be the just reward of special

skill and efhcicrury ; competition is in its nature

the endeavour to obtain a m^'nopoly, and
legislation which attempts to enforce and
maintain the regime of independent com-
petition has shown itself likely to obtain only

nominal success.

In this problem of leadership it is not only

the material results which count. We have

seen that the advance in material comfort ol

the working classes has in recent times been
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very ^'reat, and relatively ^rreuter than tiiat

of any other class. We must take account
now not only of the system of <listiilmtion

that is the result of the wa^e relation in |)rivatc

ituhistry, hut of a sjnrit wiiieh h been
fostered hy the friowth of political w awe.«jcy,

and which re^'ards the rclauonsh.p '.{ ei oy-
mcnt and the scheme of industrial ncnt

as unsatisfactory simply as a matter of personal

status. This spirit of democracy is an essential

fact to reckon with in huildins^r up the future of

industry.

No doubt the in(histr>al leader is the person
who both makes and takes the fint risks of

industry, lie has to be paid for enterprise,

and in considerinir whether the enterpriser's

position is one to which democracy can
permanently assent we must consider the

chances of loss which he takes, and which are

such as to reduce the avcrane reward of invested

cai)ital to about 4 per cent, per annum. Is

liis [)osition not more justifiable eonsiderinfr

that nuuiy who lead fall in the industrial

contest, while they furnish to the working
classes the use of fixed machinery and stock

wliich the chances of the market may render
obsolete or idle ? Is our viev/ of the pergonal
status of the leader of industry not to be
influenced by the low reward on his capital
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to which, oil an average, he can look forward ?

iVre ^^'e to forget the off-set of risk in discussing
the industrial position of the leader ?

A very important point arises in answer to
this question. The industrial system is such
that the wage-earner is paid off at a rate v.-hieh

is supposed to discount his risk. It is because
of this that he loses his claim to govern the
internal affairs of the firm. Then the actual
pay which he gets over a certain time is what
the employer expected he would be worth
when he offered him that rate at the beginning
of the contract. In other words, his realized
income and his expected income are the same.
But consider the position of the employer.
The rate which he may expect upon his capital
averages out, in a great industry, at some
4 per cent., but the forces of industrial com-
petition bring it about thai the actual rate
differs for each employer or body of employers.
The realized incomes are usually different from
the incomes which at the beginning may be
expected on the capital. Those who lose in
this competitive struggle increase the advant-
age of those who gain, and when we are
considering leadershif) as a system what is of
importance is not that an average of about
4 per cent, may be expected on the ca})ital
which they -isk, but that very great surpluses
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over and above this amount are in fact created

by competitive conditions, and that in tlie

result we have industrial leadership made
stronger. It is to the realized gains that we
must look and to the positions of industrial

advantage that are given to the successful

takers of industrial risk. The fact that many-
have fallen by the way in order to create the

strong economic position of a great captain

of industry does not lessen the force of the

problem of leadership that is created in the

result. On the contrary, it does much to make
the problem more serious.

There is further a result of the concentration

of property which is thus brought about which
tends to intensify the problem. It is well

known how the profits of some of the Trusts
and great concerns have been applied to the
trustillcation of other industries and to the

sj)read of the personal influence of industrial

leaders over broader fields. It is to the actual

gains of invested capital that we owe the widest

]3ossibility of variation in personal wealth.

There is a limit to this variation in the case of

the incomes of wage-earners or salaried per-

sons. The highest incomes of this kind, that

is of personal effort, were found by inquiry

to be only about twice as groat as the incomes
half-way up the scale. Rut in the case of
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incomes ^vhicli are due to successful industrial
investments, the highest of such incomes were
found to vary from those in the middle of
the scale to quite an indefinite extent. So
far, therefore, as under modern conditions
industrial leadership secures success to certain
of the leaders, it brings into force in a higher
degree the cumulative and separating tendency
of interest. The position of the industrial
leader becomes less democratic as it becomes
more elevated, and the spirit of democracy
is not reconciled to it merely because the
averaged profits of invested capitals come out
at a rate far lower than the realized amounts
of those who succeed.

In any ease, we have already seen reason
to doubt whether an industrial system could
be called organic merely because it specialized
the functions in different grades of labour,
including the function of the risk taker. The
force of circulation, as we saw, should be added
to those of specialization, of combination,
and of nervous interconnection. Even if there
were a freer opportunity for personal capacity
to move from one part of the system to
another, many would doubt if the result were
even yet organic. Classes not directly sharing
in Hidustnal government would remain even
if individuals could move from one class to
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another. When one is dealing with a system

made up out of personal units, ideas of status

and of personal values might well enter into

the definition of what makes the system truly

organic. Jf we find a dismption of the con-

tinuity of interests and sympathies at a certain

level of the social structure, if a great class has

different thoughts, different leaders, different

literature, different standards for measuring

men and things, from the entire body of the

class above them—all this would not be cured

merely by the facilities for individuals of

superior energy and talent and self-denial to

raise themselves from the lower of I'lese

grades to the higher. And similar reflections

as to the organic unity of industrialism are

suggested to us by the fact that the strongest

internal influence on government which the

working classes can exert is through bar-

gaining, which holds in reserve the threat

of a stoppage of work. And this contrast of

interests has never been carried to a higher

point than by the very recent movements
which have aimed at making the armoury of

bargaining still more formidable. Trusts and

great businesses, as we have seen, have sought

to strengthen their position by bringing under

the control of one body of capitalists all the

industries subsidiary to the main industry
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concerned

; wliile on the same lines o> advance
the labour movement is looking towards
Syndicalism or the union of all workers of all
kinds within an industry into the new bargain-
ing unit of labour. Is this strongly armed
peace more organic than the system of inter-
national politics, whose dii)Iomacy rests upon
armed forces held in reserve ?

Of course the potential unity of all the forms
of industrial combination is in the j^olitical
power of the peo])le. At present this influence
IS being used to redistribute, through taxation,
and the imposition of obligations on employers!
the surplus gains of industrial leadership!
This scheme of redistribution is, in fact, the
alternative which is preferred by all non-
socialists to that of making industrial govern-
ment directly democratic. As things are now
it could only be by political means that the
change could be made which would make
industrial government representative. Co-
operation has shown that the representative
government of industry is a possible scheme,
which IS not to be dismissed with the
statement that modern industry cannot be
conducted through committees. The Trusts
themselves have sliown that forces can be
preserved within great industrial organiza-
tions which keep tlic advantages of compc-
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tition and maintain the efiicicncy test. So that

a political movement for a representative

government and leadership is not out of touch

v.ith actual historical results ; raid examples

of the development of Trusts themselves,

which have shown some new possibilities of

industrial government, may quite well render

transference to public control both necessary,

in view of the invidious influence over the

labour of masses of people which they tend to

jjive to a few men, and easy, because of the

centralizing work which they will have done.

This is merely a statement of possibilities

or a warning against dismissing such results

as impossible. But at the present time part

of the problem of the democratic control of

industry by the political method is that leader-

ship spreads its influence from industry to

politics itself. Leadership, indeed, over any
one side of natiojial life is a cumulative thing,

and passes into a general leadership which

implies a strong personal influence. It may
be that the industrial influence of capital

obtains, through the party system, a strong

hold on politics. Or it may be that it becomes

an influence over the movement of public

opinion through control of the press. There is

a nexus of relationships between the forms of

leadership, the result of which is that the main
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point of view that is publicly expressed and
in the direction of which opinion ib led is in
favour of the system called Industrialism,
thou;,'h with constant improvements in the
conditions of the {)eople. Keform goes as far
as such leaders shape it.

And evc!i when we look at these tilings
from the side of the people it is remarkable
how the more advanced socialist opinions
that are met with among the individual
members of the electorate dissolve at times
of political crisis or choice into a weaker
solution of social reform. This result is due
largely to the tremendous personal repute that
has corne to be attached in England, perhaps
more tiian anywhere, to })oIitical leadership.
It is a leadership not simply of causes, but of
men and the thoughts and j)urposes of men.
It has established so strong a grip on the
people that it has created nothing less than
a new English aristocracy. The opinion on
any issue, whether closely or only remotely
connected with politics, of a great political
leader has a power ov( r the minds of the people
greater than that of the expert. Theology
and Literature and Social Science can furnish
well-known examples of this. It is against
the personal force of this new aristocracy that
democratic causes strike and fall back in
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a weaker wave. And the constitution of

political government in Enj^'land brings in a

further element of conservatism since it

requires a constant connection between

political leadership and the aristocracy of

rank. The position of our Second Chamber

in the government of the country actually

requires that the Cabinet itself shall contain

a large infusion of non-democratic and heredi-

tary interests. It is such interests which

have most to lose by the recent proposals for

economic change. By contrast with this,

only one representative of the working classes

has ever sat in an English Cabinet.

Democracy, of course, is not forbidden to

trust great personalities, but it is forbidden

to submit merely to great names. Its spirit

requires a real power of initiative and a con-

stant power of check on public policies. And

what can scarcely be said yet to exist in the

political sphere is that type of leadership

which democracy has created in the sphere

of co-operative trade—the leadership which

is tested in small things before being made

guardian over great things, and which carries

the sense of democracy with it as it rises

from the bottom to the top of a system.

Municipal government in England is not yet

a training ground for political leadership.
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Oa the contrary, local government sufferssevere y by the higher premium ^vhich hacome to be set upon the political life in thiscountry Parliament alone is regarded as ahonourable career by those of great socia
influence and leisure. Syn.pathy with theeconomic issue can only with diflieultv arise
vvzth a true understanding from these sources.At the end of a century of leadership of thiskmd we are still in despair as regards fund"!mental economic conditions. And if the politi-ea power of the people is really to gather intoa unity the various sides of the combination
movement, the leadership must represent aninterest m the people which is different, forexample from that which a fisherman hL ZUsh. The people must not simply be theobject matter of pohtical careers. Thev must
in a far greater sense than ever initiate policy.The economic issue will otherwise be con-
stantly postponed to others which the peoplewould never have chosen, but which, underthe powerful personal influence of leadership
they are persuaded to believe in as vital-
military, perhaps, or fiscal or diplomatic
questions-which would often not have been
raised at all but for the personal contestbetween powerful leaders who are still ableto choose them and urge them and make
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Ihciu the issues of long-draAvn political

canipai^nis.

Even movements which, if we look to tht

content of their i)ioposals, would he called

democratic, are not completely so if their

success is won rather by per;,onai force and

the method of over-statement than by the

adoption of their princi})Ies by a democracy

which understands them. The ebb and flow

of political opinion, its evolution, changes and

fluctuations, show how superficial is the hold

of policies recommended merely by the

personalities who urge them.

As regards the conditions of life which have

grown up with the evolution of industry,

it is to local government and administration

that we nuist look for their most adequate

treatment. But even here, as is well known,

the influence of national politics obscures the

various problems of localities. So that it is

not uj)on Housing or local by-laws for social

improvement that municipal elections are

fought, but upon the wide party issues of

imperial politics. An increased respect for

local government and an appreciation of its

place in the social problem will not only

exercise the minds of the people upon the

thmgs not done which lie nearest to them,

but will also do nmch to lessen personal
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domination in public affairs. As it is the
arena of public life is so narrow that the
aristocracy which it creates, whichever party
IS in power, slights the reputation of our
ocal a fairs and retards the formation of a
iivinff democratic interest in city politics

Otlier forces also must be taken account of
in order to explain the relation of the democ-
racy to the economic issue. We have already
seen that at the opening of the twentieth
century about one-third of the population
Of two English cities was estimated to be
living m poverty. And other inquiries carried
out on a national basis have shown a tre-
mendous inequality in the distribution of the
wealth of the nation, and yet at the same
time It IS a commonplace that the franchise
represents mainly the power of the poorer
sections of the people. What other forces
are there which enable such a franchise to
coincide with such results ? In other wordswhat makes for social peace spite of the
unrest and ferment that is caused by the
economic position ?

Here we return io the problem as to how
far social organization is organic in its natureA great Italian writer ^ hos sought to explain
the continuance ot social peace on the ground

^ Professor Loria.
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that there are certain iuorgaiiic bojids which

clamp or hold together the different sides of

national life. While others are speakinfj of

or^'anic unity he prefers the name of " con-

nective institutions," imi)lying nothing more

than the bare fact that these institutions do

actually prevent social disruption. In his

view religion and public opinion have had

a double influence in this direction. They

have prevented disruption partly because

they have served to discipline the self-interest

of those classes which stand for i)roperty

and prevent them from exploiting the non-

propertied or working classes to the full

extent of their power. In the second place,

these forces have acted upon the self-interest

of the working classes themselves. They have,

as he thinks, vitiated that self-interest by

preventing it from asserting itself to the full

extent of its rights. And thus these influ-

ences become, to him, the foundations of

continued economic and social life. It may
perhaps be true that there are countries, and

Italy may be among them, where the teach-

ings of religion have such a hold over demo-

cratic thought, but it is certainly open to

question if such a remark could be applied

to England; while apart from religious influ-

ence that which is called by Loria public
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opinion is uithin the quosliou lirady dis-
cussed of leadership and its rcsidts.

In this eonntry there are three forces of
whieh aeeount has yet to be taken in the
exphmation of social peace. The first of
these is habit. No belter statement of its
soei.'d intlncnce could be piven than that
of the ^rreat psyeholo^ist, Professor James.

llat).t, he says, '^
is the enormous flywheel

of society, i s most precious conservative
affont. It alone is what keeps us within the
bounds of ordinance, and sr.ves the children
of fortune from the envious uprisin^^s of the
poor. It alone prevents the hardest and most
repulsive walks of Hfe from bcin^^ deserted
by those brought up to tread there-n It
keeps Mic fishein)an and the deck-hand at sea
through the winter; it holds the miner .- his
darkness, and nails the countrvman to his
log cabin and his lonely farm thVouahout the
months of snow. It dooms us all to fight out
the battle of hfe upon the lines of our nurture
or our early choice, and to make the best of
a pursuit that <lisagrecs because there is no
other for which we are fitted and it is too late
o begm again. It keeps different social strata
from mixing" {Principles of Psyc}iolo<iy)

Secondly, eharity in its manifold" forms
Suppose It for a moment abolished, in
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l)Olli its instituUoiis and its suhscriijtions,

and it is plain that from tlic lives of larj^o

classes of the people there uould he re-

moved a mainstay ^vhose strength is scarcely

realized.

Thirdly, there is a larfje class of goods not

of a material kind, which arc of tremendous

value in relation to their cost. C'lassis of

society, separated hy conditions of wealth,

do not in the same way vary in their {)owcr

to enjoy them. They arc the personal re-

lationships of private social life. They have

no economic measure. Inquiries into the

manner of life of the nation have shown us

what they count for in holding off economic

discontent by their preoccupation of the

thoughts and lives of the people.

Whatever has grown up in and around

the industrialism of the nineteenth century

has, from another point of view, been allowed

to grow up ; or at any rate, if we take account

of the lateness of the development of public

education, been allowed to remain. If the

democracy does not yet, as a body, fully grasp

the ideals of change of system within industry

and of surrounding conditions of life which
might follow thereon, but continues by slow

steps to follow a more conservative lead for

social reform—we must seek the reason in
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these personal and social forces of leadership,

habit, charity, and private life, which retard

the will to press economic claims and rights

to the full degree of the wish and the

belief.



NOTE ON BOOKS

A COMPLETE bibliogiaphy of Ihid subject would be in

exhaustible. The following books liave been choHeu oa

bearing 8i>ecially on the argument.

Mill wrote in the middle of last century, and looLs both

backward and forward, so that his Principles are a gc»od

basi-s of ntudy. The most useful chapters are Book IT,

1-4 and 11-16 ; Book lY, omitting 5 and 6 ;
and Book

V, chapter 11.

For general history, Porter's Progress of Ihe Nation and

Levi's Hidmvj of En'jliHh '''Mnmrire are the best. They

should be suj)plemonted hy Cooke Taylor's Mod-ci^yi Factory

System, Toynbee's Industrial lie.volniion, the tenth and

fifteenth Essays in (Jiffeu's Ec-onomk Etvpiiries and

Studifs, Bowley's Ilidory of Wartes, and Bucher's

InduMrwl Evolution.

Aspects of the industrial problem are dealt with in

Cooley's Personal Ctmipdition, Bacrnreither's Enylish

Associatvms of WorkiiPj Men (Part I), Loria's Ecoiwmic

Foundations of Socipti/ (Part I), Schlosb's Methods of

Industrial liemuneration, Meakin':; Model Factories ayid

Villages, Booth's Life and Luh ,ur (Vol I, i^axt i, and

Final Volume), Rowntreo's Poverty, Miss C. Potter's

Industrial Co-operation, Mr. and Mrs. Wtibb's Uistory of

2&3
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Trcule UnionUm, my own Industrial Combhiation (Part

II), and the volume of papers on Co-operative Froduction

issued by the Labour Co-partnership Association.

Among otlioial papers the most important are Cd. 3273
on the Agricultural Decline ; Cd. 7458 on Profit Sliaring

;

Cd. 4757 on Education ; Cd. 5346 and Cd. 5366 on Wage
Bargaining, which should be read with a recent Annual
Report on Trade Unions ; Cd. 4671 on the his<lory of
Publk' Health and Social Vvnditiona since lOoO ; the Reports
on I^>)our (1894), Home Work (19U8), and the Poor
Laws (iy09).

D. H. M.
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adventure for the reader's recreation."

—

Spectator.

29. THE DAWN OF HISTORY
By J. L. MvREs, M.A., F.S.A., Wykeham Professor o.' Ancient
History, 0.\:ford. "There is not a page in it that is .not sugf,estive."—Manchester Guardian.



33 THE HISTORY OF ENGLAND:
A Study in Po/tlical Evolution.

By Prof. A. F. Poi.i.ARD, M.A. With a Chronological Table.
"A vivid study of tendencies, not a solid mass of facts. ... It if

a most stiiiuiliiliiig, energetic, and sui;gestive piece of work."—
Daily Ne'us. " It takes its place at once among the authoritative
works on Knglish history "— (''b^errer. " It is marked hy the we;iUh
of detail, the sanity of outli> >k, the severe impartiality which we
always find in Prof. Pollard's writings."

—

Lcndon Teachtr.

34. CANAPA
\ y A. ' .. Bkadlev. " Who knows Canada better than Mr A. G.
I&x2.d\zy— Daily Chronicle. "The volume makes an immediate
a: peal to the man who w.uits to know something vivid and true
ai.uut Canailj " — Canadian Cazette. " .\s interesting and »s

absorbing as a good x\o\t\." —Canadian Mail.

37. PEOPLES &^ PROBLEMS OF INDIA
}5y Sir T. W. HoLi)i..;Niiss, K.CS.l., Secretary of the Revenue,
Statistics, and Commerce department of the India Office. "Just
the book which newspaper re..ders require to-day, and a marvel
of compiehensiveness in bringing all the factors of a great subject
into view within a limited space."

—

Fall Mall iian:lie.

42. romf:
By W. Warde Fowi.kk, M.A. "A masterly sketch of Rom.in
charai ter and of what it did for the viorld."

—

The Spectator. '' It

has all the lucidity .md charm of presentation we expect from this
writer."

—

Manchester Guardian.

48. THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR
Hy !•. \.. Pax>i)\, Professor of American History, Wisconsin
University. (With Maps.)

In Preparaiion

ANCIENT GREECE. By Prof. Gilbert Murray, D.Litt.,

LL.D., F.B.A.

ANCIENT EGYPT. By Dr F. L. Griffith, M.A., F.R.S.

A SHOR T HISTORY OF EUROPE. By Herbert Fisher,
MA., r.B.A.

THE REFORMA TION. liy Principal Lindsay, LL.D.

A SHORT HISTORY OF RUSSIA. Hy Prof. Milyoukov.

MODERN TURKEY. By I). G. H(x;arth, M.A.

FRANCE OF TO-DAY. By Albert Thomas.

HISTORY OF SCOTLAND. By R. S. Kait^ M.A.

SOUTH AMERICA. By Prof W. R. Siiti-HEKD.

MASTER MARINERS. By J. R. Sckars.

NAPOLEON. By Herbert Fisher, M.A.



Literature and ^rt
2. SHAKESPEARE

liyJdiiN Maskfiki.I). " The book is a joy. We have hftd half-a-
d.izen more learned hooks on Shakespeare in the last few years, but
Hot one so wise. '

—

Manchcattr (,uarcii.-'n.

27. ENGLISH LITERATURE: MODERN
liy O- H Maik, M.A. " Altogether a fresh and individual book."—Oosin'tr.

35- LANDMARKS IN ERENCH LITERATURE
liy G. I,. .Stkacmev. ".Short handbooks on great sulijects are
a^lOIl^ the m st difficult tasks tliat a man of letters can undertake,
and .Mr .Strachey is to be congramlated on his conrace and sue. -^s.
It IS dirtKiilt to im.isine how a belter account of Ftei.ch Literature
could be ;,Mveii in iw., hundred and fifty small paces than he h»s
given here. '

— 7"/(^ Times.

39. ARCHITECTURE
I!y I'rof. W. R. LKrwABV. (Over forty Illustrations.) "Popular
guide-books to architecture are, as a rule, not worth much. This
volume is a welcome exception."— Ak/Ai'/x^- Xcws. " Delightfully
bright reading."—C7(mj'/<«« World.

43- ENGLISH LITERATURE: MEDIEVAL.
liy Prof. W. P. Kek, M.A.

45- THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE
By L. Peaksall Smith, M..\.

In Preparation

.4XC/EJVT ART AND RITUAL. Hy Miss Jane Harrison,
LL.D., D.Litt.

THE RENAISSAXCE. By Mrs R. A. Taylor.
ITAL IAX ART OF THE RENA ISSANCE. By R ogkr E

.

Fkv, .M..\.

FNGLfSH CO.IfFOS/T/ON. By Prof. W.m. T. Bicewster.

GREA T WRITERS OF AMERICA. 3y Prof. W. P. Trent
and Prof. J. Ekskine.

GREAT WRITERS OF RUSSIA.
Wright, LL. U.

FHE LITERATURE OF GERMANY.
ROUERTSON. M.A.. Ph.D.

By C. T. Hagberg

By Prof. J. G.
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7- .\fODRRX GEOGRAPHY
By 1>' Makion Newuk.in. (Illustratril.) "Geography, again:
what a dull, 'edious 'jtuiiy that was w.rit to lie 1 . . . But Miss
Marion Ncwbigin invests its dry bones with the flesh mid blu"d
of roni.mtic inirrest, t.ikini; stock of geography as a fairy-book of

science."

—

Daily TeUt;raph.

9. THE h VOLUTION OF PLANTS
By Dr D. H. Scott, M.A., F.K.S., late Hon. Keeper of the

Jodrell Laboratory, Kew. (Fully illustrated.) "The infurtnation

which the book provides is as triisiworthy as first-hand knowled(;e
can make it. . . . Dr Scott's candid and faini'iar style makes tho

UifTicult subject both fascinating and easy. '

—

iiurdencrs,' Chronicle.

17. HEAL.TH AND DISEASE
By \V. 1, ESI. IK Mackenzie, M.l)., Local Government Board,
Edinburgh. "The science of public health administration has
had no abler or more attractive exponent than Dr Mackenzie.
He adds to a thorough grasp of the problems an il!uminatinE
style, ard an arresting manner of treating a subject often duH
and sometimes unsavoury."

—

Economist.

1 8. INTRODUCTION TO MATHEMATICS
By A. N. WhitehhaI), .Sc.D., F.R.S. (With Diagrams.) "Mr
Whitehead has discharged with conspicuous success the task he
is so exceptionally qualitied to undertake. For he is one of our
great authorities upon the foundations of the science, and has
the breadth of view which is so requisite in presenting to the
reader its aims. His exposition is clear and striking."— /fVj/-
minster Gazette.

19. THE ANIMAL WORLD
By Professor F. W. Gamble, D.Sc, F.R.S. With Introduction
by bir Oliver Lodge. (Many Illustrations.) " .\ delightful and
instructive epitome of animal (and vegetable) life. ... A most
fascinating and suggestive survey."

—

Morning Post.

20. EVOLUTION
By Professor J. Arthur Thomson and Professor Patrick Geddes.
"A many-coloured and romantic panorama, opening up, like no
other book we know, a rational vision of world-development. '

—

Belfast News-Letter.

21. CRIME AND INSANITY
By Dr C. A. Mercier, F.R.C.P., F.R.C.S., Author of "Text-
Book of Insanity,' etc. " Furnishes much valuable information
from one occupying the highest position among medico -legal
psychologists."

—

Asylum Aeu'S.



28. PSVCfffCA/ RESEARCH
liy ^u \S h. I.AKKK i.l.U.S., I'rijf.s'.or of Physics, R)yal Collrga
of Scieih-. Ipiililiii, K-l7(-iuio "As a formrr i'rr^iiient .if the
Psy, liL.il kc^dai( h Socieiy, \w is fa; iiliar with all llic Irvclopmcnts
of ttiis most f.iscinatiiij; lir.iii' h of sricnce, ai i thus what he has to
say KM thDii^hl-rea'.liii^' h>piii.' .-,111, lelfpalhy, nry^tal-vision spirit-
ualism, diviniiiKs, a:Ki so oil, will be cad with avidity."—/;««</«
Cow ler.

31. ASTROXOM V
liy A-.K HiNKs, M.A., Chief As.sistant, Camhridgc Observatory,
"Origii il in thoiii;ht, eclectic in .substance, and critiLjl in tieat-
nient. . . . No better Utile book i> available.' —.V< *ofl/ /(^Vjr/r/.

32. IXTRODUC I ION ro SCIESCE
Hy J- .Vkpihk Th. son, .\1.A., Renins l'r..f.ss .r of Natur.il
History, Abrnleeti I'l.iveisity. ''I r those » tiu havr not >-t
become pi^ssrssed if thr Library, this would furin an appropriate
intro<iiu tion. Pr..->ssor Thoins.jp's deliKhtfnl literary stylr is well
known

; and i.ere he disc 'tirses freshly and easily iti the mettiods of
*.*'*"'"' ^'"^ ''"> relations with philosophy, art, religi..n, and piactical
lif'. —Aberiigen Journ^.:.

36. CI. /MA E AM) WEATHER
Hy H. N. iJi. KsciN, l» h!c.Oxon., M.A., F.R.S.E., Presidmt of
the_ Royal Meteorological Society ; Professor of Geography in
Uliver^ ^y College, Reading. (With Diii-rains ) " 1 he author
hat; ii\\fi-m»Amt\ \t\ ,,1.......*;.... ', _.. I.. :.) .....1 1.1.has succeeded in pir..enting in a very lucid and agreeable manner
thr; causes of the m veincnt of th' atmosphere ano of the more
StaMe winds. The information 'hioUKhout appears to be reliable,
an' is I

' ' ' '
.....

Gu irUian.

IS certainly ccnveyed in an attractive' ioim."—Af<»>it/i«/*>-

41. ANT 'fRi POLOGY
lly K R. MAKtn, W \. i;eader in Social .\nthropol ?y in Oxford
b'niversity. " An absolutely perfect haiidb .ok, so clear that a child
coul' understand it, so fascinating and human that it beats fiction
'to ''razzle.'"

—

Morning Leaiier.

44- '///A' PRINCIPLES OF PHYSIOLOGY
By Prof. J. <;. .McKfndrick, M.D.

46. MATTER AND ENERGY
By F. SoDDv, M.A., F.R.S.

49- PSYCHOLOGY, THE STUDY OF
PPH/A l/DLR

By Prof. \V. McDoi.i.Ai.i
, F.R.S., M.B.

I>J Prf.paraiion

KLECTRICITY. Hy Dr (hshkki- Kaj-p.
CIIEMISIRV. Py Prof. R. Meldola, F.R.S.
THE MA Ki.VO OF THE EARTH. By Prof. T. W Grfgorv

K l^ S - '
I

THEMl'xERAL WORLD. By Sir T. H. Holland, K.C.I. E.,
D.Sc.

THE HUMAN BODY By Dr A. Keith, M.D., F R C SPLANT LIFE. By Prof. J. B. Fakmer. F.R.S.



15- MOHAMMEDANISM
1!> l'ri)f. I). S. Mak(,ijliouth, M.A., D.I.itt. "This K'nfrous
shill'nKs worth of wImIoiii. ... A li-lii.ilf, humorous, and most
resiioiisiljle tra'tatf '>y an ilUitniriative pr ifcs«,„i. — /Ja/Vy Mail.

40. THE PROHI.EMS OF PHILOSOPHY
Hy the Hon. liKHruANU K.sstii, F.K.^. "A book that the
'man ill the street' will ri;c.j^iii-.e at oiilc to lie a Imon. . . . Con-
sistently lucid and nontechnical throughout."— C//»7j/;fl»i World.

47- nupniiisM
Hy Mis Kiivs Davids, M.A.

50. NONCONFORMITY: ITS ORTGLV AND
PROGRESS

By Principal W. B. S«lbii, M.A.

In Preparation
THE OLD TESTAMENr. Hy Prof Geokge .M,.ohe, D.D.,

BErnEEN THE OLD AND NEW TESTAMENTS. By
R. H. Charles, D.D.

THE MAKISC. OF THE NEW TESTAMENT. By Prof.
I!. W. Bacon, Liit.I)., D.D.

COMPARATIVE RELIGION. By Prof. J. Estlin Carpentek,
D.I.itt.

A HISTORY OF FREEDOM OF THOUGHT. Hy Prof
T H. Bury, LL.D.

^

ETHICS. By V,. E. Moork.
MISSIONS. By Mrs Creighton.

Social Science

I. PARLIAMENT
Its Histoiy, Constitution, and Practice By Sir Coi^rtenav P
Ilhert, K.C.B., K. C.S.I. , Clerk of the House of Commons. "The"
best book on the history and practice of the House of Commons
since Bagehol's ' Constitution.'"— )Vr/t.fA/Vt- Post.

5. THE STOCK EXCHANGE
By F. W. Hirst, Editor of "The Economist." "A little treatise
which to an unfinancial mind must be a revelation. . . . The hook
is as clear, vigorous, and .sane as Bagehot's ' Lombard Street,' than
which there is no higher compliment."

—

Morning Leader.

6. IRISH NATIONALITY
By Mrs J. K. Green. "As glowing as it is learned. No book
could be more timely. "—Z)a//j' A'rtjM. " A powerful study. . . . .\
magnificent demonstration of the deserved vitality of the Gaelic
SDint."

—

FrteiKmtt' t Intivmnt



]2_IIl3J^ociAr.TST MnvF..\ri.:\T

It. CO.\Shia'ATlSM
!'•> I-iirJ Hi 1,11 Ci-LK

, .M.A., M.P.

16. THF. SCIEXC/-: OF IVFAL TIf

p.'^itionam„„^; livinKe.oM.niilMs
•"• ''"'-v-n ho ,1, an unique

21. LIUFRAIJSST
I

,
.\t A ProfMwr of Sociology in the University

Hy I.. |-. H.,iu(.
of [..nulon. "A 1„„,K 01 rarr Muahtv W, '

v.- i
'

24- ///A' FVOLUrrON OF INDUSTR

Y

.'^' ''." •^'A<..„K<..,K, MA, Prof'essor ofTthe Universifv of I.er.ls " A v !.,.„- V
br read vvi,h urofiV hv II

• 7/' '""^'. ""^ '''H'^-m -nate in terms mi
-ACZcnjZrnai '"'""''^ '" '^e present state of unrest

liiiia! Kconomy in
NM' riate in terms may

26. AGRICULTURE
l!y Pruf. \V. SiiMHRViiLK, F.L.S.

30. KLFMFNTS OF FNGUSR LAW
principles underlying ,";rn:,:,;7V:ngH;hr:'.'?nV!:r'"''^'''^^>'mend .t to all who wi,h to bero.ne ac,u.ainted with ,h ?" ''™'"-

pr.nc.ples with a n„„imum ^( irouhl.]^'-S%if^^^^^^^

38 7-//7r SCHOOL
^" I»t>odHCl,on 7^ the Study 0/ Educaujn

i'l^n^heLr'ril.:rsW'.'-^--An'amV.,r;,v"^°' 1 ^'^""'•- '"

In Preparation
7-///; EVOLUTION OFC/TfFS Rv Pr^r d ,

CO.'irMO.VSENSF. INLAW R^^Pr^r d \-

on: WILLIAMS AND NORGATE
AnU oj ait bookshops and Bookstalls.

l^ondi
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